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Abstract

This thesis is based on five publications in the area of security assurance for hybrid cloud
environments that were published at distinguished conferences and journals of IEEE
and Elsevier. Cloud computing, as an ongoing and evolving research field, received an
increasing attention in last several years. Despite the tremendous benefits, the cloud
paradigm is confronted with challenges that arise on daily basis in its ecosystem, especially
with the hybrid cloud model. Even though, hybrid cloud model introduced more control
it also entailed more complexity. Meanwhile, the old challenges with regards to security,
privacy, and especially transparency haven’t been comprehended and therefore lack
behind the technological momentum. Outsourcing security sensitive information and
services in a cloud has been a main obstacle due to the immense lack of transparency. The
hybrid cloud solution model attempts to mitigate the control problem by hosting sensitive
information on private infrastructure placing the rest off-premise. Nevertheless, the
transparency of cloud environments still remains unresolved. Hence, this thesis addresses
these challenges, the transparency of cloud providers in particular, by validating security
objectives across multi-layered hybrid cloud solutions to ensure that there are supporting
security measures in place. The thesis focused its attentions and concerns towards
the security and transparency of security critical services when hosting them in hybrid
multi-layered and multi-tenant environments (i.e., hybrid clouds, industry 4.0).

To address the complexity of hybrid cloud environment that is often segmented across
multiple layers and owned by multiple stakeholders, this thesis proposes a composite multi-
layer reference architecture model. The model is used to support design, implementation
and demonstration of a unique security assurance framework. The proposed framework
demonstrates efficient acquisition and assessment of security related information across
multidimensional critical infrastructure systems, i.e., different levels of abstractions or
viewpoints. Furthermore, to implement an efficient data acquisition model for deploying
critical infrastructure services to cloud environments the security related challenges,
objectives and requirements were addressed. The identified challenges highlight the
shortcomings of cloud providers when it comes to supporting transparency especially
with regards to the hybrid cloud solution models. To overcome this gap, this thesis
proposes a novel approach for holistic security assurance assessment that addresses
the interdependencies between both individual components and abstraction levels in
hybrid cloud environments. The approach offers the ability to assess each individual
component of a hybrid infrastructure, regardless if it is a physical server, virtual container,
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embedded system with limited resources or a high level service, in a structural manner by
including all its interdependencies. The flexibility of the approach lies in the composite
structural design of the security assurance assessment framework that adheres to the
Common Criteria and enhances it to achieve a higher level of granularity when assessing
services. Most importantly, unlike standard approaches for security assessment such as
certification or auditing, the proposed model offers continuous security assessment ability
and therefore nearly real time assessment of hybrid cloud environments where we can
have competitive cloud provider that delivers one single service. The security assurance
assessment model prevents the exposure of internal security sensitive information of
a cloud provider via its novel security assurance assessment model that operates on
abstracted security information sets. Furthermore, a comprehensive life-cycle model was
proposed to integrated security through design, development, deployment, migration
and maintenance of services in line with standards, regulative compliance, and best
practices. The proposed model integrates iterative security requirements engineering from
high level objectives to security properties used for security validation entities through
both development and production phase of cloud services. Furthermore, the life-cycle
aligns and integrates the security assurance assessment model, while at the same time
considering the security requirements, enhancing transparency in production phase and
implementing high-scale security automation.



Kurzfassung

Diese Arbeit basiert auf fünf Publikationen, die zum Bereich Security Assurance für
hybride Cloud Umgebungen gezählt werden können, und bei Konferenzen und Journalen
von IEEE und Elsevier präsentiert bzw. publiziert wurden. Cloud Computing ist ein
aktuelles Forschungsfeld, welches eine vermehrte Aufmerksamkeit in den letzten Jahren
erhalten hat. Neue Herausforderungen entstanden in Cloud Umgebungen während der
täglichen Arbeit, besonders mit dem Aufkommen von neuen hybriden Cloud Modellen.
Währenddessen sind die alten Herausforderungen im Hinblick auf Security, Privacy und
besonders Transparenz nicht oder nur sehr unzureichend adressiert worden, um mit dem
technologischen Fortschritt mithalten zu können, welche durch das Cloud Paradigma ent-
standen sind. Das Teilen von sicherheitsrelevanten Information in einer Cloud Umgebung
ist das größte Hindernis aufgrund des Fehlens von Transparenz. Hybrid Cloud Modell
Versucht dieses Hindernis zu adressieren, indem es die sensitive Daten lokal behandelt.
Trotzdem Transparenz bleibt ungelöst. Daher befasst sich diese Doktorarbeit mit diesen
Herausforderungen, insbesonders im Hinblick auf die Transparenz der Cloud Provider,
die unterstützende Maßnahmen für die gegebenen Sicherheitsziele erhalten. Die Arbeit
befasst sich vor allem mit Sicherheit und Transparenz in Bezug auf sicherheitskritische
Dienste, vor allem auf in hybriden multi-layered und multi-tenant Umgebungen.

Um die Komplexität der hybriden Cloud Umgebungen zu verstehen, die aus mehreren
Schichten zusammengesetzt und im Besitz von mehreren Beteiligten sein können, zeigen
wir eine zusammengesetzte multi-layer Referenzarchitekturmodell. Dieses Modell abstra-
hiert einzelne verschiedene abstrakte Ebenen quer durch die Cloud (zum Beispiel Benutzer,
Dienstleistungen, Mieter und physisch). Das Hauptziel dieses Modells ist die Beobachtung
von mehrdimensionalen kritischen Infrastruktur auf einzelnen Ebenen aus verschiede-
nen Blickwinkeln, und zwar für multi-provider und multi-tenant und für verschiedene
Interessensgruppen. Darüber hinaus analysieren wir die Herausforderungen, Ziele und
Anforderungen für bereitgestellte kritische Infrastrukturdienste in bestehenden Cloud
Umgebungen in Bezug auf Transparenz und Sicherheit. Die Herausforderungen, die wir
identifiziert haben, unterstreichen die Unzulänglichkeit der Cloud-Anbieter Transparenz
zu unterstützen, insbesondere im Hinblick auf hybride Cloud-Lösungen. Zur Überwindung
dieser Lücke schlägt diese Arbeit ein neuartiges Modell für ein ganzheitliches Security
Assurance Assessment vor, welche die Abhängigkeiten der einzelnen Komponenten und
der Abstraktionsebenen in hybriden Cloud Umgebungen adressiert. Dieser Ansatz bie-
tet die Möglichkeit, jede einzelne Komponente einer Cloud Infrastruktur, unabhängig
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davon, ob es ein physischer Server, ein virtuellen Container oder ein High-Level Ser-
vice ist, in strukturierter Art und Weise, einschließlich aller Abhängigkeiten, zu prüfen.
Die Flexibilität des Ansatzes liegt im strukturiertem Aufbau des Security Assurance
Assessment Framework, der die Common Criteria beinhaltet und ermöglicht eine höhere
Granularität zu erzielen, um Services zu bewerten. Am wichtigsten ist, im Gegensatz zu
Standardansätzen für die Risikobewertung, wie Zertifizierungen oder Revision, dass unser
Modell eine kontinuierliche Risikobewertung von hybriden Cloud Umgebungen bietet, in
denen wir wettbewerbsfähige Cloud-Anbieter haben, die einen einzigen Service liefern.
Schließlich verhindert unser Security Assurance Assessment Modell die Offenlegung von
internen sicherheitssensibler Informationen eines Cloud-Anbieters durch das neue Security
Assurance Assessment Modell, das auf einem abstrahierten Set von Sicherheitsinforma-
tionen arbeitet. Darüber hinaus schlagen wir einen umfassenden Life-Cycle für Design,
Entwicklung und Bereitstellung von sicheren Cloud-Diensten im Einklang mit Standards,
regulative Compliance und Best Practices vor. Zusätzlich integriert der vorgeschlagene
Life-Cycle iterativ Sicherheitsanforderungen von High-Level-Zielen bis zu Sicherheitseigen-
schaften für Sicherheitsvalidierung, sowohl während der Entwicklung als auch während der
Produktionsphase von Cloud-Services. Der Life-Cycle ist ausgerichtet auf und integriert
gleichzeitig das Security Assurance Assessment Modell, indem Sicherheitsanforderungen
in der letzten Produktionsphase unterstützt werden um Transparenz zu verbessern.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Over the course of time, the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) revolu-
tion converged a variety of technological concepts, methodologies and trends, like virtu-
alization [APST05], service oriented design [PvdH06], distributed computing [TVS02],
into a novel model for services and resources utilization. Consequently, service utilization
overcame both physical and administrative domain boundaries of a single computer
system and transformed traditional service utilization towards a more resilient, intercon-
nected and global computation model supported with high scalability, performance, and
availability characteristics.

The interconnection of distinct computer systems into a coherent computation and
availability infrastructure, supported with high-performance microprocessors, high-speed
networks, and high performance distributed computing emerged the first distributed
computer system model nowadays familiar as Cluster computing [YBP+06]. An ex-
ample of such cluster computing concept was founded as a part of Beowulf [SSB+95],
Berkeley [Pat94], and HPVM [CPL+97] academic projects. The concept demonstrated
significant advancements in terms of availability, scalability and performance over the
traditional computing systems. Furthermore, cluster computing found a widespread
appliance in industry afterwards (e.g., Microsoft Cluster Server Service1, data anal-
ysis [ZCF+10, HYC16]). The next technological evolution step enhanced the cluster
computing model towards a more heterogeneous and non-interactive computational
model by dispersing computation and service across multiple distinct locations, Grid
computing [FIvL+99, FK99]. One of the main objectives of the grid computing model
is to perform orchestrated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-
institutional virtual organizations. The resource orchestration model directly accesses
computers, software, data, and other resources, as it is required by a range of collaborative
problem-solving and resource-brokering strategies emerging in industry, science, and

1Microsoft Cluster Service (MSCS) https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/
ms952401.aspx,(last visited December 11, 2016)
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1. Introduction

engineering [FKT01, FK99]. The shortcoming of the grid computing concept was the
lack of interactive computation that was essentially resolved by the next generation
technological successor, the Cloud Computing. National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) defined cloud computing as a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [MG11].
Most importantly, NIST also introduced a cloud reference architecture model [BML+11]
that defines five essential cloud computing actors, (cloud consumer, cloud provider, cloud
carrier, cloud auditor and cloud broker) their roles, and mutual relationships. Cloud
Computing can be also seen as a successor that converged from distinct technological
concepts like virtualization, service and resource distribution, grid and cluster comput-
ing, enterprise service management, into a revolutionized service delivery model. The
collaboration and orchestration of services and resources in cloud computing model are
the advancements that permanently transformed the landscape of ICT services and at
the same time offered considerable economic benefits. Essentially, the cloud computing
paradigm became a prominent solution for offering enhanced ubiquitous services with
high scalability and availability characteristics. This significantly enhanced the abilities
of traditional service deployment beyond single administrative and geographical domain
towards a globally interconnected computing model. In the beginning of 2008, Gartner
research2, indicated the Cloud computing paradigm as one of the most promising tech-
nologies which became, notably, one of the most disruptive and prominent technologies
nowadays. Cloud computing essentially evolved to a next stage service utilization model,
hybrid cloud [Lin16], that became even more interconnected with a multidimensional
inter-domain computation model3. The step towards hybrid is based on the assumption
that companies have specific architectures, application landscapes, and data that they
will not move to public clouds [You16]. Regardless of complexity, the hybrid cloud models
provide the best effort from both private and public cloud worlds, by combining the
economies and efficiencies of public cloud computing with the security and control of
private cloud computing [Lin16].

The evident evolution of ICT systems and services towards an interconnected multi-
dimensional and inter-discipline ICT systems model, i.e. hybrid infrastructure models,
are unfortunately opposed by monitoring, compliance, auditing, integrity challenges
with respect to security and privacy [SK11, KPR09, ZL12, NCAW14, YK13, Lin16].
Although security and privacy challenges emerged as a consequence of technological
evolution of service oriented model, they did not evolve along, and therefore leaving a
significant gap. Consequently, cloud computing faced major security breaches. Some
of the most recent major information security leaks, e.g. database of 191 million U.S.

2Gartner Top Ten Disruptive Technologies http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/
739613,(last visited December 11, 2016)

3Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3114217,(last
visited December 11, 2016)
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voters exposed4, storing passwords without salt5,6, server misconfiguration7, Baracuda
networks default password8 happened due to the misconfiguration or lack of proper
security protection. Even if the providers claim that users’ information is protected
there is no guarantee that at certain point of time a part of the system, as it is shown
in the above mentioned security incidents, is improperly configured [TJA10]. The ICT
environments are commonly put to an extensive security assessments as standard best
practice by performing audits, certifications, and continuous monitoring to protect their
assets. Nonetheless, no matter how detailed or comprehensive these approaches are, they
still fail to detect issues continuously, but rather detect them at the end of a certain time
window, i.e., that happens in between two audits, assessments or certification processes.
A very distinctive challenge that occurs when performing security assessments, especially
in multidimensional infrastructures, is the time and effort required to perform security
analysis. Security assessments also commonly require extensive human intervention
during the process. Unfortunately, human involvement in such complex processes is
inevitable and often prone to errors. As such, human intervention is more a liability that
due to the lack of automated assessment process support has to be properly addressed.

The automation processes offered by standard infrastructure monitoring solutions are
commonly focused to derive only infrastructure related information with respect to
functionality, performance and availability, and less related to security. Thus, security
assessment can become especially challenging when it comes to inter-domain multidi-
mensional systems such as hybrid infrastructure environments. Commonly, services in
such models are spanned beyond a single administrative and geographical domain. An
example of such administrative and geographical dispersion is Dropbox [DMM+12] which
uses Amazon S39 storage for storing user’ data and therefore independent layers are
being owned by different stakeholders. In the case of Dropbox [DMM+12] the users
were assured that their data was securely encrypted. However, this was not technically
clarified to show what security measures were actually in place and at which point. Was
the customer data encrypted in transition, at rest, or both? The problem was that in this
particular case the underlying cloud infrastructure provider, Amazon, unfortunately did
not offer any kind of encryption for the data at rest at that point of time which essentially
left the users’ data completely unprotected. The Dropbox system architecture model
is a very convenient example of a multi-layered distributed service that spans across

4 http://uk.reuters.com/article/us-usa-voters-breach-idUKKBN0UB1E020151229,(last
visited December 1., 2016)

5MySpace http://www.refinery29.com/2016/06/112737/myspace-hack,(last visited De-
cember 11, 2016)

6Linkedin http://thehackernews.com/2016/05/linkedin-account-hack.html,(last vis-
ited December 11, 2016)

7MacKeeper http://krebsonsecurity.com/2015/12/13-million-mackeeper-users-exposed/,(last
visited December 11, 2016)

8Baracuda Networks default password vulnerability http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/
article-3055281/Global-vendor-payment-devices-uses-default-password-not-changed-1990.
html,(last visited December 11, 2016)

9Amazon S3 storage https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/,(last visited December 11,
2016)
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1. Introduction

multiple diverse cloud providers. In case of such multi-stakeholder scenario detailed
security assessment would be required from each of the stakeholder to expose internal
sensitive information to perform detailed holistic security analysis. To address the above
mentioned challenges with regards to security assessment, Common Criteria [Her02]
system assessment model based on ISO15408-3 [fSC08a] is imposed as most promising
approach nowadays for systematic security assessment due to its holistic security analysis
characteristics. Furthermore, the common criteria abstracts the security assessment result
in a form of assurance levels and therefore avoids exposure of internal infrastructure-
sensitive information. Nevertheless, the structured and systematic approach of Common
Criteria is unfortunately designed only to indicate type of tests that have been performed
on a system (functional, structural, methodical, semi-formal and formal) that eventually
determines the level of assurance.
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Figure 1.1: Reference architecture model of SEcure Cloud computing for CRitical
infrastructure IT (SECCRIT) research project [BFH+15]

The NIST architectural framework refers to a multi-layered model such as Dropbox
without the multi-stakeholder part though. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis
and the research project that this thesis was a part of, SEcure Cloud computing for
CRitical infrastructure IT (SECCRIT), the reference architecture model was defined,
shown in Figure 1.1. The reference architecture model aims for a more precise role
distinction that allows better security analysis, separation of responsibilities, identification
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of separate administrative interfaces, and for checking the influence and coverage of
legal aspects. It is an architectural framework, because it mainly serves descriptive and
explanatory purposes, rather than specification purposes like a reference architecture
definition in a standards organization. Furthermore, the reference architecture model
is motivated by the lack of support for appropriate security solutions (e.g., suitable
monitoring and auditing tools) for critical infrastructure services when being moved
into a cloud environment especially when it comes to legal, security and resilience
requirements. The architectural model abstracts four different levels: user level, critical
infrastructure services, tenant infrastructure, and physical cloud infrastructure. The
intention is to observe multidimensional critical infrastructure systems at individual levels
from different viewpoints, namely those of multi-provider and multi-tenant, network
access, and management, followed by monitoring, policy and resilience orientations. The
proposed architectural model is the foundation of this thesis for identifying distinctive
abstraction levels, diverse stakeholders and actors per individual level, and identifying
vital components within the multi-layered architecture, which is used for building security
assurance assessment methodology.

Protecting cloud providers’ internal assets against both external and internal adversaries
are important just as much as protecting cloud users’ information and services against
malicious or careless cloud service providers. This thesis highlights that now, more
than ever, security and transparency are put to a challenge [IIOW16, OI15]. As much
as service providers hesitate to host their services and data in the cloud, the cloud
providers are reluctant to disclose any information about their internal infrastructure.
This information is only provided under special conditions to the cloud users in form
of certificates or audit results, and even then they are very limited when it comes to
technical security information. The current solutions for security assessment, certification,
auditing or monitoring lack the support for multi-layered environments such as hybrid
cloud [Lin16]. Therefore, this work stresses the necessity of building a uniform model
that provides automated security analysis by encapsulating in one coherent solution
security assessment, certification, auditing and monitoring. The solution should provide
continuous security assessment results, in an abstracted manner to prevent sensitive
information disclosure and therefore its privacy, but at the same time, offer sufficient
information towards cloud users to increase transparency and trustworthiness.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

This chapter outlines the most relevant state of the art work with regards to the thesis
contributions and details its essential research objectives. First, the security assurance
and transparency concepts for the cloud have been evaluated. Next certification schemes
that validate corresponding security controls of cloud environments have been addressed.
The evaluation of novel monitoring and auditing approaches that are challenged with
large scale data sets in distributed system environments was performed. Furthermore,
concepts and solutions for assessment of security through security-based metrics models
were addressed. Finally, the background section was concluded with the evaluation of the
methodologies that define secure service life-cycle from early design to decommissioning.

Security Assurance and Transparency

While some argue that the assurance is the integration of security into the process of
designing, building, and testing systems [Lip15], others view assurance as a way to gain
justifiable confidence that a service will consistently demonstrate one or more security
properties, and operationally behave as expected despite failures and attacks [AADV15].
Nevertheless, assurance is proven to be an indispensable part of computer systems nowa-
days by increasing both security and transparency [DW15, DPW13, VSR14, BBC+15].
Within this thesis the assurance concepts and methodologies are addressed with regards
to cloud computing paradigm. The cloud puts to a challenge the traditional security
assessment, compliance, auditing and monitoring approaches by its volatile and dynamic
characteristics. In addition, the recent hybrid cloud model [Lin16] poses additional chal-
lenges due to its cross-cloud collaborative capabilities. The industrial research conducted
by the big four (Ernst & Young [EY16, EY15], PricewaterhouseCoopers [Pri15, Pri16],
Deloitte [Del15] and KPMG [Dou16]) puts the problem of transparency and trust in to
the spotlight when it comes to IoT, Cloud Computing and Industry 4.0. According to
the report [Rig17] from RightScale, hybrid cloud solution is the most preferable approach
for enterprises nowadays. This is also aligned with the research community that strives
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2. Background

to address this challenge. According to Ardagna et al. [AADV14], transparency is the
foundation of cloud assurance that gives an overview of security status for a cloud
infrastructure by delivering security related evidence to a customer. Furthermore, the
authors also argue that it is possible to have good security and poor assurance in cloud,
due to the transparency towards cloud users. However, often poor assurance goes hand
in hand with poor security, which also poses a siginficant limitation when proving that
security and privacy properties comply with legislative aspects [AADV15]. In addition,
the authors claim that introspection, which is the capability of a cloud provider for
examining and observing its internal processes, is not the only concept that matters when
considering cloud security. In fact, the concept of outrospection, that is, empowering
customers and service providers with the ability to examine and observe cloud providers’
internal processes impacting (the security of) their activities/applications/data, is also of
a paramount importance. According to their work in [AADV14], an adequate solution to
security in the cloud should embrace both introspection by cloud providers and outrospec-
tion by cloud customers. Furthermore, authors claim that increased cloud transparency
can essentially support the security management problem, supporting both introspection
and outrospection. The authors in [SGK+16] performed an extensive assessment of
assurance techniques by highlighting required time, man-count, expertise, effectiveness,
and costs to perform various assurance techniques. Conclusion of the survey results
indicates that the majority of investigated assurance techniques can be completed within
10 days. Furthermore, the majority of the survey respondents also indicated that most of
techniques, nineteen of twenty could be performed by at least one or two persons.

Certification Schemes and Security Control Approaches

The fact that security was a major concern, even before distributed computing arrived
to the scene, is shown by the Department of Defense that already in 1985 derived
one of the first security assessment frameworks for computer systems, the Trusted
Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) [Lat86]. The book, due to its famous
orange covers, was popularly known as ”The Orange Book”. The TCSEC advocates the
security assessment by addressing following fundamental objectives policy, accountability,
assurance, documentation and four security divisions (A-D). Each division contains
a proposed set of security controls that are validated (e.g. policies, access control
models, audit trails, roles, processes, etc.). Unfortunately, most of these controls are
focused on confidentiality. Similarly to the TCSEC, the Information Technology Security
Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) [Ran93], founds their assessment model on security controls,
but it differentiates assurance and functional levels. The users are able to enumerate
the preferred security requirements which the ITSEC formally refers to as Target of
Evaluation (ToE). In addition, the ITSEC covers a wider range of security concerns by
including integrity and availability requirements as well. One of the most prominent
approaches for systematic assessment of complex system environments nowadays, the
Common Criteria [Her02], is aligned with the ISO 15408 [fSC08a] and ITSEC [Ran93].
The Common Criteria assessment approach offers a level of confidence that predefined
set of security requirements (i.e. functional or assurance requirements) have been met
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by the evaluated product formally referred as Target of Evaluation(ToE). Furthermore,
ISO/IEC TR 19791 [fSC10] and ISO 18045 [fSC08b] are the extensions to the ISO 15408.
The ISO/IEC TR 19791 addresses additional critical aspects of operational systems, and
ISO 18045 defines the minimum actions to be performed by an evaluator in order to
conduct an ISO/IEC 15408 evaluation.

The compliance of multi-layered cloud environments, that includes both auditing and
certification concepts, has been a major point of discussion in a recent few years. European
research projects like CUMULUS1 or CIRRUS2 delivered very promising certification
solutions for cloud environments. The CUMULUS project outlined the first extensive
certification model for multi-layered clouds [CDZM13, SDM12]. The approaches introduce
only a high level model of the certification concepts that are being used in CUMULUS.
Anisetti et al [AAD12] derived some of the first certification concepts that attempts to
provide high level of assurance for cloud based environments, as a part of CUMULUS. The
authors also proposed a novel certification model for autonomic cloud computing systems
based on block-based security certification that they introduced in [AAD14]. They
demonstrated their model via service oriented architecture that detects any changes of a
service within regards to security, by minimizing test generations and execution activities.
Moreover, Anisetti et al continue their work by optimizing performance of the testing
activities to an incremental security certification scheme [AAD15a]. Finally, authors in
their most recent work [AAD+15b] demonstrate the application of their certification
models to an open source cloud solution OpenStack3. The certification process was
demonstrated by targeting security and performance properties of OpenStack. Also as
a part of CUMULUS, Krotsiani et al. [KSM13, KS14] proposed a novel certification
methodology for systematic certification of various types of cloud services across multiple
cloud layers. Furthermore, authors in their work [KSM13] argue that detailed evidence
used for assessment and verification of security can be acquired through continuous
monitoring. The authors afterwards demonstrate the efficiency of their certification
concepts and present the certification of non-repudiation on cloud storage services [KS14].
Katopodis et al. [KSM14] highlight the necessity of a hybrid certification model for
supporting automation of certification and auditing processes in cloud environments by
combining testing methodologies and monitoring concepts. The authors argue that such
model would significantly increase trustworthiness and security in cloud environments.
Bleikertz and Gross proposed a solution for automated analysis of volatile and dynamic
virtual infrastructures by crosschecking misconfiguration in the system [BVG14]. The
authors in [SS13, WS13, SLGS14, LTSS15] argue the importance of dynamic certification
solutions for cloud multi-layered environments by verifying security related concerns
across multi-layered infrastructure that are based upon monitoring, security matrices and
continuous assessment. Khan and Hamlen in their work [KH13] perform simultaneous

1CUMULUS (Certification infrastructure for multi-layer cloud services) http://www.
cumulus-project.eu/,(last visited January 5, 2017)

2Certification, InteRnationalisation and standaRdization in cloUd Security http://www.
cirrus-project.eu/,(last visited January 5, 2017)

3OpenStack - https://www.openstack.org/,(last visited January 5, 2017)
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2. Background

security verification process in order to optimize processing costs. Gross et al. [Gro14]
propose a very interesting approach that is capable of certifying cloud topology without
raveling the underlying infrastructure. Their approach is based upon cryptographic
primitives like zero-knowledge proofs [GQ88] that verify security properties.

Monitoring, Auditing and Containerization of Distributed
Environments

There is a wide range of monitoring solutions that originate from traditional enterprise
infrastructures, cluster, grid and high performance computing, which have been designed
or adjusted for cloud environments [WB14]. According to [AADV15] monitoring has
become one of the most important aspects of security assurance in cloud as it can also
be used to improve the level of transparency towards the users, and therefore the overall
cloud security. Nowadays, it is very often a case that service providers and service
integrators collaborate in order to provide novel service deployment solutions or build
composite service solutions that require automatic service provisioning and composition
frameworks. These collaborative cloud environments, the hybrid clouds, offer economies
and efficiencies of public cloud models while maintaining the control and security of private
cloud models [Lin16]. Hybrid cloud models are opposed by the increased monitoring
and compliance challenges due to the rise of system complexity through interoperability.
Such frameworks mandate a declarative language as a requirement to describe services,
features, and mechanisms for performing provision and composition of appropriate
services [TJA10].

Evaluation of the state of the art monitoring solutions for cloud by Aceto et al. [ABdDP13]
and Fatema et al. [FEH+14] indicates shortcomings of monitoring tools with regards to
scalability, interoperability, multi-tenancy, verifiable measuring and service dependency
of both open source and commercial monitoring solutions. The recent work from Ward
and Barker [WB14] performs an exhaustive survey of monitoring solutions and derive a
taxonomy for examining existing tools and designs for cloud monitoring. The authors con-
clude their work by examining the socio-technical aspects of monitoring and engineering
challenges for implementing monitoring strategies in cloud environments. Hence, despite
of the profound features offered by the cloud, monitoring concepts for cloud infrastructure
are still faced with many challenges. The current monitoring solutions proposed to address
only individual problems such as scalability, large scale data sets, workload, adaptability
or availability. This becomes especially challenging when it comes to hybrid multi-layered
cloud environments. In contrast to that, Naik et al. [NBVS13] propose a framework for
hybrid cloud integration by supporting automation and integration of services across
multiple distinct clouds. Rak et al. [RVM+11] in their work propose a solution for
monitoring interoperable cloud applications. The authors of [MNP+11], Massonet et
al., present a federated cloud monitoring solution based upon RESERVOIR federated
cloud architecture [RBL+09] that allows cloud stakeholders to track any operation over
their content across the cloud federation. The authors of [vRBV03, BFL+13, SWWM10]
propose a hierarchical model that supports segregating workload, whereby the prior
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concern of Renesse et al. [vRBV03] and Brinkmann et al. [BFL+13] is to address the
scalability challenges of cloud monitoring. Majority of the research community nowa-
days [NSHS14, dCRdSG+14, APT15, NBVS13, CBR15, vRBV03, SWWM10, RVM+11]
favors the agent-based model. The agent-based monitoring model is focused on acquiring
information from individual points of interest and storing them on a centralized storage
locations. The work of Gonzalez et al. [GMM11] and Casola et al. [CBR15], to the best of
our knowledge, are the research minority that addresses the security oriented monitoring
for cloud based environments. As such, Gonzalez et al. [GMM11] place the focus on
addressing security monitoring of multi-layered environments. Their concept is focused
on detecting deviations of initially defined behavior of system elements defined in their
policies. In their work [SL16] Singh and Liu also present an approach for cloud monitoring
by integrating software frameworks for both batch processing and stream processing
frameworks and therefore increase the performance and effectiveness for intensive data
trace analysis. Perez-Espinoza et al. [PESSGTL15] successfully demonstrate a distributed
architecture model for monitoring private clouds that unifies a set of monitoring tasks.
Their approach is unfortunately limited to a single service instance at the time. The
authors in [AKG16] evaluated how the hierarchical structure of a cloud affects the moni-
toring performance with the emphasize on discovering symptoms of malicious behaviors
in Cloud environments. Although this research is more focused on malicious behavior
within Cloud, it also shows that the performance of current monitoring solutions is highly
dependent on the hierarchical structure of cloud services, in particular, if security and
resiliency of systems are addressed.

The most recent extensive cloud monitoring solutions surveys [WB14, ABdDP13, FEH+14]
address challenges like scalability, interoperability, multi-tenancy, verifiable measuring and
service dependency, autonomy, time sensitivity or granularity. Unfortunately they lack to
address the container monitoring challenges. The container technologies [PL15, Pah15a]
have become increasingly popular because they make significant advancement with re-
gards to automated deployment, scaling, and management applications, consequently
imposing a significant momentum especially in cloud [Bre15, BGO+16]. Solutions like
Stackdriver [Ciu16] can offer monitoring across distinct cloud platforms (Google Cloud
Platform and Amazon Web Services) by giving the insight in to the access to logs,
metrics, traces, and other signals from your infrastructure platform(s), virtual machines,
containers, middleware, and application tier.

Dana Petcu in its work [Pet14] proposes a visual taxonomy intended to serve the design
template for an SLA-based Cloud security monitoring. In [HMC+14] authors propose a
SLA, a flexible feature-based model for tenants where the tenants can specify variable
requirements. These requirements selectively monitor individual code snippets and
prioritize them to determine execution process flow. Their approach is demonstrated
on an implemented prototype for multi-tenant service models. Maarouf et al. monitor
SLA violations in a Cloud computing environment [AMH15]. The authors demonstrate
how a multi-agent system can detect failures, perform self-monitoring operation based on
QoS parameters and at the same time operate in a dynamically changing environment.
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2. Background

In their work [RMR+16], Rios et al specify controls and metrics at early design phase
and integrate them into a Service Level Agreement. Later a continuous monitoring
of those controls and metrics is performed at runtime in the multi-cloud environment.
Furthermore, the solution combines deep packet inspection with data mining techniques to
harvest and analyze measurements of components and provide holistic assurance. In their
work [SME15] authors propose a customizable platform-independent SLA monitoring
framework for federated cloud services. Based on the requirements defined in a SLA
framework generates monitoring templates which are used to produce reports used
for service benchmarking. Casola et al. [CBR15] define specific measurable security-
based metrics based on vulnerability scanning and penetration testing and associate
them with security Service Level Objectives(SLO) formally specified in Service Level
Agreements(SLA).

Another very important aspect of assurance is the ability to observe the behavior of
a cloud and evaluate its compliance towards standards, best practices, legislatives and
customer driven policies [AADV15]. The auditability of cloud has not only a direct impact
on transparency and thus trustworthiness of the cloud users, but also on the privacy
with regards to cloud internal sensitive information. Commonly security experts refer to
the audit result with regards to standards such as from International Organization for
Standardization [fSC05, fSC13, fSC14, fSC15, fSC16] (e.g., ISO 27001, ISO 27017, and
ISO 27018), Cloud Security Framework Audit Methods [Sal16], Cloud Security Alliance
(CSA) 4 or the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) 5 - Service
Organization Controls Type 2 (SOC 2) Report for Service Organizations. Although, the
audit reports from such organizations cover a wide range of security controls they are very
limited and often not sufficient for answering use case specific challenges. Furthermore,
audits also consume vast amount of time and human effort. Recently, cryptographic
schemes have become increasingly popular when it comes to performing audits in cloud.
In their work Wang et al. [WLL12, WLL15] propose a very efficient approach for privacy-
preserving public auditing in cloud environments. The authors use ring signatures to
compute the verification information required to perform an audit and protect the
integrity of shared data. Data privacy is protected from a third party auditor that
can verify the integrity of shared data without retrieving the entire file. In the same
context, Cong Wang et al. [WWRL10, WCW+13] propose a secure cloud storage system
for supporting privacy-preserving public audits. The authors leverage public key based
homomorphic authenticator with random masking to guarantee that third party auditor
would not gain any knowledge about the shared data. One of the main approaches when
it comes to auditing according to the recent studies [KJM+11, RGYC16, QC13b, MC12,
MC13, QC13a, MC14, QC14] is digital forensic. Moreover, the following studies indicate
that digital forensic [RGYC16, QC13b] has taken significant momentum especially when
it comes to Cloud environments [MC12, MC13, QC13a, MC14, QC14].

4Cloud Security Alliance https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/, visited 09.02.2017
5American Institute of Certified Public Accountants http://www.aicpa.org/Pages/default.

aspx, visited 09.02.2017
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Qualitative Security Evaluation Metrics

Security experts are striving to achieve higher level of transparency and assurance
that proper security measures are in place. Quality assurance with regards to security
is often performed through penetration [SFM+16] or security requirements [AKF+10]
tests. Nevertheless, security metrics play an essential role with regards to security.
Unfortunately, it is proven that the security metrics alone are not enough and they must
be substantiated [MP16, ASAM12, GJ81]. The essential requirement when assessing ICT
assets, which tailors the scope and process of the assessment, is a measurement process
and a metric [Jaq07]. Measurement is defined as an act of judging or estimating the
qualities of something that can include both physical and non-physical properties of a
particular entity.

Authors in [PC10, BB13] highlight the essential challenges for measuring security
especially when it comes to cloud [WG14]. In the context of measurement, metric is a
standard of measurement derived by a process and therefore can be seen as instrument of
measurement, whereby measurement is the comparison of things, usually against standards
or best practices [Hay10]. However, building a comprehensive and detailed metric is a
challenging task, especially when we take security into consideration. Moreover, it becomes
especially challenging to design a metric when we take into consideration volatile and
dynamic properties of nowadays ICT environments such as cloud. Nevertheless, Savola
et al. in their work [SA09, SSE+15, Sav07] made a major effort for building an efficient
security metrics. First, the authors perform an extensive literature research [Sav07]
to address security metric taxonomy concepts and challenges for ICT industry. Based
upon the literature analysis authors successfully built a security matrices for distributing
messaging systems [SA09] supported with a risk-driven assessment [SSE+15]. Luna et
al. [GGGS11] introduced in their work first conceptual solutions of security metrics for
Cloud based environments. However, the authors derived only a high level systematical
overview of the proposed solution that founded the security metric based upon the threat
analysis and security requirements. In their work [HSHJ08], Heyman et al. demonstrate
their novel security-based pattern approach for performing holistic security analysis
derived on aggregation algorithm that iterates through various levels systemically. The
approach unfortunately limited the application of their methodology to the development
part of the life cycle. Vaarandi et al. [VP14] in their approach had to resolve the large
scale data analysis (i.e. big data) because they built their security matrices based
upon log file analysis. Caron et al. [CLLT13] were the first ones that developed a
security metric, instead of system of scores, with bit vectors as an instrument of their
security assessment for verifying individual security requirement at a particular node.
One of the important challenges when assessing ICT infrastructures is determining the
interdependencies between individual components. To build a hierarchical dependencies,
Kotenko et al. [KPSD13] proposed an ontology based metric. This model offered them a
possibility to perform the security analysis in a hierarchically organized manner. Sun et
al. [SJL+11] introduced an automatic security analysis that illustrated security metrics
graphically to reduce the complexity of assessment and at the same time offer a better
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2. Background

overview the system. There are four commonly known measurement scales: nominal,
ordinal, interval and ratio [Ste46]. This thesis essentially relates to ordinal and interval
scale models, but it also uses threshold model to build the assurance security assessment
model.

The process of automated validation of security aspects is entailed with predefined
security metrics that were mentioned above. Commonly automated processes are fo-
cused on a specific problem (e.g., firewall [AF08], SLA [RGS+16], web service access
control [CRV10],etc.). If the cloud computing is observed through its multi-layered
abstraction model (infrastructure, platform and service layer) automation process has to
cope with a vast amount of challenges (virtual containers, multiple stakeholders, large
scale data processing, anonymity, exposing sensitive information, etc.) in each one of
those abstraction layers. In addition, each of those layers has be put in to correlation
with each other to gain a coherent evaluation result. Therefore, designing and imple-
menting a process that would support automated security validation can be especially
challenging when it comes to hybrid environments (IoT [XWP14], Industry 4.0 [Jaz14],
hybrid clouds).

Secure Software Life-cycles and Requirements Engineering Approaches

Khajeh et al [KHGS10, KHSBT11] proposed in their work the migration of enterprise IT
services to the cloud with regards to context of financial and socio-technical enterprise
issues. The decision making process for service migration is conducted by taking into
consideration cost modeling and risk assessment. Furthermore, Kaisler and Money, in
their work [KM11], evaluate the compatibility of the service migration approach with the
cloud computing paradigm by addressing acquisition, implementation, security, usage
reporting, valuation and legislative challenges during the process. In their work, Fehling
et al. [FLR+13] elaborate and advise best practices for addressing web based service
migration challenges with regards to migration patterns.

Requirements engineering plays an important role in secure service development [Nug15,
Mea12, SN07], because it identifies crucial security considerations that have to be taken
into account during the early stage of development till the deployment and maintenance
to ensure the complete service life-cycle. Therefore the requirements engineering has
to be taken in to account as a continuous process [GBD+16, QPEM10]. In their work
Haley et al. [HLMN08] present a comprehensive framework for security requirement
analysis and elicitation based on context analysis. Lipner et al [Lip04, Lip05] designed
the most prominent Security Development Life-Cycle (SDL) nowadays, also known as
the Microsoft SDL. The Microsoft SDL is used to reduce software maintenance costs and
increase reliability by taking software security related bugs into consideration. The work
of Busch et al. [BKW14a] is an extension built on the foundations of the Microsoft SDL
model, that the authors introduced in [BKW14b] as SecEval. The SecEval framework
comprises evaluation process workflow, security context model, data collection model,
and data analysis model. Security requirements are defined as constraints on system’s
functional requirements based upon system or service security goals. Furthermore,
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Mellado et al. [MFMP07, MFMP06] leverage the Common Criteria approach for utilizing
requirements engineering with respect to security concerns in early development stage,
formally referred as Security Requirements Engineering Process (SREP). The SREP
is an asset-based and risk-driven model that elicitates security requirements through
iterative micro-processes (e.g. identifying, prioritization and categorizing requirements,
vulnerabilities and threats, assessing risks, and identifying security objectives). The work
of Hesse et al. [HGR+14] outlines an approach that combines heuristics, monitoring and
decision documentation to perform semiautomatic security requirements engineering,
whereby heuristics monitoring is used to mitigate the manual effort.

Software development is dependent on requirements in order to define and steer how
a particular piece of software is being developed. Additional aspects, like security, are
also being put into the context through requirements. However, to put the things in a
timeline that steers the motion of development, a sequential process or a life-cycle should
be established. Nowadays, the motion of development requires the agility to respond to
certain changes almost instantly. To fulfill this requirements the widespread concept has
been established and used commonly in development projects that is nowadays refered as
agile software development [SB02]. One of the manifests of agile software development that
supports continuity is continuous integration and continuous deployment model [HF10].
Putting these two aspects in to ac correlation with security (as a process that supports
security validation, risk assessment, business criticality, business continuity) and modern
hybrid IT environments (IoT [XWP14], Industry 4.0 [Jaz14], hybrid clouds) requires
additional evolvement of software life cycle management.

Problem Statement
Cloud Computing [AFG+10] is still an ongoing technological momentum that started
as a vision for a novel service delivery model, and essentially became a prominent
solution for ubiquitous service and resource utilization. Although founded only on five
essential characteristics (on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling,
rapid elasticity and measured services), cloud computing rapidly evolved into a global
interconnected computing model. One of the main fundamental objectives of the cloud is
that the user itself should not be concerned with any activities occurring in background
while facilitating cloud services. For example, if a disk fails and users’ service was running
on that particular disk a cloud provider could rapidly provision a new instance of a
service or even keep a clone instance running without user even noticing. Maintenance
and provisioning of cloud infrastructure without the users being concerned or aware of
any unexpected occurrences on the underlying infrastructures and yet having their service
provisioned without disruption is a very attractive and demanding solution offered by the
Cloud computing paradigm. Although this model is highly advantageous it is attractive
to the users who are not highly concerned with the security and privacy. However, since
that is not commonly the case [TJA10], the security (e.g. lack of transparency, data
consistency, trust, data loss, control) became the most prominent challenge of the cloud
computing paradigm and therefore a huge obstacle towards users hosting their services
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2. Background

in cloud. The unique cloud service utilization eventually steered the cloud evolution
towards hybrid model [DMM+12]. Not only does the hybrid cloud model [Lin16, You16]
gain more economies and efficiencies over the traditional public cloud computing, but
it also brings more control with regards to security. Nevertheless of the deployment
model, the cloud computing paradigm adheres the distribution transparency challenges
from the distributed systems model [TVS02]. In addition accessing, locating, relocation,
replication, and service concurrency still remain unresolved by the hybrid cloud model.

There are types of service providers whose services in case of disruption can confront major
subsequent economic loses and affect both other service providers and service consumers
on global scale [RPK01]. These service providers are by their very nature considered
as critical due to the type of services that they provide (e.g. financial, electric grids,
water supply, transportation, health). Therefore they require special attention to assure
they are highly resilient by ensuring at any point in time their security, confidentiality,
and availability [RPK01, TJA10]. Although that cloud computing could offer notable
operational reliability (e.g. high availability, replication and resilience of services and
data) and even economic benefits for hosting critical infrastructure services due to the
significant lack of transparency and control of deployed services and information, hosting
critical infrastructure service in the cloud is not preferred. Therefore, to host such
services in the cloud environment, a cloud provider would have to offer high guarantee
or assurance of critical infrastructure provider’s requirements especially in terms of
security. The research community is thoroughly addressing security challenges in the
cloud environment [AZ14, SK11, KPR09, ZL12, Pig14, NCAW14, YK13]. It is shown
that it is especially challenging when it comes to critical infrastructure requirements
because of the high attention towards security [AZ14, YK13].

As already noted above, to convince a cloud user that the cloud infrastructure is operating
properly, cloud provider has to offer certain guarantee. Commonly cloud providers offer
a legislative agreement of guaranteed services in a form of a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) [WBTY11, BYV08] document. Although, SLA empowers legislative strength it
does not provide any assurance to the user that certain security, privacy or any other
type of mechanisms are enforced or, even worse, not enforced continuously. The SLA
unfortunately cannot by any means enforce neither privacy nor security. Nevertheless,
the SLA is an important part of the security assurance for defining what measures and
mechanisms must be enforced for protecting both cloud users and cloud providers.

This thesis recognizes the Security Assurance as a process of integration, continuous
evolvement, and validation of security mechanisms. Therefore this thesis argues the
necessity to involve the security assurance in all segments of design, implementation,
deployment and testing ICT systems and services. Essentially, the security assurance
should derive justifiable confidence that an infrastructure and services consistently
operate with regards to predefined security requirements, and most importantly increase
transparency [Hay10]. Therefore, the security assurance is not only about security as a
mechanism, but rather a compound of supporting means like SLA, auditing, certification,
monitoring, aggregation and security metrics built into a coherent evaluation model.
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Gathering evidence to indicate and prove certain functional, performance or technical
aspects have been taken into consideration during the certification process. Therefore,
the use of certification approaches has become widely adopted in ICT environments.
The certification for cloud environment has been intensively studied in recent few years.
The European Union research project CUMULUS and CIRRUS6 derived a great deal
of effort in this domain and established a solid certification schemes for certifying
cloud based environments. The certification approaches are challenged by the dynamic,
multi-level, volatile and hybrid nature of cloud when building their solutions. Most of
the biggest cloud providers nowadays offer hybrid cloud solution7. Multi-layered cloud
environments can be even potentially owned by multiple stakeholders, and therefore derive
a uniform multi-cloud service [PHM+12, SKZ11]. This has been shown to be a promising
approach [LBRE14, MZS+14], especially when it comes to offering secure storage services
that exploit cryptographic schemes like Shamir Sharing schemes [RST01] to derive secure
store solutions like ARCHISTAR [LHS15]. Certification of such environment is a huge
challenge, especially because they can be owned by multiple stakeholders that are not
keen to mutually share their internal information. This is the challenge that came as
the consequence of the hybrid cloud model [DMM+12]. This work highlights that the
certification approaches are limited to only a snapshot of the current status of a particular
system or service in a certain point of time.

Auditing approaches, due to the fact that they offer essential support in certification
process, could be potentially a good alternative for overcoming the continuity problem.
The cloud auditing solutions are focused on providing reliable audit trails for supporting
legal requirements by having cloud providers privacy in mind [MFB16]. With regards to
context of hybrid cloud models, Flittner et al. [MFB16] show the ability to observe the
behavior of a cloud and evaluate its compliance to standards, best practices, legislatives
and customer driven policies. However, their approach is confronted with information
sharing restrictions between cloud providers. Therefore, to conduct an audit of a
multi-cloud service we would require a cloud provider independent auditing process and
afterwards join the outcome results. This is unfortunately a major overhead for both
auditing and certification procedures.

Monitoring solutions have the potential to address the above mentioned challenges of
certification and auditing concepts, because they supports assurance by increasing the
level of transparency in a cloud with regards to the cloud users, and therefore indirectly
security as well. According to Aceto et al. [ABdDP13] and Fatema et al. [FEH+14],
monitoring solutions commonly lack support for interoperability, multi-tenancy, verifiable
measuring and service dependency in both open source and commercial monitoring
solutions. Common focus of the majority of monitoring solutions is on performance and
less on security. There are monitoring solutions that support security as well. Two most

6Certification, InteRnationalisation and standaRdization in cloUd Security http://www.
cirrus-project.eu/,(last visited January 5, 2017)

7Top 6 Hybrid Cloud Providers http://www.tomsitpro.com/articles/
hybrid-cloud-providers-comparison,2-841.html,(last visited January 5, 2017)
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2. Background

widespread open source monitoring tools for cloud, Nagios8 and Ganglia [MLN+12], also
support security monitoring (network outages, failed processes, protocol failure, audit
and regulatory compliance). Even though, there are monitoring solutions that even
address some specific security concerns like network outages, failed processes, protocol
failure, they do not counter the overall system security or derive user driven security
assessments. Most importantly, when it comes to cloud environment monitoring solutions
are challenged with the large scale data analysis and information sharing in a hybrid
cloud model. When referring to the Amazon’s CTO Werner Vogels statement that
Amazon keeps the size of their data centers below 100,000 servers 9 we can easily try to
approximate the potential number of components that could be monitored or assessed
with regards to security. Given that from each component in such regions as Frankfurt
or Ireland we would need to acquire, process and transport information in nearly real
time or at least incline to real time assessment, we have to process large scales of data
streams in motion. Therefore, we would require a solution that supports processing of
large data sets in motion and a solution that can storage acquired information and scale
or parallelize its processing.

When it comes to measurement of a particular asset, we require an instrument that
will derive a qualitative value of an attribute of that particular asset with regards to
a specific concern (e.g., availability, risk, costs). Performing measurements on assets
can also be viewed as a certification or compliance process where we have a predefined
checklist of points, and each point has to be validated against the particular asset. When
observed from this perspective the measurement process can be relatively straight forward.
However, when it comes to more complex systems that poses even various types of assets
with different owners or stakeholders, such as cloud, mutual interdependencies of each
asset have to be taken into consideration as well. Hence, the measurement process easily
becomes highly cumbersome. In the approach of this thesis the tools like monitoring tools,
scripts, databases, surveys, audit tools or frameworks are designed and implemented to
support the security assurance methodology. When we take security as an assessment
aspect, a metric has to be used as an instrument of measurement process for deriving
security condition of a service or a system. In that context, Common Criteria is an
example of one of the most widespread information security evaluation frameworks used
nowadays, for systematic security assessment based upon security functional and assurance
requirements [Her02]. The structural security assessment offered by the Common Criteria
derives high degree of flexibility for evaluating an asset with two key components:
Protection Profiles (PP) and Evaluation Assurance Levels (EAL). The PP is used as a set
of security requirements for a specific type of asset, such as a firewall. The EAL defines
how thoroughly a product is being tested, by scaling it from 1-7, with one being the lowest-
level evaluation and seven being the highest-level of evaluation. Unfortunately, common
criteria only derives the results of security assessment in a numerical form that indicates

8Cloud Monitoring With Nagios https://www.nagios.com/solutions/cloud-computing.
/,(last visited January 5, 2017)

9Amazon Cloud infrastructure http://datacenterfrontier.com/
inside-amazon-cloud-computing-infrastructure/,(last visited January 5, 2017)
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completion of a Common Criteria tests. Therefore, we require a more comprehensive
solution that supports hierarchical dependency structures and holistic security analysis
behavior. One important fact when it comes to assessment process is human involvement
as an important and indispensable part of the assessment process. Human involvement
is not only involved during the assessment of ICT systems and services, but during the
daily operations as well. The problem of human involvement is that it adds uncertainty
due to the fact that humans are prone to errors. The shortcomings of the human factor
in the assurance assessment process are twofold: human involvement is unfortunately
inevitable part of the current state of the art approaches and therefore adds significant
time-wise overhead to the whole process [AADV15]; and manual human intervention in
complex processes such as security assessment is prone to errors that essentially pose
high level of risk to deliver unreliable results or conclusions [Krö08, Bea02, EFL+99].
Therefore this work indicated that building a comprehensive and at the same time flexible
security metric is challenging and time consuming task that needs to be additionally
supported with structured solution models. To the best of our knowledge, most of the
security metrics nowadays require human intervention in their processes which represents
a time consuming deficiency that limits the scope of the metric to systems with small
complexity.

Another important aspect of security assurance is integration and continuous evolvement
of security in the processes of designing, building, and deploying systems and services.
Sometimes it is necessary to redesign a service before the deployment. There could be a
variety of reasons like costs, design, outdated proprietary technology, because we cannot
easily migrate or directly deploy a particular service to a cloud environment. Sometimes
applications with performance or licensing concerns are not out of the box solutions
prepared to operate immediately in an exclusively virtual world [KGS10]. The processes
of design, implementation, build, migration and deployment of systems and services
due to their complexity are also prone to failure and therefore require consistency in all
segments. The Microsoft SDL [HL06] integrates several phases (training, requirements,
design, implementation, verification, release, response) in its cycle, that mainly focuses
on development phase of a particular product. Even though, the tool is very flexible and
it can also be applied for addressing cloud based applications, it does not directly address
cloud based requirements or security requirements engineering in its model. Nevertheless,
Microsoft SDL is most broadly used tool for secure development of applications and
services. However, for the security assurance it is of major importance to comprehend
the security requirements as an iterative evolvement process integrated in such a model
as Microsoft SDL. Moreover, the iterative security requirements process (i.e. continuous
security requirements engineering) would be of major importance for the security assurance
if it would yield the security requirements in such a form where they could easily be
reused as measurable security metric attributes. These security properties could easily
be used as an input for various monitoring, auditing, certification and assessment policies
in the production or deployment phase of a particular asset, bringing all together in
a uniform cloud based development life-cycle with regards to security. This has been
partially addressed with agile software development process but not when it comes to
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cloud, IoT, Industry 4.0 and most important security.

To counter the above mentioned challenges, this thesis aims to provide insights in both
cloud architecture and deployment models by extending the current state of the art with
regards to assurance assessment methodologies and concepts. One of the main concerns
of this thesis is to improve the reliability and reduce the time required to perform the
process of assessment by automating the whole procedure. The ultimate goal of this
thesis is to develop a comprehensive security assessment framework capable of performing
security assessment of the most complex ICT infrastructures, e.g., multi-layered hybrid
clouds.
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CHAPTER 3
Proposed Solutions

This chapter highlights the core research objectives, outlines methods used for achieving
those objectives and details how the evaluation results of this thesis were obtained.

Research Goals
The goal of this thesis is to propose novel security assurance assessment concepts with
regards to multi-layered and multi-tenant ICT environments such as cloud. In such
a model services can be spanned across multiple abstraction, administrative and even
geographical domains. Therefore, such models often implicate additional provisioning,
security and transparency challenges. These challenges additionally hinder transparent
security assessment of multi-layered and multi-tenant ICT environments. To comprehend
these challenges, the main objective of this thesis is set and delivers solutions beyond the
current state of the art for security assurance, with a specific focus on following aspects:

• Propose security assurance solutions based on the reference architecture model
for hybrid multi-layered cloud environments. In particular, the focus is on multi-
layered architectures where each layer can be owned by a different or even multiple
stakeholders.

• Designing tools for continuous acquisition of security-related information across
multi-layered and multi-tenant cloud environments in line with custom or standard
driven policies. The acquired security-related information will essentially be used
to establish a consistent and reliable audit trail that supports automated security
assurance assessment.

• Proposing structural and holistic security assurance assessment for per-
forming qualitative security assessment of complex multi-layered hybrid clouds
assembled from competitive cloud providers. Commonly these cloud providers are
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reluctant to share security sensitive information. The security assurance assessment
concept has to be aligned with user driven security policies, best practices, security
standards, and compliance regulative.

• Implementing novel security metrics for supporting the security assurance as-
sessment process.

• Performing feasibility study of a fully automated security assurance assess-
ment framework for multi-layered ICT environments via holistic system and
service decomposition model.

• Enhancing service life cycle (design, development, deployment and main-
tenance) to support continuous and automated security integration, security
requirement engineering during the whole service life-cycle.

As highlighted in the Background Section 2, the security assessment and analysis pro-
cesses have been performed in a semi-automatic fashion so far, which largely involved
manual human intervention. Moreover, the assessment process commonly involves audit-
ing, certification, monitoring, or compliance validation which undoubtedly offer variety
of advantages when used in standard ICT environments. However, when it comes to
distributed ICT environments, such as grids or clouds, infrastructures can span across
multiple geographical and administrative boundaries, and therefore limiting traditional
solutions to perform efficient assessment, aggregation and information acquisition. Fur-
thermore, if the multi-layered aspect is taken into perspective each layer can be owned by
a separate competitive stakeholder that is not eager to collaborate with his competitors.
Consequently, the tools for security assessment and analysis become highly inefficient.
Therefore, the prior focus of this work is finding a solution that will address the problem
of assessing, acquiring and sharing security sensitive data between mutually competitive
entities in multi-layered cloud environments, and yet offer reliable security assessment
method.

Recently, due to its lightweight and performance efficient characteristics containerization
technology has become increasingly popular concept in cloud environments [Pah15b]. The
result of the emergence of container technologies caused rapid endorsement of composite
micro-service models in the cloud because of performance, efficiency to scale, deploy and
instantiate services [WLB09, HS15]. Having that in mind, this thesis focused its contribu-
tions towards design and development of lightweight information collectors that can easily
be deployed as background processes (e.g., daemons) in order to harvest the necessary
security related information in a least performance invasive manner. Furthermore, this
thesis uses the benefits of lightweight and rapid deployment of virtual containers to
integrate the collectors in a complete isolation from a host production environment. In
case of a security breach coming from an external adversary the attack would therefore be
contained within the domain of a particular container environment. Although, monitoring
of cloud systems or services nowadays is well understood, it can easily be misperceived
as a straightforward task when taking into consideration resources and capabilities that
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can be leveraged from the cloud. Acquiring a specific set of information, especially when
it comes to security, is a challenging task that is opposed by many access restrictions
depending on the object that is monitored [ABdDP13]. When it comes to internal
monitoring, auditing or self-assessments Cloud providers have no restrictions because
they own their own infrastructure. However, analyzing own infrastructure and users’
services can easily violate users’ privacy without users even being aware of it. When it
comes to using monitoring as a transparency enhancing tool towards the cloud users,
cloud providers are reluctant to disclose any information. Therefore, this work aims to
develop a solution that would increase the transparency of cloud provider by performing
a security assurance assessment and essentially also increasing security.

Figure 3.1: Multi-tenant and Multi Provider view of the reference architecture
model of SEcure Cloud computing for CRitical infrastructure IT (SECCRIT) research
project [BFH+15]

When it comes to structural analysis and assessment of cloud environments, the multi-
layered hybrid cloud models were used as a reference model. In particular a structured
collaborative cloud solution, i.e. hybrid cloud, that is taking the position as the next
generation cloud model was introduced in Section 1, Figure 1.1. This cloud model
illustrates how competitive cloud providers can jointly work together to deliver services
to their customers. The main advantage of such offering is combining economies and
efficiencies of public cloud models while maintaining the control and security of private
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cloud models [Lin16]. Dropbox [DMM+12] as a such example of hybrid cloud builds its
services on the top of Amazon cloud1. More concretely, Dropbox offers its services on
a software as a service model towards the users and stores the users’ data on Amazon
cloud by using Amazon S32 storage services on platform as a service level. Having that
in mind, the reference architecture in Figure 1.1 that was motivated by the NIST cloud
computing architecture, was used to distinguish individual abstraction layers, individual
components per layer, and most importantly, their interdependencies. The hybrid cloud
notation in the reference architecture gives the ability to differentiate each individual
abstraction layer, just as in case of Dropbox, as an independent stakeholder - cloud service
provider. The reference architecture in Figure 3.1 illustrates the hybrid cloud service
model, where different cloud layers work in conjunction to derive hybrid cloud service.
From Figure 3.1 that illustrates conjunction of a private and public cloud provider, we
can see that the abstraction and decomposition of hybrid cloud model on its independent
components (e.g. virtual machines, storage entities, communication links, etc.), which
is essential when it comes to performing structural assessment. Therefore, this thesis
analyzes component-wise interdependencies, from the reference model perspective, of both
services and infrastructure. The reference architecture remains unchanged, regardless of
the cloud solution deployment model and applied use case. The only aspect that changes
is the abstraction, administrative or geographical domain for a service. Hence, this is used
to define a representative abstraction model that will combine services and infrastructure
for the purpose of supporting security assurance assessment. One of the main objectives
for security assurance assessment is to flexibly isolate individual components, group of
components or components within a particular level of the evaluated system or a service,
and apply targeted assessment demands to them. Also, the proposed model should
be driven by the compliance regulative, standards and best practices that are used as
necessary input in to the security assessment process.

When performing an in depth security analysis, extensive harvesting of security related
information is inevitable. In spite of the fact that information sharing among cloud
providers in a hybrid cloud would significantly increase the transparency and ease detailed
security analysis, cloud providers prohibit any exposure of internal information. As already
highlighted, the limitations to perform detailed analysis of services and their underlying
infrastructure by the commercial cloud providers is enforced to protect themselves from
external adversaries. Therefore, an empirical research of this work is focused towards open
source cloud solutions like OpenStack for testing the methodologies and tools proposed
by this thesis. Furthermore, the holistic security assurance assessment model is designed
by this thesis to offer both on demand and continuous analysis driven by custom based
policies.

With regards to the security metric as an instrument of measurement for qualitative
security assessment, there are well founded solutions like Common Criteria [Her02] that

1Amazon cloud https://aws.amazon.com/,(last visited January 5, 2017)
2Amazon S3 storage https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/,(last visited January 5,

2017)
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already offer systematic security assessment solution based upon security functional
and assurance requirements. However, the holistic security assessment offered by the
Common Criteria offers high degree of flexibility toward the evaluated asset with two
key components: Protection Profiles (PP) and Evaluation Assurance Levels (EAL). A
Protection Profile is used as a set of security requirements for a specific type of asset,
for example firewall, database, disk, or a particular service. The Evaluation Assurance
Level (EAL) proposed by Common Criteria defines how thoroughly a product is being
tested, by qualitatively ranking a particular entity from one to seven. This work designs
a security metric in line with the Common Criteria approach by enhancing it to a wider
application domain. The goal is to design a security metric that will be fine-tuned with
the security requirements and classes on a more generic level, that Common Criteria refers
to as target of evaluation (ToE). In addition, to support the security metric algorithm
for hierarchical traversing through the individual elements of a service was designed to
inspect each individual security requirement. Moreover, a supportive security policies
for individual assets, layers and services in line with standards, best practices and legal
regulative were designed and implemented.

Finally, this work highlights the necessity to integrate the security in the service life cycle.
Designing and developing cloud services is a challenging task that includes requirements
engineering, secure service deployment, maintenance, assurance that proper actions have
been taken to support and consider legal aspects. This is especially changeling when
the assessment of the global cloud computing model is taken into consideration, which
is unfortunately limited due to the current methods and techniques. Hence, this work
stresses the necessity for a systematic and comprehensive approach for building such
services that starts with the integration of security concerns at the very early stages
of design and development, and continuously refine and integrate them through the
maintenance phase till the service is decommissioned. This thesis proposes a solution that
addresses the mentioned challenges by integrating security requirements engineering and
a continuous refinement concept together into a comprehensive security development and
deployment life-cycle for cloud services and applications. Furthermore, the focus is also
set on iterative refinement of the security-based requirements (i.e. security requirements
engineering) during both development and deployment phase.
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Methodology
The following methodology was used during both analytical and empirical process of this
thesis:

• Extensive literature review of the current state of the art security assurance
evaluation approaches to identify currently most prominent challenges. The liter-
ature review also involved the analysis of different architecture models, policies,
regulative, security automation solutions, and cloud models.

• Designing the conceptual model for security aggregation and a supporting
hierarchical service abstraction model.

• Implementation of conceptual security assurance assessment model and
security assurance assessment aggregation algorithm.

• Prototype implementation of a proof of concept for security related data ex-
traction techniques and composite security analysis methods.

• Empirical analysis of information extraction, transportation, transformation and
assessment of expected information increase in security assurance examinations.

• Prototype dissemination via an open source license like the GPL.

The research methodology was established is in line with the work of [Cre02, Kot04],
especially with regards to stating research questions and objectives. Data collection and
evaluation process have been built on the proof-of-concept model. The data collection
process and experiments have been described in the corresponding papers so that they
are reproducible in general. Implemented code has been openly published to make the
results reproducible as well.

As mentioned in the Section 1, the foundation of this work is based on a reference
architecture model, Figure 1.1, that was built for identifying, addressing and developing
appropriate solutions (e.g., suitable monitoring and auditing tools) beyond the state of
the art for critical infrastructure services when moved or hosted into a cloud environment.
This thesis address these challenges for critical infrastructure services with regards
to legal, security and resilience requirements. The derived architectural framework
introduced in Section 1 was inspired by the NIST Cloud computing reference model.
The architecture abstracts four different levels: user level, critical infrastructure services,
tenant infrastructure, and physical cloud infrastructure. In addition, to distinguish
and address variety of challenges in detailed manner the reference architecture proposes
different view models. Hence six independent view models for supporting different aspects
have been identified: Multi-Provider and Multi-Tenancy, Network Access, Management-
oriented, Monitoring-oriented, Policy-oriented, and Resilience-oriented. The Multi-
Provider and Multi-Tenancy, Monitoring-oriented, Policy-oriented views are of particular
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interest for this thesis for addressing and comprehending challenges, identifying critical
gaps, and proposing potential solutions. These independent views will help us to
identify corresponding actors, stakeholders, relevant state of the art solutions and mutual
relationships between services on individual layer and underlying infrastructure.

The structural security assessment methodology of Common Criteria framework was
evaluated with regards to the architectural framework, Figure 1.1. The initial observation
has shown that the structural assessment model and protection profiles design by Common
Criteria would seamlessly fit to the structural analysis requirement. The structural
approach of Common Criteria is based upon abstraction of individual assets of the
evaluated entity as components of evaluation (CoE). For the purpose of this thesis those
components are brought together with the corresponding mutual interdependencies and
they form a service or a system as a whole that is referred to by Common Criteria as
Target of Evaluation (ToE). Furthermore, to perform the security assurance evaluation
of each individual component a predefined set of security requirements is proposed.
This set of proposed security requirements is defined as a bit-wise security vector.
The bit-wise security vector is then used for supporting a novel security assurance
aggregation process, that is going to be explained in a while, to evaluate each individual
component. Furthermore, a Protection profile from Common Criteria approach is used for
identifying best practices of evaluated entities, services or infrastructure. Protection profile
identifies most relevant security requirement for a particular asset, e.g. storage device
encryption3. Furthermore, the assurance assessment approach adheres and enhances
the structural security assessment model of Common Criteria by adding elements to
the standard structure that allows us to better address the granularity and focus of
the proposed assessment approach within a single target of evaluation. In order to
visualize the enhanced version of structural assessment model, in line with the service
representation and the architectural framework, individual elements and corresponding
interdependencies of an evaluated service or a system as general, are illustrated via
tree based structured graph [Deo74]. Next, the enhanced structural assessment model
is put in to correlation with the general tree based structure to build an algorithm
for conducting structural security assessment by traversing through the tree graph.
The iterative traversal process that our algorithm enforces essentially performs security
aggregation through each individual element towards the root of the tree. The security
aggregation is conducted by using above mentioned bit-wise security vectors of each
evaluated component with the aggregation algorithm and additional polices to derive
overall security assurance result. An additional set of policies is designed to support the
assurance aggregation algorithm, security properties and assurance level association in
deriving final security assurance results in a form of an assurance level.

This work addresses the problem of sharing security sensitive information during the
assessment process across multiple competitive stakeholders by referring to a multi-layered
and multi-tenant hybrid cloud model [Lin16]. The security requirements in case of a such

3protection profile for encrypted storage device https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/
files/ppfiles/FMV-PP-ESD.pdf,(last visited January 5, 2017)
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hybrid cloud model have to be addressed consistently across different stakeholders, and at
the same time consistently aligned with compliance regulation of security standards and
best practices without exposing sensitive information of each stakeholder directly. Thus,
the bit-wise security vectors are used as the abstraction element for building a consistent
and reliable sharing solution of the security sensitive information between stakeholders.
Finally, a coherent security metric in line with the Common Criteria assurance levels
model was defined. There are four commonly known measurement scales: nominal,
ordinal, interval and ratio [Ste46]. The assurance levels defined by Common Criteria
derive a result in a form of a level, one to seven, where it is verified that a certain concept
has been taken into consideration, e.g., methodically designed, tested and reviewed.
On the other hand, this thesis proposes a security metric model based on individual
security properties and classes that will be tested consistently across each corresponding
component of evaluated system or service. The thesis essentially relates to ordinal and
interval scales, but it also uses threshold model. Assurance levels are defined as ordinal
scale in terms of values (levels 1-7) that can be compared with each other. However, to
classify an assessed entity to an exact level we use interval scale, where a minimum set of
conditions have to be fulfilled to be associated with a particular assurance level. The
threshold is used on bit basis of the assurance model to define the minimum conditions
on bit basis to satisfy the binary one value. This model aims to enforce higher level of
granularity towards evaluated services, higher flexibility with regards to defining custom
security policies, and enforce more concise and strict security. All of the above proposed
assurance concepts build the comprehensive security assurance assessment framework
that leads to a higher degree of transparency towards the cloud users.

The empirical evaluation of the security assurance assessment model was performed on a
private cloud instance, because of the infrastructure and information access restrictions
by the commercial cloud providers. This work is based on the OpenStack open source
cloud platform that was chosen for implementing and analyzing the security assurance as-
sessment framework due to its openness, and flexible and modular design. The OpenStack
cloud platform allows us to obtain information without any restrictions. To perform the
security assurance assessment, security related information must be obtained from each
individual component of a cloud with regards to a predefined set of security requirements.
Hence, a design for harvesting information across individual layers, components and their
interdependencies (e.g., communication links) in a continuous and least invasive manner
towards the evaluated service, its components or hosting infrastructure performance was
proposed. Furthermore, harvesting information in environments such as cloud where we
can have tremendous amount of components consequently leads to a problem of analyzing
large scale data. To roughly illustrate the vastness of components, the Amazon cloud
provider was used as an example. According to Amazon’s CTO Werner Vogels, Amazon
tries to keep the size of their data centers under 100,000 servers4. Although it is a fairly
naive approach, publicly available information of Amazon IP address ranges have been
taken into consideration to estimate the potential amount of publicly accessible elements

4Amazon Cloud infrastructure http://datacenterfrontier.com/
inside-amazon-cloud-computing-infrastructure/,(last visited January 5, 2017)
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inside a cloud. Furthermore, it is assumed that an individual region is composed of a
minimum one data center. Taking the public IP address ranges of an Amazon cloud
region and count of particular servers, the potential number of components could be
easily approximated (e.g., Amazon cloud region Frankfurt 750,000 and Amazon cloud
region Ireland 5,000,000 ). Given the amount of components in regions as Frankfurt or
Ireland we would need to acquire, process and transport information in nearly real time
or at least incline to real time assessment, and process large scales of data streams in
motion. If we now refer to the scenario for obtaining information from the Amazon cloud
region Ireland we would require that in one collecting cycle, i.e., periodic collecting time
window, acquire, transmit, collect and process 5,000,000 messages. Having in mind the
amount of messages that have to be collected, transmitted, and processed a system, that
is able to cope with such large scale data stream in real time is required.

To cope with such a large data stream workload, a distributed messaging and processing
system was designed and integrated into the empirical assessment process. The Apache
Kafka due to its proven outstanding capabilities to handle large amount of incoming
messages [ABD+12, WKS+15]. The Apache Kafka offers rapid scalability and data
redundancy with n factor replication that is required by the assurance assessment approach
to ensure high availability and enforce resilient data processing. It is demonstrated that
the solution proposed by this thesis is capable of handling hundreds of megabytes of reads
and writes per second from thousands of clients. Furthermore, the solution offers high
scalability where a single cluster can serve as a central data backbone for a large scale
organization, elastic and transparent horizontal scaling without downtime, partitioning
and spread messages across a cluster of machines for streams larger than the capability
of any single machine, and guaranteeing data retention by replication. Apache Kafka
clusters incoming messages based upon the meta-information, the message topic identifier,
and directs the incoming messages to the corresponding message queues or partitions.
With the replication functionality we are able to prevent information loss, by defining
the extent of replication. The next step is to process such large amount of incoming
messages that are stored in message queues. Hence, due to the to its compatibility with
Apache Kafka, the Apache Storm [Ran14, TTS+14] was used as the distributed processing
sub-system for the assurance assessment solution. The Apache Storm provides scalability,
fault-tolerance of running tasks, and it is easily extensible to provide high performance
processing. Furthermore, Apache Storm is a distributed real-time computation system for
processing large volumes of high-rate data extremely fast, e.g. over a million records per
second per individual node on a cluster of modest size. The information is obtained for
each component both continuously (i.e. in predefined time periods) and on demand, by
implementing lightweight collectors in Python that will be placed in individual component
of the OpenStack infrastructure.

The OpenStack cloud environment was used to emulate the real world cloud environment,
but without common restrictions placed by the public cloud providers for harvesting
security relevant information. Therefore, it was feasible to perform an extensive analysis
across layers and define for each individual element which information should be consid-
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ered in the assurance assessment process. The harvested information of an individual
component is packaged into a message and transmitted to a cloud infrastructure inde-
pendent framework where the security assurance assessment is performed. The assurance
assessment framework is implemented as a standalone solution that can be hosted both
internally inside a particular cloud provider or external as an external third party auditor.
This thesis performs empirical evaluation of security assurance assessment framework on
a real world scenario that differs in components number and at the same time justifies
the realistic number of components and security properties being evaluated. Therefore,
three distinct evaluation scenarios are differentiated for the purpose of this work, two
cloud-based, and one non cloud-based scenario. The cloud based scenarios are focused on
assessing components in cloud data center and therefore Amazon is used as an example
of such, whereby two cloud-based scenarios are distinguished as two regions Frankfurt
and Ireland that represent two independent data centers. As a third scenario, which is a
non-cloud environment, a research center IT infrastructure was chosen to indicate the
performance of the approach on a small scale institution (i.e. 1500 employees and only
a few dozens of servers). Furthermore, for illustrating realistic number of measurable
security properties the following standards, guidelines and best practices were used as the
reference: CUMULUS EU FP7 Research Project - 72 Certification Security Properties,
ISO/IEC 27001 - Information security management -114 security controls [fSC05], NIST
800-53 - 240 security requirements [NA12], Pay Card Industry Data Security Standards
(PCI DSS) - 242 security control requirements [Cou16] OWASP Application Security
Verification Standard - 205 Requirements [OWA16]. Furthermore, the performance of the
proposed solution is evaluated by evaluating the size and type of messages to see what are
the optimal performance requirements, the results are published and listed as research
papers in Section 5. Although an instance of an open source cloud test environment
was installed for empirical evaluation, due to the modest hardware capabilities, it was
not capable of competing with the commercial cloud providers such as Amazon. Hence,
for evaluating the performance the assurance framework was deployed into the Amazon
Cloud to measure its capabilities in real cloud environments. The empirical evaluation
was performed on five Amazon instances that deployed our security assurance assessment
implementation with the following configuration: c3.8xlarge instance type5 , 32 vCPU
processors, 244 RAM memory, 2 x 320 GB SSD storage.

Finally, the problem of reliable and consistent design, development, migration and hosting
cloud services with regards to security was addressed. The main objective is to integrate
security into each phase to enforce automation of security assessment for a particular
service or application. The existing solutions like Microsoft SDL [Lip04, Lip05] aim
to reduce software maintenance costs and increases reliability. The goal of this thesis
is to establish security integration as a reliable life-cycle for design, development and
production phase of cloud applications and services. Thus, a comprehensive life-cycle
model for supporting reliable service design, development and migration to the cloud
environments, cloud development life cycle was proposed. The analysis and then selection

5Amazon Cloud instance types https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/,(last visited
January 5, 2017)
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of the most relevant security concerns and supportive guidelines, best practices and
standards was conducted. The output was used as an input for building a comprehensive
survey to seek among industry and academic professionals the most common relevant
security topics and concerns. The outcome of the survey outlined the most relevant
security concerns in form of security requirements and classes. Then the results of
the survey were used to build a taxonomy for a process-based security guideline and
to identify relevant security properties for the security assurance assessment process.
Afterwards, the development life-cycle was enhanced with the life-cycle of the production
part that integrates the security assurance framework as a support for secure maintenance
of cloud applications and services, Secure Cloud Service Development and Deployment
Life-cycle. An important part of the coherent Secure Cloud Service Development and
Deployment Life-cycle is the continuous security requirement engineering process that
is designed as an iterative evolvement of security requirements, beginning as high level
security objectives posed by the users down to the fine grained security properties used
for security assurance assessment. These security properties are also designed to be used
during the production phase maintenance, auditing, certification, monitoring and security
assessment policies. Finally, the flexibility of the assurance assessment framework is
demonstrated to interact with other solutions for service and infrastructure assessment
or analysis. In particular, it was demonstrated how a solution for inspecting cloud
environments by Flittner et.al [MFB16] can be used for deriving reliable audit trails and
integrated into our security assurance assessment processes.
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CHAPTER 4
Scientific Contributions

The core scientific objectives of this thesis have been divided into two perspectives:
security assurance assessment contributions and secure cloud life cycle contributions.
The impact of the scientific objectives for this thesis is addressed from the following
scientific aspects: cloud provider or cloud user, transparency or security, production
or development phase, and practical or theoretical implementation. Hence, this work
leverages the analogy of the Cartesian coordinate system to graphically illustrate and
argue relationship between scientific aspects addressed by this thesis. Cloud user and
Cloud provider are associated to the vertical axis, while transparency and security are
associated to the horizontal axis, shown in Figure 4.1. In essence, this thesis argues the
impact of each particular scientific contribution (terms marked in blue in Figure 4.1) to
the above mentioned aspects. Furthermore, the scientific contributions of this thesis are
also illustrated graphically with regards to practical or theoretical application and with
regards to which phase (development or deployment). This is again illustrated via the
Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Figure 4.2. Firstly, the scientific contributions
of this thesis are argued with regards to the correlation of scientific aspects illustrated by
the Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Figure 4.1. The security assurance approach
is delivered as a coherent contribution separated in several contribution segments. This
is also the reason why the contributions of the security assurance in Figure 4.1 are
marked as a rough blue surface shape that covers multitude of domains by four scientific
aspects. Furthermore, in Figure 4.1 both, the current state of the art (marked with
orange) and the contributions (marked with blue), illustrate how these contributions go
beyond the state of the art. When it comes to state of the art, monitoring is placed in
the second quadrant because it is mainly focused on the cloud provider for maintaining
control over its infrastructure efficiently by identifying certain performance and functional
challenges and is more transparency focused solution. Legal regulative, service level
agreements, standards and best practices are placed on the vertical axis between cloud
provider and cloud user because they impact both aspects, however the impact is mainly
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focused towards the transparency since they do not enforce the security mechanism.
Microsoft Secure development life-cycle is also placed on the vertical axis, close to the
horizontal axis, because it mainly improves the transparency by integrating security into
the life-cycle of software development processes. The certification and audit approaches
are both placed in the security domain because they validate whether certain security
measures have been provided, but still close to the horizontal axis since they support
transparency as well. Certification is placed on the borderline between cloud provider
and cloud user because it is used to validate infrastructure and services with regards to
security. Auditing mainly benefits to the cloud provider, since they are commonly used
to internal revision of infrastructures and often not revealed publicly.

Figure 4.1: Scientific contributions correlation with regards to cloud provider and cloud
user against security and transparency. An important note for this graphical illustration
is that the axis of the Cartesian coordinate system does not represent exclusiveness
between individual quadrants (cloud provider, cloud user, transparency and security).

The secure cloud life cycle [HFL+16, WHM+15] provides two distinct contributions,
the secure cloud service deployment life cycle and secure cloud service development life
cycle. The secure cloud service deployment life cycle is placed under the cloud provider
side because it supports production phase of cloud services. Furthermore, secure cloud
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service development life cycle is placed under the cloud user because it enforces more
the development part of services before being placed in the cloud environment. Both
contributions are placed close to the vertical axis because development life-cycle has to
take into consideration the cloud deployment requirements when building cloud services
and deployment life cycle has to align the services and systems according to users’ require-
ments. The uniform solution [HFL+16, AHW17], Secure Cloud Service Development and
Deployment Life-cycle that encapsulates both development and deployment life-cycles, is
designed to enforce transparency by having security deeply integrated into all life-cycle
processes.

The security assurance assessment highlights multiple individual contributions that were
developed in [HTL+14, HHT+14, AHW17]. The dispersal of those contributions is shown
across the quadrants in Figure 4.1. The blue shape marking spread across all four quadrant,
Figure 4.1, highlights the contribution areas covered by the security assurance. As
presented in [HTL+14, AHW17] this work proposes a systematic approach for continuous
acquisition of security related information over multi-layered cloud environments that
support the security assessment model. These solutions contribute directly to the cloud
provides security by offering the ability to continuously validate security properties
across the whole cloud infrastructure, regardless of the geographical and administrative
borderlines. To provide a cross cloud aggregated security results a novel solution for
component-wise security aggregation was implemented. This particular contribution is
placed on the vertical axis between cloud provider and cloud user as it contributes to
both by offering continuous qualitative security assessment to users and detailed security
analysis to cloud users. The continuous qualitative security assurance is placed on the
horizontal axis between the transparency and security for cloud users because it offers
both transparency and a unique way to validate predefined security requirements of a
user. These security requirements are defined via a custom security policy to provide
dedicated security analysis. Therefore, this contribution is placed in the fourth quadrant,
since it is focused on cloud users security. Since the security assurance policies can be
customized from both sides in line with best practices, regulative and law restrictions, it
also contributes towards the transparency of both cloud user and cloud provider, and
therefore it is placed on vertical axis. Lastly, the ability to share security sensitive
information across clouds during the assurance assessment process directly contributes
to the transparency of a cloud provider and at the same time avoids to expose security
sensitive information.

Next, the scientific contributions of this thesis are depicted from a technical perspective by
putting them into correlation of development and deployment domains against practical
and theoretical implementation aspect. Graphical illustration of this correlation is shown
in Figure 4.2. The Figure 4.2 highlights the security assurance contribution placed to
cover the production side since it is being developed to provide assurance of system and
services in hybrid cloud environments. It also covers the development part due to the
fact that the framework is developed to support the user requirements and policies that
are initially originating from development segment. The security assurance framework is
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also supported by theoretical application of policies, security requirements and integrated
into a part of Secure cloud service life-cycle. The secure cloud life cycle model that was
developed as a part of this work contributes towards both production and development
domain, due to the fact that it was designed as a comprehensive framework that supports
secure cloud service development and deployment processes. Nevertheless, the production
cloud service life-cycle is placed on the borderline between theoretical and practical
implementation due to the fact that it integrates and demonstrates effectively how
assurance assessment framework can be used in a secure cloud service deployment life
cycle [HFL+16, AHW17]. Finally the security assurance policies are placed in the center
of the coordinate system as they are involved in all segments of security assurance
framework and secure cloud life cycle depicted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.2: Scientific contributions correlation with regards to development and deploy-
ment domains against practical and theoretical implementation aspects.
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The scientific research and all contributions covered by this thesis have been published
as scientific papers. The context of each scientific paper is discussed hereinafter. Each of
the paper is classified according to previously identified research fields: security assurance
assessment in hybrid cloud environments and secure cloud service life-cycle.

Security Assurance Assessment in Hybrid Cloud
Environments

The paper Towards Continuous Cloud Service Assurance for Critical Infras-
tructure IT, published in proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Future
Internet of Things and Cloud 2014 in Barcelona [HHT+14], introduces a reference ar-
chitecture model for hybrid cloud model, identifies shortcomings of the state of the art
security assessment approaches, and proposes high level conceptual solution for addressing
security assurance. This work argues the necessity for a reference architecture model
that will support the abstraction of hybrid clouds with regards to collaboration between
multiple layers where each layer can be owned by a separate stakeholder. Furthermore, a
reference model architecture was introduced, as a research foundation of this work for
addressing multi-layered and multi-tenant cloud environments. The architecture model
abstracts service, application, platform, virtual, and physical infrastructure components
aligned across four abstraction layers (physical, virtual, application and user). Next,
this work highlighted the architecture fine grained distinction of entities along with their
mutual interdependencies. This paper identifies major challenges when hosting critical
infrastructure service in cloud by performing extensive gap analysis of current state of the
art frameworks, best practice guidelines, standards and research projects with regards to
the security assessment. The results of the research show that for performing security
assurance in cloud, geo-locality and volatility of components are the most prominent
challenges. Due to the constant dynamic changes the volatile cloud characteristics inhibit
security assessment approaches like certification to provide a plausible and consistent
security view. Migration of service that can occur either unexpectedly, due to an infras-
tructure fault, or planned is not being properly handled by the traditional security or
monitoring assessment tools. Conclusively, motivated by the above mentioned challenges,
a high level conceptual model based on the Common Criteria approach for building
structured security service model for multi-layered cloud environments was proposed.
Motivated by the above mentioned challenges and with regards to the general reference
architecture, shown in Figure 1.1, this work proposed a service dependency abstraction
model and security assurance. The high level conceptual model illustrates how a collabo-
rative and hierarchical security assurance can be achieved, by constructing a model across
multi-layered cloud environments based upon service component interdependencies.

The A Multi-Layer and Multi-Tenant Cloud Assurance Evaluation Method-
ology, published in proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing
Technology and Science, (CloudCom) 2014 [HTL+14], proposes cross layer qualitative se-
curity assurance assessment model with respect to multi-tenant perspective. The solution
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that was proposed, is designed by having in mind the following requirements: cross layer
assessment, technology independence, information acquisition restrictions, assessment,
quantification, aggregation of different information across multi-layered and multi-tenant
environments, and most importantly, continuity when performing the security assurance
assessment. Therefore, the three major contributions that are the essential elements of
the cross layer qualitative security assurance assessment model are hierarchical service
abstraction model with the corresponding interdependencies, sequential component-wise
security assurance aggregation algorithm, and analytical model for bitwise security assur-
ance aggregation. The generic hierarchical service abstraction model was built by taking
into consideration all corresponding interdependencies between service components and
aligning them with the reference architecture model in Figure 1.1.

The hierarchical service abstraction model adheres the Common Criteria approach that
builds structural security model via evaluation components (CoE) that essentially form a
target of evaluation (ToE). The Common Criteria approach was enhanced in this work
by introducing a more fine grained structural model for qualitative security assessment
that can also be adjusted according to user defined security requirements. The proposed
model adds an additional abstraction beside components of evaluation and target of
evaluation. This is achieved by addressing a group as an abstraction element that can
isolate individual set of components inside of a particular system or a service that are of
specific interest to the user. Furthermore, the concept of assurance levels is enhanced,
which is in case of Common Criteria designed to validate whether the appropriate methods
have been performed or not. The result of the Common Criteria approach is delivered as
qualitative assurance levels. The user defined security requirements used to support the
security assurance assessment process are engineered in a such a way that they can be used
as security validation elements and support fine grained assessment, that was referred
to as Security Properties. The conjunction of security properties, used as a uniform
metric for performing security validation, across all individual components of a particular
service is referred as Security Property Vector. The whole security assurance assessment
model is built around security properties that form custom security metrics and policies
used during the security assurance aggregation processes. The paper also introduces a
sequential aggregation algorithm that at the very modest level performs aggregation of
resulting security property vectors per each component across the hierarchical tree based
model that represents a service. The algorithm demonstrates iterative bitwise conjunction
of security properties across hierarchical structure in horizontal and vertical fashion.
The major objective when building the security aggregation algorithm was to derive
abstracted qualitative security assessment without exposing security sensitive information.
This work also identified some of the most relevant security concerns with regards to
critical infrastructure services that could be potentially used as security properties, like
service uptime, data alternation, storage freshness, data redundancy and deletion, or user
authentication strength. These security concerns were result of collaborative convergence
of security assurance with CUMULUS European research project that is focused on
building extensive certification model for multi-layered clouds. The aggregation process
supported by a security metric, defines the qualitative value of security assurance by
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associating the end result of the aggregation algorithm to a qualitative value of security
that was referred to as the Assurance Level. Finally, an analytical model for performing
theoretical analysis of a service by performing a bitwise conjunction of security property
vectors across hierarchical structure model was demonstrated. The model shows how
the algorithm iteratively goes through each component and performs bit-wise security
assurance conjunction towards the root element of a tree based structure.

The Security Assurance Assessment Methodology for Multi-layered Clouds
paper was successfully accepted at the Elsevier Computer and Security Journal [AHW17].
This paper is a follow up work of the [HTL+14] where a theoretical concept for performing
security assurance assessment was implemented. The theoretical concepts proposed in
the previous work was enhanced by implementing custom and policy driven security
assessment approach. This approach integrates security engineering and supports a
holistic service and infrastructure abstraction for geographically and administratively
distinct environments that can be owned by different stakeholders. Furthermore, the
focus of this work is to preserve privacy of the assessed systems and at the same time
offer lightweight information acquisition with minimal impact on the service performance.
The ultimate goal of this solution is to process and share large scale security sensitive
data across multiple clouds. This is supported with the empirical evaluation of assurance
assessment solution.

First, a simplified real-world service use case scenario (video surveillance service) was
introduced. This work performed a formal abstraction and decomposition of the above
mentioned use case on independent components. The use case service is then illustrated
as an abstracted service model in a hierarchical tree-based form with a root component
as the top of service. The security assurance aggregation algorithm felicitates supportive
assurance entities (security properties, security property vector, evaluation set) in its
assessment and aggregation process steps. These assurance entities are then used in
conjunction with the assurance assessment algorithm to derive security assurance result
for the particular service. In addition, a supporting component-wise aggregation policies
are defined on a group and level basis. The level aggregation policies are focused toward
components placed at a certain level of interest, regardless of whether they are located in
a single administrative domain or not. The group policies address both the components
that are placed on different hierarchical levels, and components that are on the same
horizontal level (e.g., physical servers). The flexibility to identify a specific group of
components within a single service allows us to identify predefined set of requirements
that apply to this specific group of interest (e.g., physical servers). This work introduced
a specific policy to derive the end result in a form of numerical level, the assurance
level association policy. The assurance association policy is essentially a security metric
that associates the aggregated result, which is a binary security property vector, to
the corresponding security assurance level. The flexibility of associating different levels
together with predefined corresponding set of security properties are used for service
validation facilitates protection profiles. The protection profiles, unlike Common Criteria,
can be therefore facilitated from the perspective of a whole service (e.g., video surveillance
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service) or domain (e.g., healthcare data protection) and not only on component basis.
The ability to abstract the end results of the security assurance assessment as a bit-vector,
i.e. assurance level, prevents the exposure of internal security sensitive information.
Therefore, this information can be shared across multiple, even competitive, cloud
providers and calculate a coherent result. This was demonstrated by applying the
assurance assessment model on analytical model first.

Furthermore, a novel implementation of security assurance assessment proof of concept for
open source cloud environments was introduced. The implementation of security assurance
assessment framework was done by using the OpenStack open source cloud platform as
the foundation of this research due to its composite and modular characteristics. This
allows the flexibility when investigating and harvesting information across the complete
cloud infrastructure without restrictions. In spite of the fact that the aim of this work
is focused only on cloud based environments, it is also applicable to a wider set of ICT
environments (e.g. grids, clusters, virtual environments) with layered and composite
characteristics. The solution can easily be deployed and provisioned as an external and
internal assessment tool. The assurance assessment framework by design offers high
availability and resilience to failure through its system segments, in particular messaging
and processing, with regards to processing acquired information. The solution integrates
five essential sub-systems (information acquisition, messaging, processing, storage and
presentation) as a part of the security assurance framework. Moreover, design supports
users’ demands at optimal costs by performing assessment process in the following
three operational modes: continuous by performing the security assurance assessment in
discrete predefined periodic time intervals, which is referred to as collecting cycles; on
demand by performing the security assurance assessment at certain points based upon
users’ needs (i.e. during audits); and event based by performing the security assurance
assessment at the point when a change in the system occurs. Information acquisition
system is implemented as Python modules that extract the raw data from a CoE and
construct JSON messages that are handed over to the messaging system. The messaging
system is based on Apache Kafka distributed messaging system [ABD+12, WKS+15] to
ensure reliable message handling, due to its ability to offer rapid scalability across multiple
brokers and clusters, and data redundancy. Due to the high compatibility with Apache
Kafka distributed messaging sub-system, Apache Storm [Ran14, TTS+14] was chosen as
the distributed processing system. The design is fully capable of supporting auditing,
certification, compliance validations and monitoring with regards to security in a highly
efficient manner. This is shown by the performance capabilities of the proposed concept
that shows significant improvement with regards to assurance techniques identified by
Such et al. [SGK+16] that sometimes require even several days with manual human
intervention to finish.
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Secure Cloud Service Development and Deployment
Life-cycle

The paper Impact of Critical Infrastructure Requirements on Service Migra-
tion Guidelines to the Cloud [WHM+15] that was published in proceedings of IEEE
International Conference on Future Internet of Things and Cloud 2015 addresses the
relevance of individual security aspects for different industry and academic stakeholders
when migrating services to a cloud environment, with emphasis on critical infrastructure
providers. This work also analyzes the coverage of required concepts and approaches
for increasing trust and security in a cloud environments by industry standards, best
practices and guidelines. In addition, the paper proposes a taxonomy for secure service
migration toward cloud environments as coherent life-cycle. This work also performs an
extensive survey among industry and academic professionals to investigate the security
related concerns with respect to critical infrastructure security requirements, that can
afterwards be used to support security assurance assessment. The focus on the critical
infrastructure service providers was attractive due to the criticality of the services. The
importance of cloud requirements was investigated by this work with regards to the NIST
cloud computing characteristics. In particular, the focus was put on transparency aspects
of the cloud by addressing geolocation, resource pooling, on demand, services, rapid
service provisioning, measured service and ubiquitous network access. In addition, typical
information security requirements such as availability, integrity, confidentiality, auditing
according to their relevance for critical infrastructure services with regards to facilitating
cloud computing services were addressed. The outcome of the survey showed high con-
cerns towards the geolocation of services and information, and increased tendency towards
the confidentiality and integrity of information and services. Furthermore, the survey
outlined that transparency concerns also relate to risk assessment, incident response,
SLA management, use of international standards and service life cycle. The analysis of
industry standards, best practices and guidelines for designing and implementing secure
services indicates deficiencies with regards to security controls that was identified as
relevant through the survey analysis and state of the art research. The outcome of the
extensive analysis and survey results was used to support information security taxonomy
that was built for secure service migration towards the cloud. The taxonomy proposes
a sequential process for migrating services securely to the cloud environments through
five essential stages: analysis, design, implementation verification and deployment. Each
individual step of the life-cycle is aligned with a set of requirements originating from
industry driven guidelines, standard, best practices, and legal recommendations, when
migrating services securely towards the cloud.

The paper Towards a Unified Secure Cloud Service Development and De-
ployment Life-cycle was published in proceedings of IEEE International Conference
Availability, Reliability and Security (ARES) 2016 [HFL+16] and is a follow up work
of [WHM+15]. In this work the standard process-based migration guideline was enhanced
to a comprehensive secure cloud service development and deployment life-cycle. First, a
security requirements engineering model was proposed. This model starts with defining
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high-level user or use case driven objectives that are iteratively refined towards fine
grained security requirements and properties. The process involves context analysis
aligned with industry driven guidelines, best practices, international standards and legal
requirements that can essentially support various policies for monitoring, assessment,
auditing or even design and implementation. A two-phase secure cloud service life-cycle
process that integrates requirements engineering and iterative refinement with respect
to security was proposed by this work. The first phase is called Development phase
and covers the sequential set of steps where a service is being designed and developed.
Secondly, the Production phase is where a deployed service is validated against security
requirements that have been defined in development phase. The approach narrows down
the focus of the secure development life-cycle process by taking the following objectives
into consideration: integration, engineering and continuous refinement of security require-
ments in design, development, testing, deployment and maintenance software for cloud
based architectures, migration of legacy software system to the cloud, iterative security
requirements engineering during both development and production life-cycle phases. Via
an application scenario, this work demonstrates the integration of supportive tools into
the secure cloud service development and deployment life-cycle with emphasis on the
assurance assessment framework. In order to ensure that security requirements have not
only been properly integrated into a service during development but that they are also
properly ensured during the deployment, integrated security assurance assessment frame-
work continuously monitors key security aspects. The assurance assessment framework
uses as input the user or use case defined requirements, in form of security properties,
and verifies them across the deployed environment continuously.

Real-World Appliance
Although the research of this thesis is mainly focused on cloud environments it can be
applied in a much broader domain in context of hybrid infrastructures like IoT [XWP14] or
Industry 4.0 [Jaz14]. To bring the methodology, security metrics, algorithms and concept
developed by this thesis into the context of the real-world challenges, an illustrative use
case example is used to show the advancement that this research brings.

A pharmaceutical drug track and trace model [KSCB03, LCTCY05] is used to demonstrate
how the work of this thesis can cope with the real world problems. The use case will
bring together smart solution processes like Manufacturing, Warehousing, Transportation,
Healthcare and Cities into an advanced coherent system for drug production, distribution
and consumption. The drug track and trace model is going to be steered and supervised
from a central cloud solution hosted in a public cloud environment. To illustrate the
application of the work presented by this thesis by a real world scenarios an Industry 4.0
use case model will be elaborated. Industry 4.0 foresees that the digital transformation
has taken a large momentum when it comes to complex supply chain model that facilitates
an interconnected model for manufacturing, warehousing, transportation, distribution,
delivery and purchasing processes. Each of the mentioned processes in the context of
Industry 4.0 requires at the same time strong autonomy and collaboration between
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Figure 4.3: Smart Use case model in context of Industry 4.0

processes. The use case embraces different segments of smart solution models like Smart
Manufacturing [LIS16], Smart Warehousing [Din13], Smart Transportation [WRC+16],
and Smart Healthcare [CdDM+15], to illustrate the complexity of systems and services
nowadays. Drug track and trace model is used to efficiently prevent drug counterfeiting,
ensures the control of illegal procurement and eases the drug revocation in case of defect
products. However, to achieve this, sensitive healthcare information is shared through
the whole drug life-cycle, ( i.e., across several systems or stakeholders).

The Smart Manufacturing model within context of drug production [LMB09] implements
a comprehensive production line process which mitigates human errors, prevents drug
counterfeiting and increases efficiency by completely excluding human as a part of
the production process. To achieve this, smart manufacturing model facilitates semi-
and full-automation processes in production. The Smart Warehousing model[Din13]
implements functionalities of inventory management, logistics, packaging, and preparation
for distribution and transportation. The transportation is the next smart segment of the
use case chain that has to be properly addressed so that the products reach their end
destination in time. Lastly, a smart Healthcare smart model is facilitated. The process
for tracking and tracing drug products through the whole life-cycle is established via a
centralized cloud based solution.

Simultaneously to manufacturing, warehousing, transportation, distribution, delivery and
purchasing processes, the whole product life-cycle of the product must be consistently
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monitored and supervised so that each individual segment satisfies best practices, ensures
security and privacy, and is compliant with strict standards. Common practice in industry
is to perform regular audits and certifications to ensure security assurance aspects against
a particular use case. The research of Such et al.[SGK+16] evaluates the required effort
for performing security assurance aspects (penetration tests, architecture validation,
vulnerability scan, code analysis, fuzzing, threat assessment, auditing, compliance valida-
tion, etc.). Their research results indicate that a significant effort with regards to time
and human intervention is required to contemplate and perform validation of security
assurance aspects. When it comes to complex environments such as cloud or the above
mentioned smart model use case, the required effort cloud be easily measured in months.
If only monitoring is taken into consideration, it is put up to a challenge when it comes to
such heterogeneous environments. The use case involves different infrastructure segments
that cover manufacturing robots, servers, virtual machines, vehicles, containerization,
embedded devices or sensors, and therefore it is very unlikely to be monitored with a
single solution.

This becomes especially challenging when taking security into consideration that re-
quires a certain degree of comprehensiveness when assessing. The common way of
addressing security requirements in such cases is to validate compliance to security
standards like ISO27001[fSC05], ISO27002[fSC13], ISO27017[fSC15], ISO27018[fSC14],
ISO19086[fSC16], Cloud Security Alliance 1, or Service Organization Controls (SOC)
1-3 2. Additional problem with regards to security is the challenge to automate security
during the process of design development, deployment and maintenance. The focus of
this thesis is to minimize the effort and increase the efficiency for security assessment,
especially with regards to continuity and real time evaluation. Therefore with regards to
the above mentioned use case, the following challenges are highlighted:

1. Sharing sensitive information among different stakeholders to support holistic
security evaluation.

2. Impact on performance in sensitive and resource limited environments like containers
and embedded systems.

3. Performing nearly real time security assessment across multi-stakeholder environ-
ments.

4. Hierarchy-based security assessment decision model.

5. Process automation with regards to development, deployment and security valida-
tion across the whole life-cycle of a service or a system.

1Cloud Security Alliance https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/, visited 09.02.2017
2Service Organization Controls (SOC) Reports for Service Organizations https://www.aicpa.

org/InterestAreas/FRC/AssuranceAdvisoryServices/Pages/SORHome.aspx, visited
09.03.2017
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Each of the above highlighted challenges are going to be addressed below by the individual
contributions covered by this thesis.

Sharing sensitive information among different stakeholders to support holis-
tic security evaluation. In the healthcare use case, ensitiven information are bing
hosted across several ICT environments through the whole value chain. Therefore, each
individual segment of the value chain has to ensure that proper security measures have
been met. Therefore, the easiest approach is to analyze each individual segment sepa-
rately and then aggregate the results. Since this requires sharing infrastructure internal
sensitive information between stakeholders, which can also be competitive, this poses a
great threat to security.

As already mentioned above, the common way of addressing security requirements in
such cases is to validate compliance to security standards. With regards to the above
mentioned use case this approach entails significant effort and consumes a lot of time,
because each segment has to be analyzed separately and then a consolidated manual
assessment has to be conducted. The holistic security model proposed by this thesis
offers a way to address security of each individual segment and share it in a transparent
and non-invasive manner with regards to privacy (i.e. exposing internal sensitive data of
a particular segment). This is conducted by introducing a bitwise vectors where each bit
of the vectors represents a security requirement (e.g., encryption, strong authentication,
strong password, etc.). This vector, by using the proposed security aggregation algorithm,
namely security assurance algorithm, first performs security assessment of an internal
segment separately. Therefore, preventing any unnecessary exposure of internal sensitive
data. Afterwards, the results of each segment are taken into the final assurance assessment
and the results are consolidated to gain the final resulting vector. The resulting vector is
then used to determine Security Assurance level of the whole use case.

Impact on performance in sensitive and resource limited environments like
containers and embedded systems. Analyzing for example smart production or
manufacturing environments can be challenging because very often there are systems
like containers, sensors, robots that possess limited amount of computational resources.
Therefore, such environments require special care to avoid any impact on the performance.

To mitigate the impact on the performance of performance sensitive environments the
thesis addresses the problem of information acquisition process by analyzing different
message structures. The message structure was optimized to carry the minimally required
information set that can be used to make bitwise security requirement compliance decision.

Performing nearly real time security assessment across multi-stakeholder en-
vironments. As already mentioned above, analyzing and assessing not just security of
such a complex system model as shown in the Figure 4.3 requires a great deal of effort
and resources. Traditional IT systems unfortunately do not offer such a degree of details
when it comes security of distributed systems.
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Therefore, by combining the first two points with a distributed messaging and processing
solutions this thesis was able to arbitrarily scale on demand the workload. Therefore, for
demonstrating capability to address security assessment of several million IT components
in manners of seconds, depending on the number of evaluated security properties, the
security assurance assessment model was based on scalable solutions.

Hierarchy-based security assessment decision model. To propagate the security
assessment across different multi-stakeholder and multi-layered environments, the thesis
developed a holistic security abstraction model that can segregate security assessment
results. The results can be segregated based on a predefined group of interests and finally
perform consolidated security assessment. This holistic abstraction model allows the
particular service to be distributed or hosted by several independent segments just as in
the smart use case model above. As already mentioned, the results can be consolidated
across several administratively separate environments without violating any sensitive
information exposure.

Process automation with regards to development, deployment and security
validation across the whole life-cycle of a service or a system. The momentum
of the technology evolution made a major impact on software development process. Old
traditional processes like waterfall, iterative, spiral or incremental process for developing
cumbersome software has been replaced with a more dynamic agile development process
focused on microservices. Moreover, the change of development process has also brought
continuous integration and continuous development models that are widely established
in developing both cloud and enterprise services. Most recently, the automation of
development and deployment has taken a large momentum to avoid any manual human
intervention and increase the performance of processes. However, harmonizing these
processes into a single dynamic life-cycle is still a challenging task. Therefore this thesis
implements a comprehensive security based design, development and deployment process
supported with requirements engineering to address them and simultaneously automates
security in to the whole software life-cycle.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions

This chapter concludes this research by outlining contributions, limitations and potential
future work. The contributions and their implications towards the advancement of Cloud
management, monitoring and security assessment, as well as the application of novel
security assurance metrics in the context of hybrid cloud environments are summarized in
this thesis. As already mentioned, this research is founded on the reference architecture
models introduced in Section 1 in Figure 1.1 for addressing multi-layered and multi-tenant
cloud environments. The architecture model abstracts service, application, platform,
virtual, and physical infrastructure components across four abstraction layers (physical,
virtual, application and user). Therefore, the architecture enables a fine grained distinction
of entities in a component wise manner together with their mutual interdependencies
that support the assurance assessment framework.

Summary

Within the scope of this thesis a generic cloud security assurance assessment model
is designed and implemented. This model offers security based monitoring for both
cloud users and cloud providers, capable of being deployed across multi-layered and
multi-tenant cloud services in a modular fashion. The security assurance assessment
model uses a novel security metric for component wise security assessment which includes
mutual interdependencies across different abstraction levels and components. At the
same time, this approach ensures protection of internal security sensitive information
from exposure. Furthermore, a scalable security oriented monitoring and assessment
solution capable of withstanding large scale data streams is implemented. The security
information monitoring and assessment is utilized by acquiring information sets across
each individual component in a cloud environment regardless of the layer or stakeholder.
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Security Assurance Assessment for Hybrid Cloud Models. For the purpose of
the holistic security assurance assessment a generic tree based structural model
was introduced to depict service components and its interdependencies. The model is
designed to illustrate service components and mutual interdependencies in a hierarchical
fashion so that the root element represents the top level service commonly offered towards
the cloud user. The tree based model was used when designing the security assurance
assessment algorithm. The algorithm is facilitated in the implementation to provide
continuous qualitative security assurance by offering both transparency and a unique
way to validate predefined security requirements of a user. The security requirements are
built in a custom security policy to support extensive security assurance aggregation
concept. This work also demonstrates that detailed security assessment of complex
ICT infrastructures such as cloud, require time, personnel, expertise, effectiveness and
usually come at high costs. Furthermore, the current solutions for monitoring and
assessing security fail to address scalability. Therefore, this research introduces an
integrated monitoring and assessment solution that implements separate entities for
analyzing, storing, and queuing to support scalability. The solution that was proposed
by this thesis is designed based on the following requirements: cross layer assessment,
technology independence, information acquisition restrictions, assessment,
quantification, aggregation of different information across multi-layered and
multi-tenant environments, and most importantly, continuity when performing
security assurance assessment.

Secure Cloud Service Deployment and Development Life-cycle. Engineering
services to adopt cloud requirements is a cumbersome and time consuming process,
especially if security is taken into consideration. Commonly the process of design and
implementation of a service starts with high level objectives that should be argued with
security concerns. Both, concerns and objectives have to be integrated into a service, as
well as the cloud requirements. There are also many applications that were developed
before the cloud paradigm and have to adjusted before deploying in a cloud environment.
Hence, a life-cycle model was built firs to support reliable service development and
migration to the cloud environments, cloud development life cycle. Selection and analysis
of the most relevant security concerns and supportive guidelines, best practices and
standards was conducted as a part of this work. The development life-cycle was enhanced
by integrating the production phase. The security assurance framework was embedded as a
supporting toolset for secure maintenance of cloud applications and services. Furthermore,
an important part of the coherent Secure Cloud Service Development and Deployment
Life-cycle is the continuous integration of security requirement engineering process that
is focused on iterative evolvement, beginning as high level security objectives set by the
users down to the fine grained security properties used for security assurance assessment.
These security requirements are used through both life cycle phases as an input for
various monitoring, auditing, certification and assessment policies in the production or
deployment phase of a particular asset, bringing it all together in a uniform cloud based
development life-cycle with regards to security.
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Limitations

In this section, the limitations of the scientific contributions are addressed and presented.
These issues are important for proper understanding of the core objectives of this thesis
and highlighting observations that were out of the scope of the research.

• The security assurance assessment framework represents a first version of the proof
of concept model for continuous security assessment in complex ICT environments.
The current implementation is limited to the scaling of a particular segment where
assurance level is calculated for complex tree models. The optimization of processing
assurance level for complex tree structures was not addressed due to the fact that
it was not the main objective that supports security assurance concepts.

• The proposed set of security properties represents just an initial set of properties
used for supporting the security assurance assessment model and building a proof of
concept. The research was focused only on technical aspects of security for building
qualitative metrics.

• The security collectors are for the scope of this thesis limited to the automatic
management and deployment. Therefore, it is necessary at the installation point
of each component to integrate the collectors manually as well. Furthermore,
activation of individual collectors is currently implemented via configuration file
which limits them for large scale automated deployment.

• The implementation introduced in this thesis establishes a modest audit trail by
using a SQL database to dump incoming messages without taking into consideration
the performance effort. Storage module performance can be additionally improved
due to the ability to flexibly scale the process by proceeding the messages either to
Kafka messaging system or to a more performant storage system (e.g., No-SQL,
disk appending, etc.).

• The interoperability of secure cloud service deployment and development life-cycle
has only been addressed with regards to security assurance assessment framework
and cloud inspector. In addition to the limited amount of security properties being
addressed no actual deployment of policies has been derived by the life-cycle.

Future Work

As highlighted in the previous section, some of the approaches proposed by this thesis
have some limitations because some issues are still being out of the scope for this thesis.
Therefore, they were not covered here. Nevertheless, they still represent very important
shortcomings and therefore they are left to be address as a part of the future work. Here
are some research topics of this thesis that are going to be address as a part of the future
work:
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• The assurance assessment framework covers the basic set of security properties for
supporting proof of concept model. An extensive elicitation of security properties
was performed with regards to security standards, best practices, and hosting
platforms. Furthermore, these security properties will be used to support cloud
service protection profiles. Cloud service Protection profiles are going to be designed
for different domains in line with legal compliance, best practices, standards and
policies. Additionally, testing and expanding the approach on different virtualization
(e.g., Xen and VMware) and cloud environments (e.g., CloudStack, OpenNebula,
Amazon, etc.) would provide more comprehensive security metrics, protection
profiles, security policies.

• As discussed in the previous section this thesis is only focused on the manual
installation of the collectors during the component’s instantiation time. Facilitating
a centralized management and deployment solution for collectors would significantly
reduce both maintenance and administration cost for large scale cloud deployments.

• Maintaining a consistent and reliable audit trail is to highest importance of the
security assurance assessment framework. However, the performance and scalability
of that particular segment, due to the widespread and well established community
was not therefore the highest priority of this thesis. Also, one of the future goals is
to enhance the solution by investigating the potential storage solutions like No-SQL
databases, appending the data on the high speed disk drives, adding additional
Apache Kafka messaging queues, etc.

• The continuity aspect of security assurance assessment module gives us the security
status and shows any changes with regards to predefined security requirements of
the system or a service almost instantaneously. These changes or deviations are
going to be used to enhance the security assurance assessment framework as an
anomaly detection tool. Additionally, the utilization of machine learning concepts
could be used to identify those deviations and act correspondingly.

• Finally, the multi-layered and multi-tenant perspective of the model that we applied
in hybrid cloud model could potentially be enhanced to support next generation
ICT systems, like IoT and Industry 4.0, due to their interoperability characteristics.
Therefore, the appliance of the approach towards these systems is going to be
investigated as a part of future work.
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CHAPTER 6
Research Contribution Overview

Publication List

Publication list in a chronological order.

1. Hudic, A., Hecht, T., Tauber, M., Mauthe, A., & Elvira, S. C. (2014, August).
Towards continuous cloud service assurance for critical infrastructure IT. In Future
Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud), 2014 International Conference on (pp.
175-182). IEEE.

2. Hudic, A., Tauber, M., Lorunser, T., Krotsiani, M., Spanoudakis, G., Mauthe, A.,
& Weippl, E. R. (2014, December). A multi-layer and multitenant cloud assurance
evaluation methodology. In Cloud Computing Technology and Science (CloudCom),
2014 IEEE 6th International Conference on (pp. 386-393). IEEE.

3. Wagner, C., Hudic, A., Maksuti, S., Tauber, M., & Pallas, F. (2015, August).
Impact of Critical Infrastructure Requirements on Service Migration Guidelines to
the Cloud. In Future Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud), 2015 3rd International
Conference on (pp. 1-8). IEEE.

4. Hudic, A., Matthias F., Lorunser, T., Philipp R. and Roland B. (2016, August).
Towards a Unified Secure Cloud Service Development and Deployment Life-cycle.
In Availability, Reliability and Security (ARES), 2015 10th International Conference
on (pp. 501-510). IEEE.

5. Hudic, A., Smith P. and Weippl E. Security Assessment Methodology for Multi-
layered Clouds Elsevier Computers & Security Journal
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6. Research Contribution Overview

Released Source Code
Assurance Collectors: https://github.com/Austrian-Institute-of-Technology/
seccrit_collector

The Assurance Assessment Framework code is not fully published due to the rights of
private code property of Austrian Institute of Technology.

(Co-)Instructed Master Theses
Martin Kirchner master thesis at the Technical University of Vienna On the applicability
of secret sharing cryptography in secure cloud services

Ani Bicaku master thesis at the Carinthia University of Applied Sciences Advanced
Logging for Multilayer Cloud Compliance Supporting Assurance of Critical Infrastructure
Cloud Services.

(Co-)Instructed Bachelor Theses
Bozic Silvia bachelor thesis at the University of Applied Sciences Burgenland A Compar-
ison of Single Cloud, Multi Cloud, and Federated Cloud Architectures

Roland Pellegrini bachelor thesis at the University of Applied Sciences Burgenland,
part I.: Einsatz einer nachrichtenorientierten Middleware im Treasury IT-Bereich einer
Bank part II.: Einsatz von Raspberry Pi basierenden Ersatzarbeitsplätzen in einem
Finanzinstitut

Jelena Jozic bachelor thesis at the University of Applied Sciences Burgenland, part I.:
Scrum in der Softwareentwicklung – Einsatz und Alternativen part II.: Der Einsatz von
Geoinformationssoftware in Kommunen - Die Software „GeoDesktop“ als Fallbeispiel
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Abstract—The momentum behind Cloud Computing has revo-
lutionized how ICT services are provided, adopted and delivered.
Features such as high scalability, fast provisioning, on demand re-
source availability makes it an attractive proposition for deploying
complex and demanding systems. Clouds are also very suitable
for deploying systems with unpredictable load patterns including
Critical infrastructure services. Though, the major obstacle in
hosting Critical infrastructures is often a lack of assurance. The
transparency and flexibility offered by the Cloud, abstracts per
definition over e.g. data placement, hardware, service migration.
This makes it very hard to assure security properties. We present
an investigation of assurance approaches, an analysis of their
suitability for Critical Infrastructure Services being deployed in
the Cloud and presents our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Public utilities such as water, electricity, public transporta-
tion, health care system and telecommunication are vital assets
of each society. Therefore, these assets are considered as the
essential utility that drive economies and societies worldwide.
Due to their crucial role, they are commonly referred in
literature as Critical Infrastructure (CI) [1], [2], [3]. IT Systems
used for managing CI require large resources, and hence CI
providers often host their own infrastructure and possess own
data centers.
A system defined by National Institute of Standards and
Technology1 (NIST), is a model for providing ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources, is more familiar under the
term Cloud Computing. However, multitude of services offered
by the Cloud makes it a viable proposition to embrace the Crit-
ical infrastructures in the Cloud environment (e.g. resilience to
natural disasters, faster recovery in case of failure, redundancy,
etc.), but it also results in new challenges as well (e.g. Loss of
human-operated control for verifying security and privacy set-
tings, week authentication and access control, denial of service,
service failures, interference attacks, locality and legislative
issues, data recovery issues, violation of service agreements,
etc.). The very nature of cloud computing means that a service
built on top of it comprises a multitude of heterogeneous
components. The combination of these components may vary
over time and administrative and/or geographical boundaries.
This makes it hard to assure security properties of the deployed
services – this is however of great importance of CI Systems.

We hence focus on investigating how existing assurance
approaches can be applied to Cloud when being used for

1NIST, http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-145/SP800-145.pdf

deploying CI services. Assurance in this context refers to
guaranteeing security properties of a service which stores and
process CI data inside the Cloud. A more detailed definition
of assurance follows in the Section II.

This results into various research questions for assurance:
• How to derive a cloud service’s overall assurance if

individual assurance levels have to be aggregated?
• How to provide continuous assurance of a system?
• How to aggregate assurance levels across various

legislative and administration boundaries?
• How to process assurance evaluation in an automated

manner, and which guidelines exist?
• What are the issues related with Assurance for CI

hosted in Cloud ecosystem?
In Section II we define assurance, outline our objectives,

and illustrate the scope of our problem space. In Section III
we show applied assurance as used within our research project.
Section IV presents a comprehensive state-of-the-art evalua-
tion and a discussion about shortcomings of exiting approaches
in respect to our research questions and CI requirements.
Finally we conclude the paper and present our future regarding
the development of an assurance approach, for the given CI
context, in section V.

II. ASSURANCE

Mechanism offered by each Cloud provider nowadays, for
ensuring quality of service, are mainly based on Service Level
Agreements (SLA). However, SLAs define mainly a predefined
probability for delivering specific services in the Cloud envi-
ronment. What is lacking in a SLA [4], is the assurance that
measurable security & privacy properties & mechanisms are
continuously met. For example, for data or information inside
an ICT system, one of many challenges/requirements is a well-
defined level of data confidentiality in order to maintain privacy
across administrative and geographical borders. To ensure the
data confidentiality the most easiest and intuitive approach
would be to encrypt and to restrict the access. The user’s
data in order to reduce performance and processing costs is
often stored unencrypted. The drawback of the approach, (i.e.
leaving the data unprotected), is that it opens the possibility
for significant data losses or exposures to unauthorized parties.
Another example refers to deployment of virtual machines on
the top of a Cloud’s infrastructure layer, depending on the
network and infrastructure components. Short outage of the
only one component, regardless of the source of failure, regular
firmware or software upgrades, migration on new virtualization
stack, mitigates the possibility to continuously insure service978-1-4244-8396-9/10/$26.00 c© 2014 IEEE
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or information provisioning. In order to ensure that appropriate
measures in the Cloud are met, we have to analyze and estimate
each individual system components, services or actions.
Research directed towards this investigates if proper measures
and actions have been undertaken to protect the data through its
life cycle. This is known as Information Assurance. The USA’s
Department of Defense [5] defined information assurance as a
measure that protects and defends information and information
systems by ensuring their availability, integrity, authentication,
confidentiality, and non-repudiation. This includes providing
for restoration of information systems by incorporating pro-
tection, detection, and reaction capabilities.
For the purpose of this paper the overall assurance is observed
in respect to the proposed architecture and it’s dynamic and
volatile properties. Therefore, in respect with [5], we extend
the assurance definition as the volatile property of a dynamic
ICT system which enables to quantify each individual compo-
nent based upon the confidence to reliably determine integrity,
availability and confidentiality of the data or the services that
the system provides. Furthermore, we additionally distinguish
the following two assurance elements: System assurance and
Information assurance, defined as it follows:
• System assurance defines the assurance of individual

components of a system such as service, class, or a
module, and their mutual correlations.

• Information assurance defines the assurance of the
data governance in respect to a single element or
component.

In order to achieve the overall aggregation of all entities in
respect with their dynamic properties, the above mentioned
assurance elements are classified per the following three di-
mensions: standalone entities that are able to produce output
based on the incoming input, component; set of individual
components compounded to deliver a service, layer; and con-
nections between the individual components which mutually
deliver information or service, dependency. Finally, our goal
is to ensure the continuity in delivering assurance regardless
if we are taking in to consideration a single element, a layer
or a whole system. Hence, we consider dynamic properties
as a crucial element for delivering continuous assurance. For
achieving the continuous assurance, we tend to investigate the
how often and in which intervals should we evaluate particular
assurance properties. We are motivated by the work [6] for
investigating intervals and the work [7], [8], [9]

III. ASSURANCE AND SECCRIT: A CASE STUDY

A. SECCRIT architecture
We investigate our research questions and objectives within

the scope of the SEcure Cloud computing for Critical infras-
tructure IT (SECCRIT) project. The SECCRIT project’s mis-
sion is to identify relevant legal frameworks and establishment
of respective guidelines, provisioning of evidence and data pro-
tection for cloud services; understanding, assessing and man-
aging risk associated with cloud environments; establishing
best practice for secure cloud service implementations; and the
demonstration of SECCRIT research and development results
in real-world application scenarios. An important contribution
of SECCRIT is to provide a reference architecture [10], de-
picted in Figure 1, for supporting the development of technical
solution for the provisioning of evidence and data protection
for cloud services [11]. The level based classification addresses
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Fig. 1. Components and dependencies relevant for assuring application level
security properties, illustrated in an architectural framework[10]. The left hand
side of the figure depicts the abstraction levels of the architecture used for
distinguishing individual assurance levels, which are additionally granulated
through level components/elements.

directly the levels depicted on the left hand side of the Figure 1,
and granularity is based on the individual components in
particular level of the architecture.

B. Assurance in SECCRIT
The SECCRIT architecture, illustrated in Figure 1, is a

structured approach for conducting our research on assurance
for CI IT in the Cloud. Therefore, we also refer to the
SECCRIT architecture[10] – which addresses the specific
requirements of CI providers. Consequently within the scope
of this work we propose a solution for addressing continuous
assurance in Cloud ecosystem. The following set of properties
& elements in line with the SECCRIT architecture, introduced
in Figure 1, for assessing assurance should be considered:
• Service components:

volatile elements: modules, classes and services;
level: Application Level

• Application components
volatile elements: API, frameworks, libraries;
level: Application Level

• Platform components
volatile elements: operating system, policies;
level: Virtual Infrastructure Level

• Virtual components
volatile elements: hypervisor, computational infras-
tructure components (server, network and storage:);
level: Virtual Infrastructure Level

• Physical network infrastructure components
volatile elements: network components, firmware up-
dates, additional hardware features;
level: Physical Infrastructure Level

We revise the SECCRIT architecture based on aforementioned
properties in the following subsections, in respect to the three
dimensions defined in Section II and dynamic properties of
individual component.

1) Component Assurance Properties: The referred SEC-
CRIT architectural model enables the fine-grained specification
of privacy, security and resilience requirements, which are
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upheld by the cloud infrastructure. Such objects should also
considered when talking about assurance. We hence to use
this model in order to illustrate its individual components,(i.e.
marked red on Figure 1). A property change could imply a
new assurance level for the individual component and also
the entire cloud service. Therefore, we abstract these indi-
vidual components first per the following abstraction levels:
Application Level, Virtual Infrastructure Level and Physical
Infrastructure Level. Afterwards, each individual component
should be independently assessed. The next step is to aggregate
individual assessments per an abstraction level, and finally
to aggregate abstraction level in a bottom-up approach for
providing a holistic assurance assessment.

2) Dynamic Assurance Properties: Dynamic parameters
of individual components,(i.e. the volatile objects mentioned
above) cause the deviation of assurance during time despite the
component, level, observed system or assurance element. For
example, in case of dynamic allocation of additional virtual
components (volatile objects), the aggregated assurance level
of the service provided had to be re-evaluated automatically in
time. The end goal is always to merge the assurance to assess
an entire cloud service with an aggregated assurance. Another
potential use cease where under the consideration of a case in
which a self-healing mechanism adds a new component to the
infrastructure layer to support recovery from an attack, it is
not sure that the new component has the same assurance level
like the other ones. Hence a low assurance level might not
have such a heavy impact on the tenant system or the overall
assurance of the service provided.

3) Dependability in component based systems: The mutual
interaction of individual system components on various level
is a mandatory prerequisite for delivering overall service. In
order to address assurance in such system, the dependability is
considered as an important property of assurance that should
be included in the assessment.
C. Assurance Evaluation criteria

To properly address the research objectives due to the above
mentioned objects we conduct the evaluation of the state-of-
the-art related towards assurance in the Cloud to the best of
our knowledge. Hence for qualitative assessment we provide
the following set of evaluation criteria:

1) Assurance in the Cloud
2) Geo-locality
3) Homogeneous system
4) Heterogeneous system
5) Static infrastructure assessment
6) Dynamic infrastructure assessment
7) Data/Information assurance
8) System/Service assurance
9) Flexibility towards the evaluated system

10) Continuous assurance
11) Information assurance Definition
12) Aggregation of assurance

These criteria set is derived in according to the research
objectives, the property set for assessing assurance and the
SECCRIT architecture, respectively. The prior concern was to
evaluate the existing work related with assurance for hosting
Critical infrastructures in Cloud environments. Then, we con-
sidered the scalability of services in Cloud over difference
geographical boundaries. Next point that we address is the
system architecture depending on how the analysis was ap-
proached (holistic view as a single entity or Granular view

- component based). The follow-up to the previous point
distinguishes how the components in the system are considered
(Static or dynamic) and if they address the two assurance
elements (Information and system) addressed in the extension
of our assurance definition. Clearly we wanted also to see
how the proposed work is flexible towards the type of the
system being evaluated. One of the points included from
the research questions were the capability of the system to
aggregate the assurance and provide continuous assurance,
respectively. Finally we wanted to see who provided the formal
definition of the assurance.

IV. STATE OF THE ART EVALUATION

We summarize, to the best of our knowledge, existing
guidelines, methodologies, standards and approaches of closely
related projects in respect to Assurance of Critical infrastruc-
tures hosted on top of the Cloud ecosystem. In particular, we
investigate how the existing approaches confront the challenges
and our research objectives mentioned in the previous section.
A. Guidelines

1) IT assurance Guide by COBIT: The goal of COBIT’s IT
Assurance Guideline [12] is to support and guide enterprises to
leverage COBIT framework for variety of IT assurance activ-
ities. The guide is designed to support efficient and effective
development of IT assurance initiatives, providing guidance
on planning, scoping and executing assurance reviews using a
road map based on well-accepted assurance approaches. The
IT Assurance Guide provides assurance advice at the process
and the control objective level. Furthermore, the guideline
also implements the assessment processes in respect with the
business plan, through the following three stages: planning,
scoping and executing. First phase defines the universe of
the assurance (the observed entities), selects an IT control
framework, defines the set of preferred objectives, performs
high level assessment and risk assurance planning. The second
phase, defines in respect with the business model IT goals and
key processes, resources and custom control objectives. The
final phase refines the understanding of IT assurance subject
and the scope of key control objectives, tests effectiveness
and outcome of the key control objectives, setups the final
conclusion and documents the impact on control weaknesses.
COBIT guideline offers a fine grained analysis of the system
with in respect to business goals, however it leaks the support
for critical infrastructure and assurance in respect to Cloud
ecosystems, locality issues, and aggregation of assurance.

2) Information Technology Assurance Framework: Infor-
mation Technology Assurance Framework (ITAF) [13] is a
comprehensive best practice guideline that provides design,
guidance, implementation and reporting of IT audits and
assurance assignments, defines concepts and terminologies in
respect to IT assurance, and establishes set of reporting and
auditing requirements. ITAF is composed of three standard
guidelines: General set of standards, Performance Standards
and Reporting Standards. The framework also operates and
addresses other guidelines such as COBIT, ITIL, (ISO)/IEC
27000 standards, IT Control Objectives, IT Governance Do-
main Practices and Competencies, within the scope of his work
to assess the IT infrastructure.
The framework is a adhering the above mentioned standards
as a set of relevant requirements of an IT professional dealing
with this IT assurance, and more tending towards guideline
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for best practices for business and IT processes, in respect
of assurance and audit standards. Therefore, making it a well
structured, comprehensive and eligible best practice for IT
business processes evaluation.
The ITAF derives best practices and strategic approaches
to provide holistic assurance of a system, however doesn’t
address neither the critical or cloud infrastructures.

3) Cloud Computing Information Assurance Framework:
ENISA’s Information Assurance Framework [14] derives set
of assurance criteria for: assessment of the risk for adopting
cloud technologies, comparing various distinct cloud offer-
ings, business and management process analysis and system
policies. The framework is interesting only in terms of risk
analysis for adopting cloud services, in our case this would
be adopting critical infrastructure services, otherwise it cannot
support more comprehensive analysis that we require.

4) National Security Agency Information Assurance Di-
rectorate: National Security Agency Information Assurance
Directorate [15] provides an exhaustive assessment of the
maturity and suitability of relevant IA technologies for meeting
information assurance required capabilities. The directorate
highlights four main cornerstones: Assured Information Shar-
ing, Highly Available Enterprise, Assured Enterprise Man-
agement and Control and Cyber Situational Awareness and
Network Defense. The cornerstones are mapped to Information
Assurance System Enablers (Identification & Authentication,
Policy Based Access Control, Protection of User Information,
Dynamic Policy Management, Assured Resource Allocation,
Network Defense & Situational Awareness and Management
of IA Mechanisms & Assets) for a more convenient analysis
and organization. The IA directorate advocates methodologies
and best practices that should be conducted in order to achieve
the assurance IA Components. Fine granulation is achieved
through components and system enablers what are wrapped up
with Information Assurance cornerstones. IA system enablers
are mapped to sets of technology categories and mechanism,
therefore regardless of the ability to wide and comprehensive
application, the directorate is still repelling to changes.
Information Assurance Directorate addresses the problem of
critical infrastructures in the scope of his work, but unfortu-
nately without concerning the issues (e.g. locality issues which
are also covered with our evaluation) relevant to hosting it on
top of cloud infrastructures.

5) Handbook for Information Assurance Security Policy:
This Handbook [16] is used to derive information assurance
security policies complied with federal laws and regulations.
The primary focus of this document are policies and guide-
lines that supports the IA Security Program in protecting the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the Departments
systems and information life cycle. Additionally, the handbook
is reinforced through a series of standards, directives, and other
procedures documents that address specific aspects of the IA
Security Policy.
The handbook advocates set of management, operational and
technical controls that undergo the referenced various guide-
lines and standards from the Office of Management and Bud-
get, National Institute of Standards and Technology, General
Services Administration and the Office of Personnel Manage-
ment. Therefore it doesn’t meet our objectives for supporting
dynamic and flexible systems, continuous assurance, critical
infrastructures in cloud environments or geo-locality issues in
distributed environments.

6) Department of Defense Directives 8500.01 and 8500.02:
Information assurance integrated in Department of Defense
(DoD) Directives 8500.01 and 8500.02 [17], [18] derive a
set of requirements that should be identified and included in
the design, acquisition, installation, upgrade, or replacement
of any information system within DoD. Whereby directive
is pointer towards maintaining an appropriate level of confi-
dentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation, and avail-
ability. Directive efficiently utilizes defense-in-depth approach
that integrates the capabilities of personnel, operations, and
technology.
Both directives were built upon DoD’s ICT systems, and
therefore address information assurance concerns that are only
related to DoD’s systems, which makes them less applicable
and limiting for broader usage.

7) Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Cyber, Iden-
tity, and Information Assurance Strategy : This document [5]
derives strategies to organize for unity of purpose and speed
of actions, enable secure mission-driven access to information
and services, anticipate and prevent successful attacks on data
and networks, and prepare for and operate through cyber
degradation or attack. The focus of this work is to establish
a narrow-down set of strategic activities for maintaining and
insuring information assurance, which unfortunately covers
only a minor part of our objectives regarding assurance.

8) Information Assurance Governance Framework: The
Information Assurance Governance Framework [19] is focused
to derive functional and managerial hierarchy for information
assurance, risk management procedures and guidelines, and
to identify mechanisms, procedures and best practices for
facilitating information assurance. The main focus of the
framework is pointed on facilitating management and risk
confidence of the stakeholders. Therefore, this framework is
oriented on business aspects rather then technical which we
are addressing as the priority of our work.

9) Common Criteria: The Common Criteria for Informa-
tion Technology Security Evaluation framework2 [20] is a
well-known approach to apply rigorous engineering methods
and processes to the design and development of security and
critical IT systems. Common Criteria (CC) provide the process
of specification, implementation, and evaluation of security-
critical, high-assurance systems in a rigorous and standardized
manner. The key concept of CC is that by testing a security
product against defined security properties of the product,
it can be determined with high confidence if the product
can actually meet its claims. In a CC evaluation process, a
Target Of Evaluation (TOE) is the product or system under
evaluation. A user or a user community identifies common
security requirements on a class of devices or systems such
as access control devices and systems or key management
systems in the Protection Profile (PP) document. A Security
Target (ST) document contains the IT security requirements of
the TOE and specifies the functional and assurance measures
offered by the TOE to meet these requirements. The effort
of the evaluation process is ranked numerically from one to
seven in Evaluation Assurance Levels (EAL). CC provides not
only a benchmark for security ”‘due diligence”’ checking, but
also assurance on the design, development, deployment, and
life-cycle handling of security-critical systems. CC can sig-
nificantly increase the security of a software/hardware system

2Common Criteria, http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/
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as well as the confidence of the end-user of the system by
emphasizing good and comprehensive documentation during
the system design and development phase. At this the system
development team has security as its main objective from the
very beginning. There is also a raise of awareness related
with security problems throughout the system’s design and
development phases.
Regardless of the rich set of features facilitated by the frame-
work, it still doesn’t support the aggregation of different assur-
ance levels for individual components, concerns the systems
hosted in Cloud, or derive a continuous assurance. Therefore
this has to be resolved in order to overcome the problems
mentioned in the introduction section of this paper. However,
the approach of Common Criteria offers a solid foundation for
building components based assurance framework for critical
infrastructures in the Cloud ecosystem.

10)Cloud Trust Protocol: The Cloud Trust Protocol (CTP)
is the mechanism which offers cloud users to request and
acquire information about the elements of transparency as
applied to cloud service providers. The primary purpose of
the CTP and the elements of transparency is to generate
evidence-based confidence that everything that is claimed to be
happening in the cloud is indeed happening as described. This
is a classic application of the definition of digital trust. And,
assured of such evidence, cloud consumers become liberated
to bring more sensitive and valuable business functions to the
cloud, and reap even larger pay-offs. With the CTP cloud
consumers are provided a way to find out important pieces
of information concerning the compliance, security, privacy,
integrity, and operational security history of service elements
being performed ”in the cloud”.
These important pieces of information are known as the ”ele-
ments of transparency”, and they deliver evidence about essen-
tial security configuration and operational characteristics for
systems deployed in the cloud. The elements of transparency
empower the cloud consumer with the right information to
make the right choices about what processing and data to
put in the cloud or leave in the cloud, and to decide which
cloud is best suited to satisfy processing needs. This is the
nature of digital trust, and reinforces again why such reclaimed
transparency is so essential to new enterprise value creation.
Information transparency is at the root of digital trust, and thus
the source of value capture and pay-off. [21]
Cloud Trust Protocol facilitates data acquisition over distinct
cloud providers is a large benefit towards achieving trans-
parency but unfortunately it doesn’t assurance of the actions
been really conducted from the provider (for example location
of the data, how can we know that some part or the whole
data set hasn’t been replicated on some other location).

B. Projects
1) Cumulus: CUMULUS is aligned with the recommen-

dations of a recent industrial consultation to the European
Commission which identified cloud certification as an enabling
technology for building trust for end users through the deploy-
ment of standards and certification schemes relevant to cloud
solutions, and included it in the ten key recommendations
and actions for a cloud strategy in Europe [22].The project
develops an integrated framework of models, processes and
tools supporting the certification of security properties of
infrastructure (IaaS), platform (PaaS) and software application
layer (SaaS) services in cloud. The framework will bring

service users, service providers and cloud suppliers to work
together with certification authorities in order to ensure secu-
rity certificate validity in the ever-changing cloud environment.
The project relies on multiple types of evidence regarding
security, including service testing and monitoring data and
trusted computing proofs, and based on models for hybrid,
incremental and multi-layer security certification. To ensure
large-scale industrial applicability, this framework will be
evaluated in reference to cloud application scenarios in some
key industrial domains, namely smart cities and eHealth ser-
vices and applications. Therefore, the certification model is an
attractive solution for handling security parameters that have
to be meet inside of a system. However, at the moment the
approach addresses only single level certification within his
scope without the aggregation of the levels, but it addresses
the same core problem of meeting security requirements.

2) A4Cloud: The Cloud Accountability Project (or
A4Cloud for short) focuses on the accountability for cloud and
other future internet services as the most critical prerequisite
for effective governance and control of corporate and private
data processed by cloud-based IT services. The research being
conducted in the project will increase trust in cloud computing
by devising methods and tools, through which cloud stakehold-
ers can be made accountable for the privacy and confidentiality
of information held in the cloud. These methods and tools
will combine risk analysis, policy enforcement, monitoring and
compliance auditing. They will contribute to the governance of
cloud activities, providing transparency and assisting legal, reg-
ulatory and socio-economic policy enforcement. [23]In [24],
[25], as a part of the A4Cloud project, authors comprehensively
address accountability pointed towards governance.
A4Cloud project addresses assurance indirectly under the
scope of accountability within respect to the data governance.
The comprehensive approach conducted to ensure the account-
ability correlates with our scope and goals, the difference that
we base our work on hosting critical infrastructures on top of
cloud stack.

3) MYSEA: The Monterey Security Architec-
ture [26](MYSEA)3 is a research project to build a robust
enterprise-level architecture that provides multi-domain
authentication and security policy enforcement. The MYSEA
cloud consists of high-assurance servers and authentication
components for security services. The high assurance of
MYSEA cloud is built on a trusted server (i.e., an EAL5-
augmented trusted platform) and authentication component
(i.e., an EAL7 Least Privilege Separation Kernel). Originally
aiming at composing secure distributed systems using
commercial off-the-shelf components, some of the results
from the MYSEA project might also be applicable to cloud
computing environment.
Regarding the topic of our paper, MYSEA only consists of
a few components evaluated with a certain assurance level
(trusted server and authentication component). There is no
necessity of aggregating different assurance levels of different
components. An advantage of this architecture is, that clients,
respectively cloud service users, also are considered due
to security reasons. In the case of a given assurance level
framework, there is the gap of what is the right treatment of

3Monterey Security Architecture (MYSEA), Centres for Information Sys-
tems Security Studies and Research at Naval Postgraduate School, U.S.,
http://www.cisr.us/projects/mysea.html
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an unprotected cloud service user which wants to connect to
the service.

C. Discussion
We carried out a comprehensive state-of-the-art evalua-

tion approaches, methodologies, procedures, guidelines and
projects related with system and information assurance of
critical infrastructures hosted on top of Cloud ecosystems.
The Cloud ecosystems, as anticipated, can offer full support
to internet scale critical applications (e.g. hospital systems
and smart grid systems). Unfortunately, organizations refuse to
outsource their resources, regardless if critical or not, without
confidence that a proper set of actions and measures are un-
dertaken to provide information and system assurance. The ap-
proaches such as mentioned in the work [27] support scalable
critical applications over the Cloud infrastructure, by providing
assurance to cloud users related with the trustworthiness of
service delivery in a cloud environments, known as operational
trust. Particular focus is on analyzing the most important
properties (adaptability, scalability, resilience, availability and
reliability) within a cloud, which enable assessments of the
operational trustworthiness or effectiveness of a cloud provider
for delivering these services. The assessment of operational
trust enables cloud service users, auditors, collaborating cloud
providers, and others to improve the decision making and
quantifying cloud providers. Additionally in [28] authors ad-
vise a trust-overlay network over multiple data centers to
implement a reputation system for establishing trust between
service providers and data owners. In order to offer addi-
tional layer of security and trustworthiness data coloring and
software watermarking techniques protect shared data objects
and massively distributed software modules. These techniques
safeguard multi-way authentication, enable single sign-on in
the cloud, and tighten access control for sensitive data in both
public and private clouds.
The outcome of our comprehensive state-of-the-art eval-
uation is presented in Table I that can be found on
page 7. We classify two venues for our inquisition: Frame-
works/Guidelines/Standards/Policies and assurance related
Projects.
Primarily, we focused on inquiring and evaluating the work
that covers the domain issues related with Critical infrastruc-
tures and Assurance. Although critical infrastructures are a
specific and broad domain, additionally hosting them on top
of Cloud infrastructure extends their perimeter and improves
the performance, However also it raises new challenges re-
lated to security, privacy, availability, verifiability, etc. that we
observer under the term of assurance. The National Security
Agency (NSA) in the Information Assurance Directorate [15]
and Department of Education (DoE) in the Handbook for
Information Assurance Security Policy [16] reference in scope
of their work general assurance requirements related with
critical infrastructures. One of our main points of interest also
related with the work done as a part of SECCRIT project is to
investigate locality challenges and issues, therefore we include
geo-locality concerns (e.g. legislative issues confronted by
cross administrative and regional migrations). Geo-locality has
been addressed by several large organizations, such as National
Security Agency, ENISA, Department of Defense, Department
of Education, and A4Cloud research project. The [14], [16],
[18], [20], [21], [23], [26] referred to the geo-locality as as an
obligatory part of a federal or local law, whereby in our case

we would like to consider it as cross domain (geographical,
federal, regional, administrative) issue required for assessing
overall assurance. Next to our interest is the observation
perspective of a system, where we wanted to investigate if
the system was observed from a holistic or a homogeneous
perspective. Majority of the work that was evaluated [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [5], [26], [23], [22], [20],
[26] derived their work in a holistic manner, with minority of
approaches [14], [20], [23], [22], [26] that focused to observe
system in a heterogeneous manner. Furthermore we wanted
to see how does a particular state-of-the-art work observe
the properties of a system over time. Therefore, we focused
to evaluate if state-of-the-art work is capable of confronting
dynamic system changes such as component, class, modules,
vendor, etc. that can change their functionalities and character-
istics. In particular, the work of [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [5],
[20], [23], [22] refers to a static system observation, whereby
the work of [20], [12], [23], [22] due to their flexibility in the
approaches are able to granulate system through components
and deal with dynamic changes of a system. The next point
of our evaluation is observed within respect to the definition
of assurance and it’s elements (data and service assurance).
The majority of the evaluated state-of-the-art-work [12], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [5], [19], [20], [23], [26] derived the
work in both system and information assurance, whereby the
remaining work [13], [21], [22] didn’t address this issue at all.
Despite the fact that CUMULUS [22] doesn’t directly address
the assurance, the major benefit of their approach is the ability
to continuously deliver assurance through the certificates that
they deliver only per individual level. Furthermore we wanted
to see who defines the assurance to avoid ambiguity of term
being used in general manner. Unfortunately, only minor part
of the evaluated work [13], [17], [18], [5], [19], [20], [23]
formalized the assurance in form of a definition within respect
of particular objectives. As the last point of our evaluation we
inquire the capability of the state-of-the-art approaches to ag-
gregate the assurance of individual components for evaluating
a system as a whole. Only the approaches [20], [21], [23],
[22] have addressed the problem of information aggregation
to holistically observe some system.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have identified a number of issues regarding assurance

of CI in the cloud and identified short-comes via a comprehen-
sive evaluation of existing approaches. As a result we propose
as a part of the conclusion a new assurance approach and
framework as the basis of our future work.
A. Conclusion

This work identified the set of problems, stated as re-
search questions (Section 1),which address assurance for those
systems that require specific care when hosting in Cloud
environments (i.e. Critical infrastructures). Furthermore, we in-
vestigated the shortcomings of existing methodologies, guide-
lines, frameworks, standards and projects for supporting high
assurance in Cloud environments and SECCRIT architecture,
respectively. Our evaluation outcomes that the current work
in Cloud environments lacks clarity and executability for
identifying security requirements and security properties of
higher-assurance systems for critical infrastructures in cloud
computing. Considering our research objectives, the main
drawback of the methodologies, guidelines, frameworks and
standards for assessing assurance in cloud is the support for
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TABLE I. EVALUATION OF THE STATE OF THE ART APPROACHES FOR ADDRESSING ASSURANCE IN CLOUD ECOSYSTEMS
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Assurance in the Cloud X X X
Geo-locality X X X X X X
Homogen system X X X X X X X X X X X
Heterogeneous system X X X X X
Static infrastructure assessment X X X X X X X X X X
Dynamic infrastructure assessment X X X X
Data/Information assurance X X X X X X X X X X
System/Service assurance X X X X X X X X X X
Continuous assurance X
Information assurance Definition X X X X X X
Aggregation of assurance X X X X

Fig. 2. Our Assurance Assessment Framework for assessing CI services
hosted in the Cloud. The framework is based on classes (i.e. confidentiality,
availability, etc.) which are motivated by Common Criteria [20] protection
profiles. Protection profiles will be derived for the whole system, for each
abstraction level and individual component. This is based on existing work [6],
[29]

hosting CI in the Cloud. The evaluation showed that only the
concepts used in the work of Common Criteria, CUMULUS
and A4Cloud are partially eligible to resolve the challenges
for hosting CI in the cloud. Whereby, Common Criteria allows
us to evaluate traditional IT component based system, depen-
dencies of components, comparability between the results of
independent security evaluations and overlaps with the security
consideration of our assurance definition. However, additional
extensions of the framework are required to completely support
our research objectives like aggregation of assurance, contin-
uous assurance or automated assurance within respect Cloud
ecosystem. CUMULUS project delivers the important feature
certification of continuous monitoring [30] that we can adopt
to support continuous assurance. A4Cloud addresses the issue

of assurance in the cloud under the term of accountability
and corporate data governance, which also doesn’t completely
fulfill our requirements.
Despite that there are approaches derived for addressing assur-
ance, mostly addressing information assurance, the evaluation
showed that a framework for extensive analysis of assurance in
Cloud ecosystem is required. Therefore, an independent frame-
work for addressing assurance in Cloud-based systems would
require to address the following: assurance of the systems
hosted on top of the Cloud, delivering assurance continuously
at any point of time; classifying assurance per abstraction
levels and components, based on the propose architecture;
technology independent assessment; aggregating of assurance
in automated manner.
Motivated by the outcome of our evaluation which clearly out-
lined the shortcomings of existing approaches for supporting
the assurance in Cloud ecosystems and lack of any kind of
solutions that would support it, we propose an independent
Assurance Assessment Framework for assessing Critical infras-
tructures hosted on the top of the Cloud ecosystems, Figure 2.
The proposed Assurance Assessment Framework, founded on
our extended assurance definition, distinguishes the assurance
in the system prior to the assurance elements (system assurance
or information assurance). Each individual assurance element
is additionally classified per component, layer or component
dependency. For the purpose of the SECCRIT project we
outlined dynamic properties per abstraction levels (user, ap-
plication, virtual and physical infrastructure). Our Framework
defines the Protection profile [20] in respect with dynamic
properties of a component, layer or dependency, dynamic as-
sessment interval [6] and Multilayer Event Bus [29]. Protection
profile is composed of Classes (i.e. availability, confidentiality,
integrity, etc.) where each individual class is depicted by a
set of security properties. This framework configuration allows
us to deliver customized assurance assessment per individual
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component that can aggregated the assurance per abstraction
levels, and finally overall assurance.
B. Future Work

The Assurance Assessment Framework was founded on
the work delivered within the scope of SECCRIT project
deliverables (D2.14,D2.25, D3.16 and D5.17), that derived
requirements of the use case scenarios, vulnerability catalogue,
APIs for information acquiring, and auditing processes. Our
future goal is to build our Assessment Framework for deliver-
ing continuous assurance by extend the well-known concepts
of Common Criteria class based approach [20] to aggregate
assurance in continuous manner, and the concepts of CUMU-
LUS certification of continuous monitoring module [30].
For the empirical evaluation we will focus to build a
proof of concept for acquiring information/evidence based on
work [29], [7], [8], [9], per abstraction levels. To overcome
the fallback of restricted information acquisition per level in
case of different stakeholders and consider the work of [31],
[32], [33], [34], [35] regarding privacy and security related
concerns, as an alternative we will integrate and rely on the
services offered by the Cloud provider (i.e. SLA, monitoring
services or trust protocols).
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Abstract—A high level of information security in critical
infrastructure IT systems and services has to be preserved
when migrating their IT services to the cloud. Often various
legislative and security constraints have to be met in line with
best practice guidelines and international standards to perform
the migration. To support the critical infrastructure providers in
migrating their services to the cloud we are developing a process
based migration guideline for critical infrastructure providers
focusing on information security. First of all we investigate,
via questionnaires, how the importance of individual security
topics covered in such guidelines differentiates between industry
stakeholders and critical infrastructure providers. This supports
the selection of relevant security topics and the considered
guidelines and standards, which we survey in search for common
relevant security topics. Subsequently we present the analysis of
the above-mentioned security requirements and how they affect a
here developed taxonomy for a process-based security guideline.
Furthermore we present potential service migration use cases
and how our methodology would affect the migration of secure
critical infrastructure services.

Index Terms—survey analysis; security requirements; critical
infrastructure; industry; security guideline, cloud migration

I. INTRODUCTION

Enterprises recognized the cloud paradigm as an opportunis-
tic business strategy to remain competitiveness, meeting busi-
ness objectives, increasing performance and reducing costs [1],
[2]. The utilization of services across a layered distributed
architecture, that is the very nature of cloud computing [3],
offers tremendous advantages over a traditional computing
paradigm [4]. Cost reduction is one of the main benefits
which affect both cloud provider and cloud customer [4].
Therefore, migration of services from expensive enterprise IT
infrastructures to the cloud became a prominent and cost-
efficient solution [5], [6], [7]. Although, the migration into
the cloud offers various benefits [8], [9] primarily in terms of
finances, often it is the case that services that are intended to
be ”cloudified” (i.e. migrated to cloud) are not designed for
distributed computing. Thus, additional steps that include de-
tailed analysis and setting up guidelines for migrating services
are required [10], [11], [12].

Some of the proclaimed benefits make the cloud also attrac-
tive to organizations with high protection requirements, such as
critical infrastructures (e.g. telecommunication organizations,

the electric power industry, healthcare services, or agriculture
companies). However, when considering such a scenario for
critical infrastructure services, the potential consequences of
a malfunction are of major significance, leading to such sys-
tems and services typically being subject to strict regulations
in matters of security. Therefore, appropriate measures for
maintaining and accomplishing intended information security
levels are required from a critical infrastructure providers’
perspective. IT systems and services used for managing critical
infrastructures require a large amount of resources, and hence
critical infrastructure providers often host their own infrastruc-
ture or may join resources with other similar organizations. In
any case multi-tenant and multi-layer issues apply in these
scenarios in a similar way as for common IT businesses.

Fig. 1. Information Security Guideline Overview - Topics which determine
a cloudification process

In this paper we present our approach in constructing an
information security guideline, in form of a life cycle, for
the cloud migration phase of critical infrastructure IT services
(Figure 1). In our research we have first investigated the
differences in security requirements between industry, and
critical infrastructure providers by means of questionnaires.
With the obtained information from the analysis of the returned
questionnaires as well as an extensive literature analysis we
develop a taxonomy which we set in relation to relevant best
practice guidelines. Hence our main contributions are three-
fold:

• Analysis of differences in information security require-
ments of critical infrastructure providers and industrial
stakeholders with respect to cloud computing.

• Survey of standards and guideline topics, related to
the identified requirements and a taxonomy in order to978-1-4673-8103-1/15/$31.00 c© 2015 IEEE
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represent the results.
• An approach for a process-based information security

guideline, including - in the survey- identified process-
steps, for the migration of critical infrastructure services
to the cloud.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: We evaluate
related work in section II. In section III the survey meth-
ods and the results of an information security requirements
survey among industry and critical infrastructure providers
are presented. In section IV the survey results are applied to
a taxonomy imbedded in a process-based cloudification life
cycle. We present a conclusion and outline of future work in
section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss the recent security challenges,
methodologies, guidelines and standards with respect to cloud
services with high security requirements.

A. Critical infrastructure Security challenges

Despite the attractive economical and performance benefits
lack of security (e.g. lack of transparency, data privacy, trust,
data lock-In, data loss) still remains the main obstacle for mi-
grating services in to the cloud. This is especially emphasized
when taking in to the account services with high security
requirements such as critical infrastructure services. Hence,
the analysis of security issues in cloud attracted broad research
interest [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [13].
However, majority of the research community concluded that
the current security methods and techniques in cloud are not
mature enough to reliably support hosting services in cloud.
Nevertheless, solutions for migrating enterprise services to the
cloud are emerging constantly [10], [11], [6], [12], [5], [7].

Younis et. al. [21] based on their detailed security analysis
for various critical infrastructure providers, outlined major
security issues in the cloud that hinder the migration of
critical infrastructure services. Alcaraz and Zeadally in their
survey [13] highlighted the vital role of critical infrastructures
in modern society. However, they elaborated security chal-
lenges of critical infrastructure assets are mainly focusing on
the industrial control systems (SCADA). In addition, authors
evaluate the compliance of critical control systems towards
standards, recommendations and guidelines.

B. Migration Concepts and Methodologies

Khajeh et. al elaborated in their work [11], [6] the migration
of enterprise IT services to the cloud in context of financial and
socio-technical enterprise issues which should be considered
during migration. In addition, the authors elaborate the deci-
sion making process for service migration with two following
tools: cost modeling, and benefits and risk assessment. Kaisler
and Money investigated in their work [10] the compatibility
of the service migration approach with the cloud computing
paradigm by addressing various issues(acquisition, implemen-
tation, security, usage reporting, valuation and legislative).
Fehling et. al. advocate in their work [12] best practices

for addressing service migration challenges in context of
migration patterns demonstrated on a web based application.
Sun and Li perform effort estimation on infrastructure level
by using tool for that automatically migrates configuration of
workload from physical platform to visualized platform. in
their systematic literature review Jamshidi et. al. [7] identify
and systemically analyze existing research on legacy software
migration to the cloud. The outcome of the research identified
the importance of a comprehensive migration framework,
which would taxonomically classify and compare various
studies for cloud service migration. Paudel et. al. [22] analyzed
how mitigation options for identified open security issues for
critical infrastructures in the cloud point to individual aspects
of standards and guidelines.

C. Standards and guidelines

ENISA generalizes security issues of cloud computing from
Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) perspec-
tive [23]. Additionally, authors discuss the risk assessment and
security measures related with CIIP. Although our work is
closely related with the work from ENISA, we are more fo-
cused on outlining open issues of hosting critical infrastructure
services in the cloud.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
published the framework for improving Critical Infrastructure
Cybersecurity[24]. The framework provides a set of guidelines
for developing individual organizational profiles, by aligning
cybersecurity activities with business requirements, risk toler-
ances and resources.

We have identified in the related work that there is some
existing work which addresses the service migration method-
ologies and processes in a generic way. There is also a part
of the research community which elaborate on security issues
and requirements referred to cloud computing. Furthermore,
there are international standards and guidelines available to
deal with the protection of critical infrastructure providers.
However, there is no uniform solution that addresses the above
mentioned challenges, critical infrastructure protection, and
secure service migration to cloud environments.

III. INFORMATION SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
ANALYSIS

A. Research methodology

To highlight and analyze the differences between industry
and critical infrastructure providers information security re-
quirements we performed an extensive survey among industry
and academic experts. Thus, we distributed the questionnaire at
various events with a cloud computing focus. Furthermore, to
acquire the results from broader audience of professionals we
also offered an online version of our questionnaire. Finally,
we acquired 111 participants (72 via events and 39 online).
Answers from academia, where listed, are only used as control
sample.
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1) Normalization of the results: For most of the questions
in the questionnaire, survey participants could rank their
opinion according to their importance (i.e. not at all important,
slightly important, important, fairly important, very important,
and no opinion).

For the analysis of the survey we chose the following
normalization formula:

actualrepliesperansweroption

samplesizeperdomain
× 100× weight (1)

In addition the weight values, shown in Table I, were used
calculating the normalized output in the above mentioned
equation.

TABLE I
WEIGHTING SCALE

Answer Option Weight
No Opinion log10 1
Not at all important log10 1
Slightly important log10 2
Important log10 3
Fairly important log10 4
Very important log10 5

In the nomenclature of the possible answers the results
presented in this survey analysis therefore have the following
meaning:

TABLE II
MEANING OF NORMALIZED IMPORTANCE

Range Meaning
0 % - 43 % Slightly important
44 % - 68 % Important
69 % - 86 % Fairly important
87 % - 100 % Very important

B. Evaluation of survey results

In the analysis of the provided questionnaire, we show the
importance of the NIST cloud characteristics for the industry
and critical infrastructure providers and their security needs for
these characteristics. We in particular consider the aspect of the
geolocation of cloud providers. Furthermore we indicate that
the importance of information security for the cloudification
of various exemplary IT service for the respective domains.
Based on a pre-selected list of security controls, we analyze
their importance for the industry and critical infrastructure
providers. This is a starting point for the creation of the
taxonomy for the process-based information security guideline
(chapter IV).

The results of this survey analysis address the following
questions:

• Which typical information security requirements (avail-
ability, integrity, confidentiality, auditing) are most rel-
evant for critical infrastructure providers for applying
cloud computing business models to their IT services?

• Which security controls related to cloud computing envi-
ronments do critical infrastructure providers consider as
important for IT service cloudification?

• How do the findings of this survey analysis influence
the taxonomy for a cloud migration guideline for critical
infrastructure providers?

Within the following six paragraphs we summarize and
justify the most relevant outputs of our survey.

1) Company affiliation of survey respondents: In order
for being able to make differentiated statements the survey
participants were asked to specify their company affiliation.
Out of all 111 respondents

• 31 individuals (28 %) have stated to be affiliated to
organization type academia,

• 46 (41 %) to industry,
• 23 individuals (21 %) to critical infrastructure provider,

and
• 11 (10 %) to another, undefined organization type.

2) Importance of the geolocation of the cloud provider and
relevance of individual cloud computing characteristics: In
the survey, besides the elicitation of security requirements of
industry and critical infrastructure providers, the respondents
were asked some general questions about 1) the importance
of the NIST cloud computing characteristics (on-demand
self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid
elasticity, measured service) , and 2) the importance of the
geolocation of the cloud provider.

With respect to economic espionage, the location of the
cloud provider and the data center is very often proclaimed as
an important topic [25]. Furthermore, location is also highly
relevant from the legal/regulatory perspective, particularly in-
cluding European data protection law. Our analysis (Figure 2)
shows that geolocation is in fact an important element for
critical infrastructure providers when selecting cloud providers
(12 % higher compared to the industry domain). The total
values are: 78 % importance for critical infrastructure domain,
66 % for industry, and 67 % for academia (the control sample).

Fig. 2. Values show that regarding the here presented comparison of interest
in NIST cloud characteristics of critical infrastructure providers with industry
stakeholders, only geolocation is significantly more important for critical
infrastructure providers (based on our importance metric).
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With respect to the NIST cloud computing characteristics
the delta values (Figure 2) show that broad network access is
the most important cloud characteristic for critical infrastruc-
ture providers, whereas the resource pooling possibilities cloud
computing offers are not as relevant. In general, the industry
sector and also critical infrastructure providers perceive cloud
computing as fairly important (85 % on average - total value)
for their businesses.

3) Information security requirements analysis: Critical in-
frastructures are at the fundament of today’s societies as a
consequence, failures and breakdowns may lead to serious
repercussions. Hence it is important that software that is
operated in the field of critical infrastructures is designed and
built in a secure manner. The same concerns apply if the
IT services are operated in cloud environments. In addition,
we analyze the opinions regarding certain security attributes
(availability, confidentiality, integrity, and auditing) for diverse
IT services in a cloud environment as well as for generic cloud
characteristics.

In general we found out that: (1) Information security is
generally recognized as a very important matter by critical
infrastructure providers. (2) Auditing is not perceived as
important as availability, confidentiality, or integrity.

4) Security requirements for IT services: The following
four common IT services were chosen for the security re-
quirements elicitation:

• customer web platform
• enterprise management software (e.g. SAP)
• industrial control system / SCADA
• IT infrastructure (e.g. DNS, mail)
Our analysis shows that for the two sectors industry and

critical infrastructure providers the smallest differences in
information security requirements are for confidentiality and
availability. The biggest difference was observed for integrity.
Here the members of the industrial sector reported a higher-
than-average need for security. In general the industry sector
shows slightly higher information security needs than the
critical infrastructure providers, as highlighted in Figure 3.

5) Security requirements for generic cloud computing char-
acteristics: In this section the common NIST cloud character-
istics on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource
pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service are evaluated
for their required level of security for the two domains
examined. Here the same results as determined in the previous
investigation on the security requirements for IT services
apply: In general the industry sector shows higher security
needs than critical infrastructure providers (Figure 4). The
highest requirements are specified for on-demand self-service.

6) Information security topics for a cloud migration guide-
line: The field information security consists of many controls
that could be considered for hardening IT services. The rele-
vance of several information security controls (risk assessment,
incident response, SLA management, architectural patterns,
service life cycle, socio-technical issues, autonomic security
management, forensic and auditing, international standards)

Fig. 3. Net chart of critical infrastructure providers’ information security
requirements for IT services compared to the industry domain. The industry
sector in comparison generally has higher requirements.

Fig. 4. Net chart of critical infrastructure providers’ information security
requirements for cloud computing characteristics compared to the industry
domain. The industry sector in comparison generally has higher requirements.

was asked for in the survey, shown in Figure 5. The outcome is

Fig. 5. Importance of information security topics for a cloud migration
guideline.

again comparable with other questions from the survey, where
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the industry sector generally has a higher need for security
as the critical infrastructure providers. Only socio-technical
issues are slightly more important to critical infrastructure
providers than to industry.

IV. PROCESS-BASED INFORMATION SECURITY
MIGRATION GUIDELINE

In this section we, first of all, introduce an extensive set
of security controls, which is based on the security topics
that we addressed in our questionnaire (Chapter III). We
use these security controls to build our taxonomy and use it
for evaluating security related guidelines. Finally, based on
the evaluation outcome we conclude and propose a process-
based guideline(model) for secure service migration towards
the Cloud environments.

A. Secure cloud migration taxonomy

The questionnaire results presented in Section III are used
as a foundation for building the taxonomy that we present
in this section. In our questionnaire we based the security
related topics on the initial analysis of the security related
aspects within the SECCRIT project1 with respect to critical
infrastructures. Within our taxonomy we now cover a more
extensive set of security related topics. This extensive list of
topics can be seen in Table III, where we have cross checked
these topics with the state of the art security guidelines to
investigate how and whether they are being addressed by each
one of them.

The taxonomy depicted in Table III includes 34 security
controls used for evaluating guidelines, by investigating how
they address secure service migration in cloud based envi-
ronments. Although, each individual security control covers a
separate security dimension we use them in our taxonomy to
answer the following:

1) Is the security control enumerated and defined within
the observed guideline?
Within this question the following security controls are
covered: security requirements, privacy requirements,
security architecture design, security risk assessment,
threat management, vulnerability management, security
testing, secure life cycle phases plan, development of
security controls, data locality, incident handling, en-
vironment hardening, operational enablement, maturity
levels, case studies, application migration.

2) Is the security control implemented in a form of a
process?
Within this question the following security controls are
covered: security requirements, privacy requirements,
security and privacy training, security risk assessment,
threat management, security testing, regular improve-
ment of security process artifacts, security life cycle
phase plan, continuous monitoring of system and ser-
vices, security planing for the project, integration of
proposed concepts in established environments, privacy

1SECCRIT project, https://www.seccrit.eu

impact assessment, security accreditation/certification,
information disposal, establishing trust strategies, data
locality, legal compliance, incident handling, maturity
levels, disaster recovery, consideration of security as-
pects in data migration, application migration.

3) Does the security control involve architecture or con-
ceptual design?
Within this question the following security controls are
covered: security architecture design, secure planing for
the project, disaster recovery, application migration.

In Table III we detail our results of the analysis of guidelines
that support or address migration of services towards Cloud-
based environments.
Although being addressed by 60% of guidelines[26], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [24] the first two controls, security and
privacy requirements, are unfortunately either enumerating a
narrow set of requirements or referencing a third party set.
Most of the evaluated guidelines[26], [27], [30], [24] provide
adequate approaches for increasing awareness for security
and privacy in form of a training to support the enumerated
requirements. However, only [26], [30], [24] provide concrete
steps for accomplishing this requirement. Next security control
is the security architecture design where we investigated the
proposed architectural solutions and entailing processes, which
were supported only by 50% of the guidelines[26], [27],
[28], [30], [31] that we addressed. Whereby from these 50%
only [26], [28] provide a generic solutions. Furthermore,
security risk assessment was addressed by the majority of
the evaluated guidelines where only 10% of the guidelines
[32] have not included or considered it as relevant. However,
only the following from the above mentioned guidelines detail
the risk assessment approach [26], [27], [29], [24], others
provide only a generic solutions. Although, threat management
and vulnerability management are essential for implementing
risk assessment, only 40% of guidelines[26], [29], [30], [24]
support threat management whereas 50% of guidelines[26],
[27], [30], [31], [24] support vulnerability assessment. In case
of threat management only ENISA [29] is providing a generic
solutions, whereas in case of vulnerabilities only NIST cyber
security framework[24] is focusing only on generic solutions.
Consideration of security practices during the development
phase are unfortunately supported by only 20% of evaluated
guidelines[26], [31] focusing on generic solutions, where
as performing security tests was covered by only 50% of
guidelines[26], [27], [29], [30], [31] most of them providing a
detailed approach for tests handling. Improvement of security
related processes is a continuous requirement which was
supported by 50% of guidelines[26], [27], [31], [24], [33].
Formulating structured life-cycle phases for performing certain
actions or tasks was embraced by 50% of the guidelines[26],
[27], [30], [31], [34]. Processes for delivering continuity in
terms of monitoring systems or services was defined by 60% of
evaluated guidelines[26], [27], [28], [29], [24], [33]. Further-
more, only 50% of evaluated guidelines[26], [27], [28], [30],
[33] implement security planning as process. The evaluation
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shows that only CSA[31] advises in their guideline how to
integrate the proposed concepts.

The assessment of privacy concerns was covered by the mi-
nority, only 30% of guidelines[26], [27], [28]. We investigated
whether the guidelines support development of security related
controls but unfortunately it was addressed only by only 40%
of evaluated guidelines. The NIST SP800-64[27] was the only
guideline interested in accreditation or certification processes
and information service disposal. Suggesting processes or
models related with establishing trust was a topic addressed
only by 20% of guidelines[27], [34] where Microsoft[34]
proposed a solution on a use case scenario for their Windows
Azure. A very important security control which was also
considered in our Section III-B is geographical location of
the data addressed by only 30% of guidelines[28], [33], [34].

Legislative requirements were one of a most referred points
which were addressed through compliance and legislative
requirements from 70% of guidelines[27], [28], [29], [30],
[31], [33], [34]. However, due to the area-specific and often
nationally bound nature of legal requirements, it cannot be
expected from these guidelines to provide universal and
sufficient guidance here. Solutions for handling incidents was
proposed by 60% of guidelines[26], [27], [28], [29], [31], [24].
The Software Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM)[30] was
the only guideline concerned with hardening and operational
enablement. Only 20% of guidelines[32], [30] proposed and
define maturity levels in their work. The Software Assurance
Maturity Model (SAMM)[30] and Microsoft [34] supported
their guidelines with a use case. Disaster recovery solutions
and concepts were proposed from 40% of the guidelines[27],
[32], [34], [30]. Consideration of security aspects during
migration is only addressed by 30% of the guidelines[33],
[31], [32]. Finally, only 30% of the guidelines[33], [34],
[32] address and propose application migration concepts or
processes which are tightly related with the technology the
guideline was made for.

The results from our detailed evaluation show that Microsoft
SDL[26], NIST SP 800-64 [27], and Software Assurance
Maturity Model [30] are the guidelines that fulfill most of
the security related controls, Table III Coverage of security
controls per guideline, that we used in our taxonomy. Not
all of the controls have been covered by at least one of the
guidelines. Therefore, we propose a comprehensive solution
for handling such a scenario in the following section.

B. Secure cloud migration life cycle

To use such a taxonomy in an effective way, it should
be incorporated into a process that gives attention to the
information security aspects of cloudification.

According to our literature review there is currently no se-
curity development life cycle that explicitly takes into account
a cloud migration scenario. We therefore propose a novel
approach for a Cloudification Security Development Life cycle
(CloudSDLv1) of IT services which we base on common
security development life cycles [26], [27], [30]. Our approach

for CloudSDLv1 is shown in Figure 6. It is built around the
security requirements relevant to the cloudified product.

We consider the following use cases for CloudSDLv1:
• Software development for cloud environment from

scratch.
• Software migration from legacy system to cloud (adop-

tion for cloud).
• Software migration from private to public cloud and vice

versa.
CloudSDLv1 comprises five phases:

1) Analysis: In this phase a decision is made upon which
service or which part of a service is to be migrated to
cloud. The IT service that is to be cloudified is analyzed for
cloud fitness and the initial set of security requirements is
specified. Ideally, if security requirements for the IT service
already exist they have to be taken into account and if needed
adopted to the new circumstances. In particular, this should
also include security requirements indirectly resulting from
the cloudification of a certain service. For example, this might
refer to novel needs for providing credible digital evidence
on the providers’ security-related conduct for the potential
case of legal conflicts or to cloud-specific requirements from
data protection law. In this phase we also suggest to analyze
which implications the cloudification of the IT service has
on the organization and the business. Any implications on
information security have also to be converted into security
requirements.
2) Design: In the design phase the software architecture for
the to-be-migrated IT service is constructed on the basis of
the security requirements specified in the analysis phase. If
necessary refinements to the security requirements are made.
3) Implementation: Based on the design the software is imple-
mented. If necessary refinements to the security requirements
are made. Additionally in this phase the organization is, where
necessary, prepared for the use of the cloudified IT service.
4) Verification: In the verification phase the software is tested
against the specified security requirements. Also the readiness
of the organization for the cloudified IT service is verified.
5) Deployment: In this final phase of the CloudSDLv1 the
IT service is deployed on the cloud environment, taking
into account the security requirements related to platform
configuration.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have show that the major difference in
importance of information security topics between industrial
stakeholders and critical infrastructure provider is geolocation.
This means that storing data within the same legal domain
is more important for critical infrastructure provider than for
industrial stakeholder, other than that interests are aligned.
We have used this information to survey existing industrial
and critical infrastructure guidelines to update our initial
set of security controls and fed this into a proposal for a
cloudification guideline for critical infrastructure providers.
We present a novel approach for a process-based information
security guideline. The presented taxonomy together with
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TABLE III
STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR MIGRATING CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES TO TAXONOMY
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Security Requirements x x x x x x 60%
Privacy Requirements x x x x x x 60%
Security& Privacy Training x x x x 40%
Security Architectural Design x x x x x 50%
Security Risk Assessment x x x x x x x x x 90%
Threat Management x x x x 40%
Vulnerability Management x x x x x 50%
Secure Coding Practices x x 20%
Security Testing x x x x x 50%
Regular Improvement of Security Process Artefacts x x x x x 50%
Security Life Cycle Phases Plan x x x x x 50%
Continuous monitoring of systems and services x x x x x x 60%
Security Planning for the Project x x x x x 50%
Integration of proposed Concepts in Established Environments x 10%
Privacy Impact Assessment x x x 30%
Development of Security Controls x x x x 40%
Security Accreditation/Certification x 10%
Information Disposal x 10%
Establish trust strategies x x 20%
Data locality x x x 30%
Legal compliance x x x x x x x 70%
Incident Handling x x x x x x 60%
Environment Hardening x 10%
Operational Enablememt x 10%
Maturity Levels x x 20%
Case Studies x x 20%
Disaster Recovery x x x x 40%
Consideration of Security Aspects in Data Migration x x x 30%
Application Migration x x x 30%

Coverage of Security Controls: 52% 62% 38% 28% 52% 48% 38% 31% 24% 14%

Fig. 6. Process-based information security guideline for cloud migration
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the proposed cloudification security development life cycle
(CloudSDLv1) will support critical infrastructure providers
in migrating their legacy IT services to the cloud. Based
on this work our next steps will be a) an extension of the
presented taxonomy towards research results of the EU FP7
research project SECCRIT, and b) empirical evaluation of our
taxonomy and CloudSDLv1 in a real world scenario.
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Abstract— Data with high security requirements is being 

processed and stored with increasing frequency in the Cloud. To 

guarantee that this data is being dealt with a secure manner we 

investigate the applicability of Assurance methodologies. In a 

typical Cloud environment the setup of multiple layers and 

different stakeholders determines security properties of 

individual components that are used to compose Cloud 

applications. We present a methodology adapted from Common 

Criteria for aggregating information regarding the security 

properties of individual constituent components of Cloud 

applications.  This aggregated information is used to categorise 

the overall application security, in terms of Assurance Levels and 

to provide a continuous assurance level evaluation.  

Keywords— critical infrastructures, assurance, cloud 

computing, public safety,  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Rapid propagation of Cloud Computing paradigm across 

distinct domains and organisations reflected on IT systems and 

services through a large transformation. Hence the service 

model is commoditised and delivered in a manner similar to 

utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony. The main 

interest for such adoption by organizations is to increase 

efficiency and minimize IT costs by offering new concepts 

such as elasticity, scalability and on-demand resource 

provisioning. However, in order to automatically provision 

resources for elastically adaptive Cloud applications it requires 

both the applications and the underlying platform to be 

constantly monitored to capture information at various levels 

and time intervals. This is particularly manifested in Critical 

Infrastructures, which require even more attention when these 

systems are hosted on top of Cloud environments.  

However, the use of cloud computing has introduced many 

new risks that must be comprehended before an organisation is 

considering adopting the cloud and when using cloud services. 

Moreover, due to the complexity of the application execution 

environment, routine tasks such as monitoring or performance 

analysis become quite complex. These tasks often require close 

interaction and assessment in different layers of the cloud 

stack. For example, when a distributed application that has 

been provisioned on a cluster a virtual machine (VM) needs to 

provide assurance or even has to be certified for a specific 

security property This might require to also monitor the 

execution of the application on the VMs, as well as the 

availability of physical resources of the VMs. Thus, this would 

require the use of different sets of tools to collect and analyse 

the performance of data from each level in order to reach the 

point to certify the application.  

Under these circumstances, we should gather different 

types of information of different granularity, from low-level 

system metrics (e.g. CPU usage, network traffic, memory 

allocation, etc.) to high-level application specific metrics (e.g. 

throughput, latency, availability, etc.). These are collected 

across multiple levels (physical, virtualization, application 

level) in a Cloud environment at different time intervals. 

Hence, the challenge in this case is to define a way to 

aggregate these different types of information from different 

levels in order to provide an overall assurance, and determine 

how changes in individual assurance level of every component 

affects the overall assurance.  

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive concept for 

assessing security properties across multiple layers, with 

different stakeholders, for composite based systems. The 

assessment concept is aligned with the customisable set of 

security policies, which can be flexibly adopted according to 

various use case requirements, to derive evaluation of every 

individual component of a service or a system.    

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 

outlines the work related towards our concept. Section III 

describes our approach and introduces the Assurance 

Assessment Model, the way we define assurance levels, how 

we abstract the service as a general tree and the assurance 

aggregation process. In Section IV the evaluation of the 

approach is provided based on a Use Case Scenario. The last 

but not the least, section V provides concluding remarks and 

directions for future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Traditional approaches for assurance assessment in the 

cloud, such as Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [12], 

Information Technology Assurance Framework (ITAF) [17], 

or Cloud Computing Information Assurance Framework from 

ENISA [18], usually build on existing frameworks such as 

ISO/IEC 27000-series (e.g. current work in progress ISO/IEC 

27017 and ISO/IEC 27018, which are focusing on information 

security and data protection in Cloud), PCI DSS Cloud 

Guideline [13], COBIT [14], NIST [16], or IT Baseline 

Protection Catalogues [15]. 

Our latest state of the art research [10] looks at an existing 

approaches, namely the Common Criteria framework [6] for 

assurance of IT systems as it is the most dominant work in the 

field. However, this comprehensive framework is focused 
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mostly on assessing assurance in the development phase of the 

life cycle, and lacks the support in the following production 

phase.   

 Unlike traditional approaches, the work derived from 

Krotsiani et.al. [11] proposes a novel approach for certifying 

the security of cloud services based on incremental 

certification of security properties for different types of cloud 

services, including IaaS, PaaS and SaaS services. This 

approach uses operational evidence from provisioning of such 

services through continuous monitoring. Although the model 

doesn’t directly address assurance as a prior objective, it can be 

adopted to efficiently assess assurance at various levels and 

time intervals. 

Our approach is related to autonomic monitoring systems, 

which is based on the SECCRIT architecture model [7] and on 

an evidence-gathering model [8] for assurance assessment in 

critical infrastructures hosted on top of cloud environments. 

Hence, we emphasize the importance of observing systems in 

their production phase, as well as their dependencies with other 

corresponding elements inside of heterogeneous systems. It 

should be noted that our work is a part of a broader research 

programme, undertaken by the EU F7 project SECCRIT [4]. 

III. MULTI LAYER ASSURANCE ASSESMENT MODEL 

The most commonly referred cloud architecture model for 

distributed service provisioning is defined by National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) [3]. This NIST model 

depicts the cloud architecture through a dynamic tree-layered 

service-provisioning model (infrastructure, platform and 

software - as a Service layer), capable of scaling services 

across distinct administrative and legislative domains. 

However, the common practice for provisioning and delivering 

services, as well as the abstraction of those layers and driven 

technologies differentiate based on the business objectives of a 

particular cloud provider. Hence, the traditional assessment 

frameworks (e.g. COBIT, ISO 27000 series) are not really 

applicable, especially when addressing security related 

concerns in cloud environments, as seen in [10].   

However, in order to build a comprehensive and flexible 

framework that is able to acquire heterogeneous information 

across the cloud stack, the following objectives have to be 

addressed: 

 cross layer assessment  

 technology independence 

 information acquisition restrictions 

 assessment, quantification and aggregation of 

different information sets 

The assessment of such services (when taking in to account 

different layers of clouds with different stakeholders, different 

business and security objectives, high degree of service 

complexity, business model, and distinct technologies) requires 

a compact solution, able to embrace all requirements and 

produce an effective assessment tool. Hence, we adopt 

Common Criteria [6] for addressing assurance in cloud related 

environments. Although, Common Criteria offers a 

comprehensive solution for assurance assessment, it lacks the 

support in the production phase, especially when referring to 

those services that are hosted on top of the cloud architectures. 

Taking this into account and the above mentioned objectives, 

we use the fundaments of the Common Criteria approach in 

order to address assurance assessment of complex services 

hosted in cloud infrastructures. Furthermore, the policies of 

some cloud providers restrict information crawling across their 

cloud stack (for instance software as a service cloud provider 

will hesitate to reveal the information of underlying service 

being provided, in order to mitigate potential attack vectors on 

its infrastructure). Therefore, it is harder to analyse and 

indicate or predict any security situation in such environments. 

Hence, we distinguish two main categories: a) solutions based 

on open-source cloud environments (i.e. solutions where we 

are able to freely acquire necessary information without 

restrictions); and b) closed cloud environments with restricted 

information access (i.e. public cloud providers which provide 

any additional information via the Service Level Agreements 

(SLA) [21][22]). Due to the flexibility of acquiring the 

information and ability to modify services for provisioning the 

information, in this paper we focus primarily on open-source 

cloud solutions (e.g. OpenStack [23], CloudStack [24]). This 

does, however, not limit our approach to these environments. 

The assessment and aggregation of different information 

sets (i.e. analysis of a particular entity in the cloud in respect to 

a certain set of properties) is derived via the assurance levels, 

supported with aggregation policies (i.e. decision making 

algorithms that cluster the security properties of each class 

towards the predefined assurance levels), aligned with the 

Common Criteria approach [6].  

A.  Assurance assesment model  

Considering the objectives discussed above and building on 

the research presented in [10] we propose a comprehensive and 

flexible approach for performing Assurance assessment. The 

approach is using a well-defined set of security properties, 

provided by the CUMULUS project [5], which are additionally 

aligned with the SECCRIT vulnerability catalogue [20] and the 

notorious nine from Cloud Security Alliance [19]. 

 Our assessment model emphasises three core assessment 

entities: Target of Evaluation (ToE), Group of Evaluation 

(GoE) and Component of Evaluation (CoE). These entities are 

aligned with the Common Criteria assessment framework, and 

are therefore designed to offer flexibility, determination of the 

precise impact of the individual components or group of 

components, scalability of assessment across different time 

intervals, and the possibility to highlight each individual entity 

of the system as an independent point of evaluation.  

Furthermore, we designed our model into a hierarchical tree 

structure, defined with parent-child object relationship. Each 

parent can be in direct relationship with multiple child objects. 

The parent object that does not have any related child objects is 

referred to as a leaf object. Additionally, we also define 

associations, dependencies, associated component sets and 

assurance profiles, as supporting assessment elements of the 

ToE in our model. Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental 
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elements of the Assurance Assessment Model of our approach. 

More specifically, it presents a way a particular service can be 

abstracted through a set of hierarchically organized 

components. We use these abstraction elements to build our 

model and to efficiently assess assurance according to a 

predefined set of security properties derived from CUMULUS 

project.  

The initial step of our assessment model defines and details 

the ToE. This can be either an asset of the cloud referred to as 

service (e.g. a specific service operation, a set of service 

operations, data managed by the service) or an asset that is 

required or contributes to the realization of a cloud service 

(e.g., a virtual machine). Moreover, each ToE contains a set of 

attributes such as: (i) security objectives, which are mapped 

towards the related set of security claims and are formally 

referred to as Security Properties (SP); (ii) attributes that 

define the type of assurance (e.g. information or system 

assurance) according to the assurance model presented in [10]; 

(iii) a short description of the ToE; and (iv) the assessment 

interval. The security objectives are the statements of intent to 

counter the identified threats by IT measures.  Each ToE can 

be formally defined as ToE ≡ T = {COEi, i ∈ N} | {GOEi, i ∈ 

N}. This generalized statement in respect to Figure 1 would be 

formulated as ToE ≡ COEA = {COEi, i ∈ 〈B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, 
J〉}. Group of objects, formally referred as Group of Evaluation 

(GoE) and defined as GoE = {CoEi, i ∈ N}, are a compound 

set of individual objects that share common properties based 

on which the assessment is conducted. If we refer in particular 

to Figure 1, GoE can be formulated as compound of objects, 

e.g. GOE1 = {COEi, i ∈ 〈F, H, I, J〉}. Each individual object to 

which we refer to as the component of evaluation (CoE) can be 

also handled as an independent ToE. Each GoE is composed of 

(i) attributes, used for describing a particular group; (ii) 

assurance profile, which is the essential element for evaluation; 

(iii) associations, an element used to describe relationships 

between different groups in the scope of the evaluated target; 

and (iv) individual components. 

Component Dependency (CD) is a correlation 

between two individual components of the evaluated system 

(i.e where CDij {〈COEi , COEj〉, i, j ∈N}), that arises when a 

component is not self-sufficient and relies upon the presence of 

another component, e.g. when referring to Figure 1 

CDCG={COEC, COEG}. Association is a set of two individual 

components that are in a direct parent-child relationship with a 

defined dependency, for which it is valid: ∀  ASi i ∈ N ≡ !∃ 

CDij { 〈COEi , COEj〉, i, j ∈N} ⟹ COEi  parent of COEj. An 

individual parent object can be associated with N distinct child 

objects, which we formally refer to as Associated Component 

Set (ACS), for which the following statements are valid: ACSK 

≔ ACS (COEK) = {COEi, i ∈ N}, ∀  COEi ⟹ !∃ Parent = 

COEK and ∄ CDij {〈COEi , COEj〉, i, j ∈ N}.  
Finally, the last element of our assessment model is the 

Assurance profile (AP), which is an essential element used to 

define policy related with security properties that are mapped 

to the Assurance classes (AC) of a particular CoE or GoE. 

These security properties will at the end define the level of 

assurance for an individual component, group or even a whole 

system. We emphasize two types of Assurance profiles setup: 

Uniform Assurance Profile (APU), which is always the same 

regardless of class, evaluated object, group or target; and 

Custom Assurance Profile (APP), which can be customised 

depending on the object of appliance.  In Table 1 we illustrated 

the APU for a particular assurance class. Furthermore, we can 

also assign a custom Assurance Profile to a particular CoE, 

GoE or ToE.    

B. Assurance Levels  

 Assurance level (AL) outlines the scale of measurement 

for evaluating predefined ToE, GoE or CoE, where every 

individual CoE or GoE contributes directly to the assurance 

level of the ToE, by meeting a set of SPs (i.e. certain set of 

security criteria). Moreover, the SPs derive the AL per 

individual AC, by taking also into consideration the 

dependencies of the evaluated object (e.g. component, group or 

target of evaluation) if such are present. However, each AC 

may contain k of SP (k number of SPs) as shown in equations 5 

and 6. Due to the binary decision making concept that we 

apply in our approach, there can be 2
k
 combinations of distinct 

SP states, where 2
k
 > N, and N is the cardinality of AL, in 

terms of security properties (AL= {1, 2, 3, 4 … N}). Therefore 

each individual combinations of SPs {SP1, SP 2, SP3, SP4 … 

SPN}, associated with a particular AC, are formally referred as 

Security Property Vector (SPV) (equations 3, 4, 5, 6). Security 

Property Vector defines the current state of an object by 

Figure 1: Hierarchical illustration of services via the general tree model 
structure.  We define the service or application as a Target of Evaluation (ToE) 

depicted with the individual Components of Evaluation (CoE), whereby each 

individual CoE can be associated with N distinct CoEs, referred as Associated 
Component Set (ACS). The correlation between two individual CoEs is 

referred as a Component Dependency that is a formal compound of 

Association. Moreover, we group CoEs in order to arbitrarily elaborate 
assurance of components in respect to certain security classes, these groups are 

then formally defined as Groups of Evaluation (GoE). 
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identifying particular set of security properties. Each SPV, is 

associated with a particular assurance class, whereby each 

class can comprise multiple SPVs. Thus, in order to scale 2
k
 

states over N assurance levels, we encode ranges in 

hexadecimal vectors that clusters potential set of states that 

correspond to a particular level, as shown in Table 1. Hence, 

each individual AL is assigned with multiple SPVs, which are 

formally referred as Vector Set (VS), (equation 2).  

Table 1 presents an example of Assurance profile for a 

particular Assurance class. More specifically, it illustrates a set 

of relevant SPs clustered per individual ACK represented with 

a hexadecimal vector. The left hand side of the table shows the 

SPVs, sorted by relevance, and all potential combinations for a 

particular security vector SPV = [SP4, SP3, SP2, SP1]. The right 

hand side shows a binary vector for ALi (i ∈  {1, 2, 3 … 7}), 

which associates particular set of SV vectors. At the bottom of 

the table the Hexadecimal representation of each particular 

binary AL vector is illustrated.  
 

Table 1: Assurance level association for a particular Assurance class. Set of 
relevant SPVs clustered per individual ACK represented with a hexadecimal 

vector. The left hand side of the table shows the SPVs, sorted per relevance, 

and all potential appearance combinations for a particular  vector SPV = [SP4, 

SP3, SP2, SP1]. The right hand side shows a binary vector for ALi, i ∈ {1, … 7} 

which associates particular set of SV vectors. At the bottom of the table the 
Hexadecimal representation of each particular binary AL vector is illustrated. 

 
Security 

Property Vector 

(SPV) 

Assurance level association 

SP4 SP3 SP2 SP1 AL AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 AL7 

0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 AL1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 AL2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 AL2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 AL3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 AL3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 AL4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 AL4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 AL5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 1 AL5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 1 0 AL6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 1 AL6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 AL7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 1 0 1 AL7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 0 AL7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 AL7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Hexadecimal AL vector 0002 000C 0030 00C0 0300 0C00 7000 

 

 

For each individual AC that is associated with a set of 

SPVs particular SP, inside of SPV, may vary. Nevertheless, 

every individual AC, regardless of the SPs, always has to have 

the same cardinality k (equation 5). In order to efficiently 

aggregate the assurance across the variety of architectural 

layers, ACs first has to fulfil the equations 5 and 6, stating that 

regardless of the AC, none of the SPs can be associated with 

more than one AC (equation 7).  

 Although, we abstract ALs over N levels, for the purpose 

of our empirical evaluation we will conduct the assessment 

over 7 ALs, therefore having minimum 3 SP per AC to be able 

to map all assurance levels with SPVs. Depending on the 

property set that a particular entity (i.e. class component, group 

or even a whole target of evaluation) is assigned with and due 

to the dynamic behaviour of the cloud the AL will also be 

dynamic and vary. Hence, it is highly important to efficiently 

assess the assurance in continuous manner, without being 

invasive on the performance of the service that is being 

evaluated or collocated.  

C. Assurance Aggregation 

As mentioned above, we propose a concept for the 

assurance aggregation through a recursive process, which 

aggregates the individual assurance levels of the underlying 

associated objects (i.e. it calculates the overall assurance of the 

components that are associated with the root component). If we 

illustrate a service through the illustrational model depicted in 

Figure 1, by conducting the proposed algorithm described in 

Figure 4 we can derive the overall assurance. Therefore by 

referring to Figure 1, we state the CoEA as the ToE. Since, the 

CoEA is associated with two additional components, CoEB and 

CoEC, which represent the associated components set (ACSA) 

of the CoEA and are additionally connected with other 

components. The overall assurance in this case has to be 

recursively aggregated from the leafs of the tree (i.e. by 

aggregating all ACS (ACSB, ACSC and ACSF). Therefore we 

will use tree traversal post order method to iteratively walk 

through the tree. For the scope of the first use case, we just 

refer to the concept of the tree traversal post order method as a 

tool for our concept. We slightly extend this method by 

integrating our Assurance Level Calculation Procedure 

(ALCP) from Figure 3 to recursively aggregate assurance. 

The assurance level of the referenced ACS (ACSF, ACSB 

and ACSC, respectively), by applying the ALCP aligned with 

the equation 8. The procedure sequentially conducts bitwise 

conjunction of individual SPs for each CoE for each ACS. 

Depending on the result of conjunction (1 or 0), we decide if 

we are discarding all SPVs with the bit that matches the result 

of the conjunction. For example, by discarding certain SPVs 

we are indirectly discarding those ALs that are not fulfilling 

the current set of SPs for particular ACS. The next step is to 

map the suitable ACSAL, according to the Table 2, towards the 

∀ALK ∈ ACX:  !∃ VS,  (1)  
VS = {SPV1, SPV2 … SPVN}, (2)  

SPVi= [ SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4], SPi = {0,1} (3)  
∀VS ∈  ALK :  ∃ SPVi, i ∈ℕ (4)  
∀  SPVi ∈ ACX: |SPVi| = k (5)  

ACX= {SPV1, SPV2, SPV3, … SPVn} (6)  

⋂   

   

   

   
 

(7)  

ACSAL = ⍝ACX (SPVi) ,  ACX ∈CoEM, i∈ {1…N} (8)  
ACSAL(i) ⊢ DALVS(i) (9)  

ALVS ⊆  DALVS (10)  
(DALVS(i) ∧ ALVS(i)) ⇒ AL(ACX)=i, ACX ∈ CoEM (11)  

!∃ ALi ⊧  ∀Min(CALj)  i∈ {1…7}, j∈ {1…N} (12)  
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appropriate DALVS. The DALVS is not only used for mapping 

the calculated ACSAL, but also to customize the underlying 

security properties of a particular AL. Finally, we calculate the 

AL of the root CoE for a particular ACS, equation 9, 

depending on the SPs that the CoE corresponds to the AL of 

the ACS, where by the equations 10 and 11 have to be 

fulfilled.  However, in case when we deal with multiple ACs 

per CoE we have to consider the equation 12 where we 

consider the AL of individual AC to determine consolidated 

AL for a CoE.  
 

Table 3: Assurance Level per distinct Assurance classes depicted with 

Hexadecimal vectors. We define minimal assurance level requirements 

(DALVS) of the objects that are in direct relationship with the parent object. It 
also defines the assurance level requirements per each level of the parent 

object itself, ALVS. Additionally we define the minimum requirement for each 

AC in terms of AL, i.e. we define at which assurance level individual AC has 
to satisfy to define the overall assurance of the object. In case when we have 

multiple AC to consider in order to derive the overall AL we use the 

Consolidated Assurance Level (CAL). 

ASSURANCE LEVEL I II III IV V VI VII N 

AC1 
ALVS 0002 0008 0010 0080 0C00 7000 8000 8000 

DALVS 0002 0004 0030 00C0 0D00 3000 C000 8000 

CAL - AL1 AL2 AL3 AL5 AL6 AL7 ALN 

AC2 
ALVS 0002 0008 0020 0040 0300 1800 4000 8000 

DALVS 0004 0018 0020 00C0 0300 1C00 6000 8000 

CAL - AL1 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 AL7 ALN 

AC3 
ALVS 0002 000C 0010 00C0 0200 0C00 4000 8000 

DALVS 0006 0004 0030 01C0 0200 1C00 6000 8000 

CAL AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL5 AL6 ALN 

ACN 
ALVS 0006 000C 0030 00C0 0D00 1C00 7000 8000 

DALVS 0006 000C 0030 00C0 0D00 1C00 7000 8000 

CAL AL1 AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL5 AL7 ALN 

D. General Tree Model 

A general tree G is a finite compound set of nodes such that 

there is only one designated node R, referred as root of the tree 

G, where each individual node has only one ancestor (Parent) 

node, with exception of the root, and multiple successors 

(Children). Each node of the tree is defined with two 

properties: Depth and Degree. Depth of the node is the distance 

of the node from the root node, and Degree of the node is the 

number of successors for a particular node. Moreover, each 

general tree can be partitioned in n > 0 disjoint subsets T0, T1, 

T2 … Tn-1, where each of which is a tree whose roots R0, R1, R2 

… Rn-1 are children of the tree G. The subset Ti (0 ≤ i ≥ n) we 

refer as a subset of trees of T.  

Although we intent to depict our services through a general 

based tree model, they can be also depicted via the binary tree 

model, since the general tree model is easily transformed to 

binary tree. For demonstrational purpose of our algorithm 

(Figure 3) we will use the general tree model. Since the model 

can be easily transformed, our implementation can be adopted 

to apply the algorithm on binary trees as well. However, we 

won’t address the assessment of binary trees as it exceeds the 

scope of this work.  

IV. EVALUATION 

For evaluating our approach and explaining them in more 

details, a scenarios are given below in which our approach is 

applied. As a first step, we need to understand the cyber-risks 

that exist in the use case scenario and then address the 

appropriate security properties that need to be assessed and 

certified.  

Perceptions of risk in the context of cloud computing 

should be well understood, since they will inevitably influence 

decisions about cloud adoption or the security controls that will 

be applied to them. Two important factors, amongst others, 

that must be taken under consideration for better understanding 

of cyber-security risks, are: (i) the threats and their likelihood 

Figure 2: Evaluation Use Cases derived in respect to SECCRIT [4] case studies. The subfigure (a) illustrates the basic model of a general tree where depth of the 

tree is one and the degree is N. This is an initial model where the algorithm introduced in Figure 3 calculates iteratively the conjunction of SPV bits to determine 

the overall assurance of the leaves of ACS for CoEi, i ∈ {B,C,D…N} and aggregates towards root according the policies defined in Table 2 and equasions 
8-12.  Although this is straight forward, in subfigure (b), the same process is aligned with the post-order traversal method, which at the end aggregates 
the Assurance towards the root COEA. 

(a) 
(b) 
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to occur; and (ii) the vulnerabilities and an indication of their 

severity. A key challenge when understanding the risks 

associated with cloud computing is to determine those that are 

specific to the use of cloud.  

Therefore, in order to comprehend cloud-specific risks of 

our scenario, we used the cloud vulnerability catalogue that 

SECCRIT project [4] has developed, in which we then mapped 

the Notorious Nine Top threats from CSA [1]. Further on, with 

the help of CUMULUS project’s [2] security property 

catalogue, we mapped these vulnerabilities to possible security 

properties for their assessment. The basis of this catalogue is 

the identification of a number of categories that enable us to 

focus directly on cloud-related issues. The core of these 

categories is based on the NIST essential cloud computing 

characteristics [3].  

 

Figure 3: Assurance level calculation procedure (ALCP) for associated objects 

used in equation 8. The procedure does the bitwise conjunction of the most 
significant bit and based on the result decides whether to discard the SPV that 

have 0 or 1 assigned to a particular bit that is being analysed. Furthermore, 

during each iteration, the procedure checks if the remaining vectors that define 
particular component are subset of one of the vector sets associated to a 

particular ALi, shown in Table 4, for a particular ACk 

A. Use Caseses  

The aim of the evaluation is to illustrate the real world 

scenario via the abstraction of a general tree model, which is 

used to assure the public safety of critical infrastructure 

services and assess the assurance according to a set of security 

classes/properties. We refer in particular to the case studies 

from the SECCRIT project [4] in order to abstract our 

approach and make a proof of concept assessment algorithm.   

For demonstrating our algorithm we abstract a service via 

the use case scenarios explained below. Moreover, we 

implemented our assurance algorithm in Java so we can 

randomly define properties of evaluation such as depth of a 

tree, degree of a node, security property vector bit length. 

Furthermore, found our implementation on post-order tree 

traversal model in order to efficiently evaluate the assurance of 

service as a whole.  

For the first use case scenario, the Depth (D1) of the tree T1 

is 1, meaning that we have only a root with set of children and 

Degree (D2) will be N which is going to be generated 

randomly, as shown in (Figure 2 (a)). In the second use case 

both degree and depth properties are predefined, e.g D1=3 and 

D2=3 (Figure 2 (b)).  With the second use case we want to 

demonstrate appliance of our algorithm on a more complex 

general tree, which would illustrate the service more 

realistically.   

B. Security Properties, Vulnerabilities and Threats 

If we refer to the SECCRIT case studies the risk is mostly 

about authorisation of users, data storage and data leakage. In 

Figure 4 we present the architecture of the system with 

components in different levels, as well as their dependencies. 

Moreover, some relevant security properties are mapped in 

each component that need to be certified in order to assure the 

whole service. 

 

 

Figure 4: Identified set of Security Properties across various architecture layers 

of the cloud environment, mapped towards the SECCRIT vulnerability 
catalogue and CUMULUS property catalogue. Due to the fact that both 

catalogues enumerate large number of properties we only illustrated most 

representative ones for time being and will provide more detailed catalogue in 
our further work. 

Table 3 below presents some security properties that are 

relevant for the case study, their security property category, as 

well as the vulnerabilities and threats that are related to each 

one of them. Moreover, the dependencies between these 

properties are also provided, according to Figure 4. From this 

list we have selected four properties, e.g. SP_7, SP_4, SP_6 

and SP_1 to proceed to the evaluation of our approach, as a 

starting point of our on-going research on multi-layer 

assurance dependencies policies. 

C. Scenario based assessment 

For demonstration of our approach we distinguish two 

specific use cases that are going to be evaluated: Fundamental 

general tree model (illustrated in Figure 2- a) and advanced 

tree model (illustrated in Figure 2- b).  Both models illustrate a 

service through a general tree model, where each individual 

node represents a standalone entity of the particular service 

that is being evaluated. Furthermore, we use our set of 

identified security properties to demonstrate our approach by 

begin procedure:  
for i=k … i=1 do  

if (∀ CoEC (SPV[i]) ∃! ALM, M ∈ {1,2,…,7}) { 
AL = M; 
end procedure 

} 

else if (∏ Co  (   [ ])    
   
   ) { 

discard ∀ SPV where SPV[i] =1; 
continue; 

} 

else (∏ Co  (   [ ])    
   
   ) { 

discard ∀ SPV where SPV[i] =0; 
continue; 

} 
end procedure 
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distinguishing four most relevant properties SP_7, SP_4, SP_6 

and SP_1 assigning them as SP4, SP3, SP2 and SP1 

respectively. We implemented a random bit vector generator 

that generates four bit sets, regardless of the use case, and 

associates them with individual SPV for a particular object. 

For the evaluation of our first use case scenario we 

fundamentally illustrate a general tree model for each COEi, i 

∈ {B, C, D…N} generated SPV [SP4, SP3, SP2, SP1], as shown 

in Table 5 (a). We use the traversal post order method to 

recursively assess the use case scenarios. 
 

Table 5: Security Properties, Vulnerabilities & Threats 

ID 
Security 

Property 

Category Vulnerability Threats Depen

dencies 

SP_1 

User 

Authenticatio
n and Identity 

assurance 

level 

Identity 

Assurance 

Loss of human-

operated control point 

to verify security and 
privacy settings 

Data Breaches                               

Data Loss                                   

Shared Technology 
Vulnerabilities 

None 
Insufficient 

authentication security, 

e.g., weak 
authentication 

mechanisms, on the 

cloud management 
interface 

Account or Service 

Traffic Hijacking                           

Insecure Interfaces 
and APIs                         

Malicious Insiders 

SP_2 

Data deletion 

quality level  

Data Disposal  Data recovery 

vulnerabilities, e.g., 

unauthorised access to 
data in memory or on 

disk from previous 

users 

Data Breaches 

Account or Service 

Traffic Hijacking 
Insecure Interfaces 

and APIs 

Malicious Insiders 
Insufficient Due 

Diligence 

None 

SP_3 

Storage 

Freshness 

Durability 

SP_4 

Data 

alteration 
prevention / 

detection 

Integrity Poor/ no integrity 

checks of the billing 
information 

Data Breaches 

Insecure Interfaces 
and APIs                     

Insufficient Due 

Diligence 

SP_1, 

SP_2, 
SP_3 

SP_5 

Storage 

Retrievability  

Durability Poor/ no backup & 

restore strategy is in 
place to prevent the loss 

of billing information, 

e.g., in the case of a 
system failure 

Data Breaches 

Insecure Interfaces 
and APIs                     

Insufficient Due 

Diligence 

SP_4 

SP_6 

Data leakage 

detection / 
prevention  

Data Leakage  Poor/ no encryption of 

the VM data through a 
wide-area migration 

process 

Data Breaches 

Malicious Insiders 
Shared Technology 

Vulnerabilities 

SP_5 

SP_7 

Cryptographi
c module 

protection 

level 

Key 

Management 

Unmonitored and 
unencrypted network 

traffic between VMs is 

possible, e.g., for VMs 
on the same node 

through virtual network                                    

Unencrypted physical 

storage, which is the 
underlying for allocated 

virtual storage of the 

VMs 

Insufficient Due 
Diligence 

Shared Technology 

Vulnerabilities                    
Data Breaches                      

Malicious Insiders None 

SP_8 
Percentage of 

Up Time 
Availability 

Poor/ no implemented 
QoS (Quality of 

Service) services, e.g., 

to guarantee connection 
bandwidth required by 

the cloud user                                               

Only one ISP 

connection is 
considered for 

operation 

Insufficient Due 
Diligence 

Shared Technology 

Vulnerabilities 

SP_6 

 

Poor/ no failover 
mechanism, e.g., in 

case of losing one out 

of two ISP connections                                      

Missing redundant 
power connection leads 

to a higher risk of 

losing power 

Denial of Service 

 

Due to the simplicity of the first use case scenario the traversal 

post order method only determines the sequence of evaluated 

objects, which is {B, C, D … N} since we have one-level deep 

tree. In consolidation with our procedural algorithm from 

Figure 3, we conduct bitwise conjunction. In particular, we 

start by conducting the procedure illustrated in equation 8 and 

implemented in our algorithm in Figure 3 on the SP4. The 

result of this was 0, which indicates that according to Table 1 

we discard all potential combination that fulfil SP4 (upper eight 

combination 8-15) and reduce to 3-bit vector set for further 

evaluation. Our next sequential step, applies the same process 

on SP3 resulting also to 0, which also lead to the same 

outcome, but reducing it into 2-bit vector. The next iteration 

for the SP3 resulted to 1 that maps the remaining bit vector sets 

towards the assurance level two, therefore making the last bit 

irrelevant for the assurance since both potential outcomes (0 

and 1) would lead towards assurance level two.  Hence, the 

final vector, according to Table 1, associates the underlying 

Associated component set (ACS) of the root node with AL=2 

is SPV = [001X]. This process is derived for each AC until we 

derive final SPVi for each ACi. The final aggregation towards 

the root is defined with equation 8 which leverages the policies 

of Table 6 to decide whether both conditions of  DALVS and 

ALVS are satisfied to determine root assurance level(the 

equations 9, 10 and 11 have to be fulfilled.), which in this 

particular case is CoEA(AL)=2. However in case when we deal 

with multiple AC then we additional have to check weather for 

each AC satisfies minimum CAL  to fulfil a particular AL, 

stated in Table 2 and defined by equation 12.  
Table 7: Randomly generated SPV per individual CoE for demonstrating our 

algorithm Figure 3, via the use cases from Figure 2. Left table (a) is referring 

to the first use case scenario, Figure 2 (a), and table (b) refers to the second use 

case scenario Figure 2 (b). 

                              (a)                                                       (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to evaluate the second use case, advanced tree 

model (illustrated in Figure 2- b), we generated for each COEi, 

i ∈ {A, B, C, D…N} SPVi Table 5 (b). Due to the fact that the 

first use case tree is a subset of the tree in the second use case, 

we can apply iteratively the whole process conducted in the 

first use case scenario, until we aggregate the assurance 

towards the root. Therefore in order to avoid redundancy we 

will just refer to the process that we already explained in the 

first use case and extend it accordingly. The traversal post 

order method in the second use case, Figure 2(b), has the 

following sequence {D, F, L, M, N, G, B, H, C, I, J, K, D, A}. 

Therefore we marked 5 steps in Figure 2(b) that illustrate this 

 SP4 SP3 SP2 SP1 

CoEA 0 1 1 1 

 CoEB 0 1 1 0 

CoEC 0 0 1 0 

CoED 0 0 1 1 

CoEN 1 0 1 0 

 SP4 SP3 SP2 SP1 

CoEA 0 1 1 0 

CoEB 1 0 0 0 

CoEC 1 0 1 0 

CoED 1 0 1 1 

CoEE 0 1 0 1 

CoEF 0 1 1 0 

CoEG 1 0 0 1 

CoEH 0 1 1 0 

CoEI 1 0 0 0 

CoEJ 1 0 0 0 

CoEK 1 0 1 1 

CoEL 0 1 0 0 

CoEM 0 1 1 1 

CoEN 0 1 0 1 
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procedure. The first step will aggregate the assurance for ACSG 

= (COEi, i ∈ {L, M, N}) with the ALCP procedure which 

outcomes CoEG(AL) = [010X]. Then, as the second step, when 

we have the Assurance level of CoEG we aggregate the 

assurance of ACSB = (COEi, i ∈ {E, F, G}), e.g. CoEB(AL) = 

[0110]. The third step determines the assurance level of CoEC 

directly according to one child node CoEH, CoEH(AL)=[0110]. 

The fourth step aggregates the assurance level of ACSD = 

(COEi, i ∈ {I, J, K}), CoED(AL)=[1001].  Finally the last step 

of the assessment process is to aggregate the assurance level of 

ToEAL = ACSA = (COEi, i ∈ {B, C, D}), where 

CoED(AL)=[0110], by fulfilling the equations 9, 10 and 11 

which lead to the overall assurance of AL=4. However, just as 

like in the first use case scenario, if dealt with multiple 

assurance class we have to use equation 12 to derive the final 

consolidated AL for a particular CoE. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Within this paper a model and methodology for the 

assurance of cloud properties across all cloud layers (including 

system, networking and management aspects) has been 

introduced. The model specifically has been devised for multi-

tenant environments and helps to determine the assurance level 

of cloud services. The scheme has been evaluate using 

scenarios. Our evaluation shows efficient application of our 

proposed assurance assessment model over the two use case 

scenarios where we demonstrated how services could be 

assessed according to a set of security properties with defined 

set of policies.   

Based on this work the next steps will provide a complete 

assurance class and security property catalogue that 

comprehensively covers the different aspects of cloud 

environments. Furthermore, we are planning to use real-world 

applications within the SECCRIT and CUMULUS projects and 

benchmark them using the introduced scheme. As far as the 

model itself is concerned we will also further investigate the 

use of a binary tree model instead of the currently used general 

tree model, since we can easily transform general tree to a 

binary tree model, in order to empirically evaluate the 

performance of our algorithm. 
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Abstract—Designing and developing cloud services is a
challenging task that includes requirements engineering,
secure service deployment, maintenance, assurance that
proper actions have been taken to support security and,
in addition, considering legal aspects. This is unfortunately
not possible by taking current methods and techniques
into consideration. Therefore, we require a systematic and
comprehensive approach for building such services that starts
the integration of security concerns from early stages of
design and development, and continuous to refines and
integrate them in the deployment phase. In this paper
we therefore propose a solution that integrates security
requirements engineering and continuous refinement in a
comprehensive security development and deployment life-
cycle for cloud services and applications. Our approach
is focused on iterative refinement of the security-based
requirements during both software engineering (development
phase) and software maintenance (deployment phase).

Keywords-security, cloud, development life-cycle, require-
ments engineering, security policies, assessment, assurance,
monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION

The still ongoing revolution in the usage and consump-
tion of IT resources driven by the cloud paradigm is
dramatically changing the ICT landscape. Essentially, the
cloud paradigm utilizes the service delivery model to facil-
itate outsourcing on all possible layers. While some see it
as a novel technological concept, others only consider it as
an evolutionary step of ICT technologies [1]. Nevertheless,
cloud computing plays an important role by providing
significant economical and operational advancements, by
utilizing interoperability, scalability, on demand service
provisioning on global scale with minimum management
effort [2].

Prior to being hosted in a cloud, services need to be de-
signed and tailored to maximally leverage the cloud char-
acteristics (on-demand provisioning, ubiquitous network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured
services) [3], by taking design principles and requirements
into consideration. A common approach for engineering
software products is the Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) [4] also supported by ISO 12207 Standard for
software life-cycle processes [5].

The complexity of software, especially in dynamic and
volatile environments such as cloud, is hard to predict in
early stage of development since it depends on the evolve-
ment and refinement of the initial requirements. During the

early stage of software design and development initial high
level objectives and requirements that the software needs
to fulfill are defined. The requirements are considered
the foundation of the software development process very
often require to be refined during both development and
deployment life-cycle of a product. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to integrate an iterative requirements engineering
process that will implement continuous evolvement of both
software and requirements during the whole life-cycle of
a product [6]. On top of the aforementioned challenges
towards designing and developing software products, se-
curity is another important requirement nowadays that
is often being treated independently of the development
process and considered in later stages. Furthermore, its
consideration is often premature and security objectives
are often traded for usability aspects. However, in our
work we emphasize that security engineering should be
an integral part of the whole engineering process and
carefully considered in each step of a product’s life-cycle.
In particular, we propose a secure software development
life-cycle for cloud services that covers both development
and deployment phases of the product life cycle in a cloud
environment. Furthermore, our model aligns design, de-
velopment and deployment with standards, best practices
and guidelines as an iterative process that also integrates
security requirement engineering and refinement [7], [8].

This work is structured as follows. Section II offers a
detailed literature overview of methodologies for secure
service development and operation from early design to
late deployment and maintenance. Next, in Section III we
show the results of a survey that analyzed the relevance of
cloud characteristics and design concerns during the devel-
opment stage. Furthermore, we also analyze and propose a
generic security requirements engineering process that we
will integrate later in our secure cloud service life-cycle.
In Section IV we present our approach for iterative cloud
service design and development that integrates security
in each step through both development and deployment
phase for developing and deploying secure cloud services.
Finally, in Section V we conclude our work and outline
our future work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Most recent studies indicate that despite the attractive
benefits, lack of security (e.g. lack of transparency, data
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privacy, trust, data lock-In, data loss) still remains a
major obstacle for deploying services into the cloud. The
research community is keen on analyzing and addressing
security challenges in the cloud environment [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. This is especially challenging
when it comes to critical infrastructure services that re-
quire high attention when it comes to security [9], [15].
Nevertheless, there is a part of the research community
that proposes solution and methods for service deployment
in a cloud. Khajeh et. al [16], [17] proposed, in their
work, the migration of enterprise IT services to the cloud
with regards to context of financial and socio-technical
enterprise issues and the decision making process for ser-
vice migration by taking into consideration cost modeling
and risk assessment. Furthermore, Kaisler and Money, in
their work [18], evaluate the compatibility of the service
migration approach with the cloud computing paradigm
by addressing acquisition, implementation, security, usage
reporting, valuation and legislative challenges during the
process. In their work, Fehling et. al. [19] elaborate and
advise best practices for addressing web based service
migration challenges with regards to migration patterns.

Requirements engineering plays an important role in
secure service development, because it identifies crucial
security considerations that have to be taken into account
during the early stage of development till the deployment
and maintenance to ensure the complete service life-
cycle. Therefore, in their work Haley et.al. [20] present a
comprehensive framework for security requirement anal-
ysis and elicitation based on context analysis. Security
requirements are defined as constraints on system’s func-
tional requirements based upon system or service security
goals. Furthermore, Mellado et.al. [21], [22] leverage
the Common Criteria approach for to utilizing require-
ments engineering with respect to security concerns in
early development stage, formally referred as Security
Requirements Engineering Process (SREP). The SREP is
an asset-based and risk-driven model that elicitates secu-
rity requirements through iterative micro-processes (e.g.
identifying, prioritization and categorizing requirements,
vulnerabilities and threats, assessing risks, and identifying
security objectives). The work of Hesse et.al. [23] outlines
an approach that combines heuristics, monitoring and
decision documentation to perform semiautomatic security
requirements engineering, whereby heuristics monitoring
is used to mitigate the manual effort.

Maintaining and ensuring that security of our systems
and services are at the proper level we require solutions
(e.g., security assessment, security monitoring, auditing)
that will perform the validation or assessment of secu-
rity in our ICT systems. One of the most prominent
approaches nowadays, Common Criteria [24] provides an
efficient and systematic approach for security assessment
that offers a certain level of confidence that predefined
set of security requirements (i.e. functional or assurance
requirements) have been met by the evaluated product
formally refereed as Target of Evaluation(ToE). The pio-
neering work of security assessment in ICT environments

was developed by the US Department of Defense under
the name Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
(TCSEC) [25], commonly referred to as the ”The Orange
Book”. The approach classifies the assessment across three
fundamental categories minimal, discretionary, mandatory
and validated protection where each category contains a
proposed set of security controls that are being validated
(e.g. policies, access control models, audit trails, roles,
processes, etc.). Furthermore, TCSEC is unfortunately
mostly focusing on confidentiality and towards a high-
level evaluation of systems and services. Analogous to the
TCSEC approach, the Information Technology Security
Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) [26] also builds the evaluation
on security controls. However, the users are able to en-
counter the preferred set of security requirements tailored
to their product which the ITSEC formally refers to as
Target of Evaluation (ToE). In addition, the ITSEC while
still assigning levels it differentiates between functional
and assurance levels.

With respect to the above state of the art our work
overcomes the gap of a holistic integration of security
engineering during both development and deployment
phase, i.e., it offers continuous security integration that
is based upon iterative security requirement engineering.
Our security requirements engineering process provides
security requirements in various abstract forms (objectives,
requirements and properties) to support secure service
design, monitoring and assessment through development
and deployment phases. Our solution present an uniform
solution that is aligned with the approaches proposed by
Wagner et.al. [27] and Hudic et.al. [28].

III. INFORMATION SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
ANALYSIS AND ENGINEERING

Engineering and elicitation of requirements for support-
ing software design and development is a cumbersome
and time consuming process, especially when it comes to
security. Often, due to the very strict deadlines that are
dictated by time to market, security is not considered as a
primary concern in service design or development. Such
products are easily being prone to security flaws because
of some minor mistake during design stage [29]. Hence,
design and development of secure services becomes ad-
ditionally challenging when it comes to deploying those
services in cloud environments, because there are many
challenges entailed with the features offered by the cloud
that have to be carefully taken into consideration for both
development and production phases [30].

Design, followed by development, of a service life cycle
commonly starts with defining very high level objectives
that have to be engineered into the development process of
a service and maintained until a service is finally deployed.
To support such analogy it is often necessary that through
an iterative refinement process security requirements are
continuously improved before being integrated in a partic-
ular stage. By taking these into consideration, we propose
and develop an approach for continuous integration, re-
finement and maintenance of security related requirements
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during both development and deployment phase. Prior to
building our secure cloud service life cycle we analyze
relevance and depict a conceptual model for the security
requirements engineering process for cloud applications
and services, shown in Figure 3.

A. Requirements Analysis

In order to support our requirement engineering model
we conducted a survey among 31 academic and 46 in-
dustry professionals where we investigated the relevance
of cloud characteristics and design concerns during the
development phase. The first objective of our survey was
to investigate if the participants take under consideration,
in early stage of design and development, the following
criteria: risk assessment, SLA management, architectural
patterns, service life-cycle, autonomic security manage-
ment, forensics and auditing, and international standards.
The results, depicted in Figure 1, show that generally
industry participants have higher interests in the above
mentioned objectives than the academic participants with
the exception of autonomic security management that was
slightly below (80%) for industry participants. Although
generally lower than industry, the academic participants
focus their attention towards risk assessment (82%), foren-
sics and auditing (75%), international standards (67%) and
autonomic security management (75%).

Figure 1. Relevant design concerns

The second objective in our survey is focused to investi-
gate how the NIST cloud computing characteristics [3] are
embraced when designing, developing and deploying ser-
vices. The results, depicted in Figure 2, show high interest
for both industry and academic participants for consider-
ing cloud characteristics when designing, developing and
deploying their services. The results, shown in Figure 2,
indicate also in case of NIST cloud characteristics that
generally interest by industry participants is higher than
for academic participants. However, the geolocation was
the only characteristic where the industry had a slightly
lower interest than the academic participant, and at the
same time characteristic with the lowest interest results
for industry participants. This is most probably due to the
higher interest in industry for usability over security when
it comes to developing products.

Figure 2. Relevance of NIST cloud characteristics during service design
and development phase

B. Requirements Engineering Model
We envisioned the security related requirements en-

gineering and refinement, shown in Figure 3, as multi
stage iteration process that starts with the initial context
analysis for a particular use case scenario, i.e., application
or service being developed or deployed in cloud environ-
ment. The output of the context analysis are high level
business objectives, functional requirements, and security
objectives that are aligned with standards, guidelines and
best practices. Next step in our process performs an
analysis and refinement of the high level requirements
and objectives based upon risk and vulnerability assess-
ment. Hence, the output of service risk and vulnerability
assessment is taken in to consideration when performing
refinement of security objectives. The result of security
objective refinement are concise security requirements
that are used for secure service design, development and
deployment. After the service is deployed in production,
validating security during runtime is supported by the
refined version of security requirements that are defined as
security validation elements, i.e., security properties. Both
security requirements and properties must be aligned with
standards, guidelines and best practices. Furthermore, both
security properties and security requirements are used for
defining security related policies for maintaining, auditing,
designing and assessing services during both development
and production phases.

Figure 3. Iterative process for building security policies and security
requirements engineering

IV. SECURE CLOUD SERVICE LIFE-CYCLE

A software service life-cycle comprises several stages
ranging from design, development, deployment to mainte-
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nance. To improve the overall software quality and ensure
its security it is crucial to consider security aspects in all
stages. Commonly, service design starts with high level
business and security requirements. They are afterwards
translated to functional and non-functional requirements
and used throughout the development phase to implement
software functionalities. Whenever a particular service is
being deployed or migrated to an environment such as
cloud we need to define additional requirements together
with a deployment strategy [27]. Furthermore, we would
also like to have a guarantee that the security requirements
are fulfilled at design, implementation and maintenance of
a cloud service. In order to check compliance to defined
security requirements, measurable assessment criteria have
to be defined which can be used in validation process. In
summary, we see that the protection of software through
its entire life-cycle requires elicitation and refinement of
security requirements in all stages which can become
challenging when targeting heterogeneous and distributed
infrastructures. In the case of cloud usage a new abstrac-
tion level has to be applied to support mapping between
different stages into an unified approach.

We propose a two-phase secure cloud service life-
cycle that integrates requirements engineering and iterative
refinement with respect to security, through each stage
of both phases. The first phase is called Development
phase and covers the sequential set of steps where a
service is being designed and developed. Secondly, the
Production phase is where a deployed service is validated
against those security requirements that have been defined
in development phase.

As mentioned before, consistent integration of secu-
rity concerns throughout each step of both phases is
vital for designing and operating secure systems and
services. Therefore, in each phase of our proposed life-
cycle we conduct an iterative security requirements en-
gineering process to align the requirements to the needs
of a particular step (design, development, maintenance,
assessment or monitoring) and standards, best practices,
or guidelines [31], [32]. Brining together the cloud secure
development life-cycle [27] with the cloud assurance as-
sessment framework [28] and cloud inspector [33] offers a
unique and smooth way to continuously integrate security
in service life-cycle from development phase to production
phase. We perform continuous refinement of security
in terms of properties that through the life-cycle yield
bot security functional and non-functional requirements
depending on the phase corresponding step.

A. Cloud Service Development

Security by design approach is a vital part for designing
secure software and preparing it for deployment in security
demanding environments such as cloud. We introduce an
enhanced version of Secure Cloud Service Development
Life-cycle model from Wagner et.at. [27], that supports our
model for integrating security across all stages of the cloud
service life-cycle from design, development, deployment
preparation and migration, till production.

Figure 4. Development phase of secure cloud-service development life-
cycle

In our approach we narrow down the focus of the secure
development life-cycle process by taking the following
objectives into consideration:

• Integration, engineering and continuous refinement
of security requirements in each stage of software
(design, development, testing, deployment and main-
tenance) for cloud based architectures.

• Secure software development for a cloud environ-
ments from scratch.

• Software migration from a legacy system to the cloud
(adoption for cloud).

• Software migration from private to public clouds and
vice versa.

• Iterative security requirements engineering during
both development and production life-cycle phases.

As mentioned before, we align our approach with Wag-
ner et.al. [27] that is focused on building a guideline for
secure service migration in cloud by integrating the secu-
rity engineering process into the cloud secure development
life-cycle. We extend the approach by adding an additional
initial step to addresses high level security requirements
according to the high level business objectives supported
by the continuous security requirement refinements ac-
cording to standards, guidelines and best practices. Fur-
thermore, our approach highlights the following six stages
for the secure software development phase:

a) High level security objectives analysis: This prelim-
inary step consolidates high level business objectives with
security related standards, best practices and guidelines to
set the initial security objectives for secure service design,
development and deployment.

b) Analysis: This step performs analysis of a service
with respect to cloud requirements. The IT services that
are intended to be developed and cloudified, i.e. hosted
in the cloud, are analyzed to prove their eligibility of
deployment in cloud environments. Furthermore, the initial
set of security requirements is specified and potential
threats to the particular use case are identified. Ideally,
if security requirements for the IT service are predefined,
they are taken into account and, if needed, adjusted to
the circumstances occurring in each subsequent stage. In
particular, this also involves security requirements indi-
rectly resulting from the cloudification or development
of a particular service. For example, this might refer to
requirements for providing credible digital evidence on
the providers security-related conduct for the potential
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case of legal conflicts, or to cloud-specific requirements
from data protection law. Moreover, this step also proposes
an analysis of the implications that the development or
cloudification of the IT service has on the organization
and the business.

c) Design: In the design step, the software architecture
for the to be migrated or developed IT service is designed
in line with the security requirements specified in the
analysis step. If required, refinements of the security
requirements are performed for precisely aligning the
security requirements towards the particular use case.

d) Implementation: The foundations defined in design
step are used to implement part or complete service in line
with the NIST cloud characteristic. Here we can also take
into consideration the NIST cloud characteristic analysis
performed in Section III-A. Also in this step additional
security property refinements can be performed if required.

e) Verification: In this step, software is tested against
the predefined set of security requirements before being
deployed or migrated in to the cloud. In addition, in case
of cloudifying IT service the readiness of the organization
shall be verified (e.g. special disaster recovery strategies,
trainings, or revisions of SLAs might be required). If the
verification does not succeed, either further implemen-
tation effort needs to be taken and/or the design needs
to be revised. Additionally, risk assessment is performed
in order project the risks involved based upon potential
threats and vulnerabilities at this particular stage.

f) Deployment: In the final step of development phase
the IT service is deployed to the cloud environment by
taking into account the security requirements related to
platform configuration.

The result of the development phase is a service that
integrates best practices with respect to security aligned
with most prominent standards and guidelines nowadays.
Furthermore, an early stage security requirements engi-
neering yields from security objectives a more concise
set of security requirements, that iteratively through the
above mentioned steps lead to more robust and secure
design of our services. These requirements are also used to
perform the selection of the most eligible cloud provider
that can fulfill the needs of a particular customer to host
his service and as the input for the production phase where
the security of a particular service should be maintained
with respect to security requirements.

B. Cloud Service Deployment

The integration of the development life-cycle, that we
introduced in Section IV-A, with the assurance assessment
framework and CloudInspector offers a unique way to
verify the implementation of the initial security objectives
from the early stage of development to the production
stage. At the same time, these properties are being refined
iteratively through stages to meet security related best
practices, standards and guidelines. The second phase of
our secure cloud-service life-cycle model, the production
phase, is focused on maintaining and monitoring security
concerns based upon the security requirements defined in

Figure 5. Production phase of secure cloud-service development life-
cycle

the development phase.
The development phase, shown Figure 4, enumerates

the foundational security requirements and measurable
properties of the system that can be used in both assurance
assessment framework and CloudInspector, shown in Fig-
ure 5. The main difference of those assurance framework
and CloudInspector is the service model. CloudInspector
is generally envisioned as a module used at infrastructure
level to provide on demand audits, whereby assurance
framework is covering all cloud levels in a continuous
manner. The security requirements have to be aligned
with common security guidelines, best practices, and in-
ternational security related standards. Nevertheless, these
security requirements require additional adjustments to be
used in the production phase by assurance assessment
framework and CloudInspector.

1) Cloud Assurance: The security requirements de-
fined by the development phase are focused to identify
functionalities of a service rather than validation and
measurement elements. Hence, a requirement engineering
process is necessary to transforms development phase se-
curity requirements into non-functional production phase
security requirement that we refer to as security properties.
Furthermore, the security properties are then used by
the security assurance framework developed by Hudic
et. al. [28] to acquire security related information from
the infrastructure where the evaluated services are being
deployed. Since our focus is to evaluate large complex
ICT infrastructures such as cloud the assurance assessment
framework is of a particular benefit for our secure cloud
service life-cycle. As mentioned, the assurance assessment
framework performs security based evaluation of complex
multi-layered infrastructures with respect to a specific pre-
defined set of security properties, i.e., quantitative security
analysis of a particular entity hosted in the cloud. The
foundation of the quantitative security assessment criteria
is aligned with the Common Criteria, a comprehensive and
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systematic approach developed by Department of Defense
for performing security assessment. Furthermore, our as-
surance security assessment approach uses the following
three elements to systematically organize the security
assurance assessment of particular system or a service:
Target of Evaluation (ToE), Group of Evaluation (GoE)
and Component of Evaluation (CoE). These entities are
used for creating holistic service abstraction and, at the
same time, offer flexibility, granularity and precision for
continuously assessing or validating security concerns
across a wide area of components, groups of components,
and even entire ICT infrastructures. Nevertheless, to per-
form consistent security assessment framework requires
a predefined set of security properties, used to validate
security across individual components of interest (CoE).
These security properties need to be concisely defined in
order to be used by the assurance assessment framework
security validation based upon their conditions. Therefore,
we use the security requirements from the development
phase to engineer the security properties for our validation
process. To acquire security related information across the
infrastructure where a particular service is deployed we
use Collectors that according to the precise definitions of
individual security property harvest information across the
whole infrastructure and deliver it to assurance framework
to compute the assurance level. Additionally, both security
requirements and properties are used to define policies
for maintaining or assessing security, and even guidance
for secure service development and design. The collected
security related information across the observed infrastruc-
ture is then compiled to security levels, which we refer to
as assurance levels, and classified across three assurance
classes (confidentiality, integrity, availability).

2) Cloud Inspector: As important as monitoring of the
assurance level with the security assurance framework is
to verify if the cloud provider fulfills contractually agreed
security policies (such as geo-location of virtual machines,
dedicated host requirements, or physical host anti-affinity)
during runtime. The current best practice for that task
is certification (e.g., [31], [34], [35]) of cloud provider
practices only in large intervals. This does not permit
continuous transparency of fulfillment of security policies
during runtime. Additionally, in case of data protection,
the law states in many countries that a processor of
personal data has to be actively controlled. Therefore, we
propose to use an independent Transparency-as-a-Service
solution such as CloudInspector [33] to overcome the lack
of transparency in cloud computing.

The CloudInspector solution consists of two func-
tionalities: on-demand auditing and continuous evidence
gathering. CloudInspector enables tenants to continuously
control contractual agreements (security policies or prop-
erties) during the cloud deployment phase (runtime). Ad-
ditionally, CloudInspector continuously collects meta data
about current cloud behavior. In case of a dispute in
court the collected meta data at best could be used to
determine the root cause of a failure (i.e. negligence of
cloud provider). To do so, meta data about cloud behavior

must be collected beforehand during deployment phase.
The CloudInspector solution therefore gathers informa-
tion within the cloud environment independently of the
cloud management platform. Due to the independence the
CloudInspector solution is able to unveil misconfigura-
tion or malfunction of the cloud management platform.
The Transparency-as-a-Service solution consists of two
elements: Transparency Controller Module (TCM) and
Transparency Enhancement Module (TEM). Whereas the
TCM provides an audit request interface for tenants. The
TEMs are distributed monitoring agents on each physical
host within the cloud environment. The TCM serves as
interface for tenants, processes on-demand audit inquiries
and coordinates audit requests to as well as responses from
the distributed TEMs. The TCM offers per tenant access
via web-based or RESTful interfaces. A TCM transforms
incoming audit inquiries of tenants into internal audit
requests. Audit requests are used for on-demand real-time
auditing. These audit requests are sent via audit channels
to the TEMs.

After all audit results of the corresponding TEMs are
received, the TCM evaluates them and prepares an audit
response for the tenant. The TEM monitors physical
and virtual resources residing on a physical host and
uses data sources that are largely independently of the
cloud management platform. Only a single TEM per
physical host (compute, network, storage) is necessary.
A TEM gathers audit data on-demand (i.e., due to an
audit request) or continuously according to individual
tenant policies. Furthermore, a TEM consists of four basic
types of components, namely Collectors, Manager, Anal-
ysis, and Logging. Collectors are connected to different
cloud management platform independent audit sources,
e.g., information may be gathered from the hardware, the
operating system, event logs, the virtualization library or
other physical components. For example, a list of active
virtual machines can be obtained by using an operating
system command and/or using an API from the hypervisor.
Each collector is instructed by the Analysis (i.e., on-
demand auditing) or Logging component (i.e., continuous
evidence gathering) to gather specific audit data. This can
happen regularly by polling certain values or it can be
event based so that other components only have to act on
such events. The Manager component detects changes of
tenant assigned virtual resources (e.g., creation, deletion,
migration, start, stop). Depending on those observations
the manager joins or leaves an audit channel. The manager
component receives audit requests from a TCM via audit
channels and sends back audit results directly. If an audit
request is received the manager instructs the analysis com-
ponent to process the audit request (on-demand auditing)
or triggers the logging component to continuously record
related events (continuous evidence gathering).

The Analysis component processes incoming audit calls
from the manager. It either performs a lookup in recently
locally recorded data or performs an on-demand check.
It may trigger one or several collector components to
gather audit data and preprocesses information according
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to the specific audit request. Finally, it returns the
corresponding audit data to the manager component. The
logging component allows tenants to initiate policy-based
continuous evidence gathering in order to create audit
trails. Based on tenant policies this component may
continuously trigger collectors or record certain events to
gather relevant audit data. For instance, it could log the
operating system, cloud platform and hypervisor versions
twice a day or any kind of management access, hardware
failures, or reboots at any time when they occur. The
usage of CloudInspector during the deployment phase
guarantees that tenants are able to verify if the cloud
provider fulfills contractually agreements during runtime
and that in case of a dispute in court significant evidence
about cloud behavior will be available.

C. Application scenario

To demonstrate the application of our life-cycle on a
real world scenario we highlight major steps of process for
building, deploying and maintaining a video surveillance
service for critical infrastructure, such as public safety,
deployed in a cloud environment. The initial objectives
of our video surveillance service is to identify poten-
tially malicious behavior, especially in high security areas.
Therefore the video surveillance systems has to be able
to process video recordings in real time and identify
potentially malicious individuals. Since the prior objective
of the video surveillance software is the facial recognition
functionality that performs authentication of individuals.
The high level requirements of our service are:

• identifying and authorizing individuals,
• providing high availability of video surveillance ser-

vice without downtime,
• protecting the confidentiality and integrity of video

records.
The analysis phase in this case would identify functional

security requirements in line with the above objectives:
secure service auditing, restricting access to sensitive
video recordings, ensuring high availability and protecting
confidentiality of video recordings. Further, more detailed,
analysis outlines a more concise set of security require-
ments in line with the ISO 27001/27002 and NIST 800-53
standards that offer a comprehensive list of security re-
quirements with comprehensive description. Additionally,
as part of the analysis step we performed a risk assessment
based on potential threats that can occur (e.g., malicious
insider that could temper or destroy video surveillance
records, broken disk containing unencrypted video records
being lost, hosting data under legislative domain with
invasive privileges to access information, etc). The result
of the risk assessment and threat analysis extends security
requirements used to develop our secure video surveillance
services. In this early stage of design, implementation and
verification standards such as ISO 27001/27002 are used to
identify best practices for implementing security controls
that can ensure confidentiality and integrity of video
records. Therefore, during these three process steps we

perform additional service refinements and improvements
with respect to security requirements.

Furthermore, in the implementation phase of a ser-
vice we take into consideration the cloud characteristics,
depending on the relevance to the use case just as in
our analysis in Figure 2, in order to leverage them
properly and ensuring high availability of the service when
being deployed in cloud. Prior to performing and planning
deployment of the cloud service, additional verification
and risk assessment analysis is performed to identify
unexpected deviations in design or development, and any
new potential threats.

Next, we have to consider secure deployment or mi-
gration of our service to the cloud by considering the
CloudSDLCv1 from Wagner et.al. [27]. Once the service
is deployed, we have to further consider measurable met-
rics to perform the security validation and auditing of
the deployed service. In this part we conduct additional
security requirement engineering that yields a set of secu-
rity properties from the security requirements defined in
the development phase. They are used for the validation
of security goals via the security assurance framework
developed by Hudic et. al. [28]. The security assurance
assessment framework abstracts the service over individual
components to perform independent security validation
that is afterwards taken into consideration when perform-
ing holistic security analysis, as shown by Figure 6. The
right hand side of the Figure 6 shows a general tree
model of abstracted video surveillance service where set
of security properties is validated across each component.
The assurance framework identifies per component, e.g.,
components 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6, individual security proper-
ties that do not fulfill their security control requirement,
marked red in right hand side of the Figure 6. The
underlying infrastructure information is being delivered by
the CloudInspector on demand. This gives us the ability
to easily deploy our assurance framework on any given
public cloud provider that integrates CloudInspector as
independent solution for acquiring infrastructure infor-
mation. Furthermore, the security assurance assessment
framework offers the ability to the end users for defining
variety of security validation policies for validating the
security concerns of their cloud providers.

In the same way, the CloudInspector solution is used
during deployment phase to actively control the cloud
provider, to collect evidence for a potential debate in court
and to support security assurance assessment framework
with infrastructure related information. From data protec-
tion perspective recorded video footages of individuals are
personal data. If for example a tenant uses this cloud-based
video surveillance service to process such personal data of
individuals, he has to actively control the cloud provider
that he processes the data as ordered (only in datacenters
in specific countries or on dedicated physical hosts).
Additionally, with CloudInspector actively controls if the
cloud provider fulfills contractual agreements. From a civil
law perspective continuously collected and stored meta
data about cloud behavior is very useful. CloudInspector
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Figure 6. Illustration of holistic abstraction of video surveillance service for security assurance assessment process.

will provide this meta data in case of a dispute in court,
so that this meta data can be used during a root cause
analysis (which maybe unveil cloud provider negligence).

As shown by our application scenario bringing together
secure development life cycle with security assurance
assessment framework and CloudInspector enhances the
service security by design and increases the transparency
with respect to securely hosting services in cloud. If a
particular cloud provider integrates the CloudInspector
for investigating infrastructure related security concerns
that additionally support legal restrictions, we are able
to easily deploy assurance assessment framework without
interfering with internal cloud processes and exposing
internal infrastructure sensitive information and derive
security assessment.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present in our work a uniform methodology for
developing and deploying secure cloud services as a life-
cycle that implements continuous integration and refine-
ment of security requirements. Our methodology is built
as a uniform and sequential process that integrates design,
implementation, testing, deployment, maintenance, assess-
ment and monitoring of cloud services. These sequential
steps are divided in two phases, Development phase that
covers design, implementation, testing, deployment, and
Production phase that covers maintenance, assessment and
monitoring. In both phases, each of the mentioned steps
integrates security as its essential objective of service
evolution. Furthermore, to ensure that security require-
ments have not only been properly integrated in to a
service during design and development but that they are
also properly ensured during the deployment, we have
integrated security assurance assessment framework and
CloudInspector to monitor key security aspects of both
deployed service and infrastructure on which the service
is being deployed.
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Abstract

The emergence of the cloud computing paradigm has altered the delivery models for ICT services. Unfortunately, the
widespread use of the cloud has a cost, in terms of reduced transparency and control over a user’s information and
services. In addition, there are a number of well-understood security and privacy challenges that are specific to this
environment. These drawbacks are particularly problematic to operators of critical information infrastructures that want
to leverage the benefits of cloud. To improve transparency and provide assurances that measures are in place to ensure
security, novel approaches to security evaluation are needed. To evaluate the security of services that are deployed in
the cloud requires an evaluation of complex multi-layered systems and services, including their interdependencies. This
is a challenging task that involves significant effort, in terms of both computational and human resources. With these
challenges in mind, we propose a novel security assessment methodology for analysing the security of critical services that
are deployed in cloud environments. Our methodology offers flexibility, in that tailored policy-driven security assessments
can be defined, based on a user’s requirements, relevant standards, policies, and guidelines. We have implemented and
evaluated a system that supports online assessments using our methodology, which acquires and processes large volumes
of security-related data without affecting the performance of the services in a cloud environment.

Keywords: assurance, cloud computing, security assessment, security metric, openstack,

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a utility computing paradigm that
has transformed the ICT services deployment landscape.
It is used to offer scalable, highly available, on-demand,
and ubiquitous services, which extend beyond single ad-
ministrative and geographical boundaries. Numerous ben-
efits, such as the ability to rapidly deploy a service, pay
for resources per use, and scale them on demand, have
attracted many to deploy their services in the cloud. Nev-
ertheless, there are critical services (e.g., in the finan-
cial, electricity, water, transportation, and health sectors),
which have stringent security and resilience requirements,
that have not seen wide-scale deployment in the cloud.
The disruption of these services could result in significant
societal and economic losses [1].

To host critical infrastructure services in the cloud, a
cloud provider needs to offer guarantees, which can be as-
sured, in terms of security and resilience. Unfortunately,
existing best practices for security certification and audit-
ing provide only a snapshot of conditions. However, in
elastic cloud environments, services are often subjected to
continuous refinements and unpredictable changes, which
can change the security and resilience posture of a service,
and invalidate certificates. In this setting, re-certification

∗Corresponding author at AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
1firstname.lastname@ait.ac.at
2firstname.lastname@sba-research.org

may be required that has high costs and overheads. Conse-
quently, critical infrastructure service providers are reluc-
tant to migrate their services to the cloud [2, 3, 4]. Hence,
security has become one of the most widely-considered ar-
eas of study when it comes to the Cloud computing [5, 6].

To address these shortcoming, a number of approaches
have been proposed for systematic and comprehensive cloud
security certification [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These
solutions support continuous security monitoring of the
cloud. However, they can expose a cloud service providers
intellectual property as part of the assessment process. A
way to address this problem is to aggregate assessment
results into assurance levels. This approach is used in
Common Criteria [15]. Common Criteria assurance levels
indicate the level of sophistication of the tests that have
been performed on a system – functional, structural, me-
thodical, semi-formal and formal. A further challenge is
performing security assessments for services that are de-
ployed across multiple administrative and geographical do-
mains. For example, Dropbox [16] is a distributed storage
service that uses Amazon’s S3 storage for storing user’s
data, and therefore has independent layers that are owned
by different stakeholders. Seamless and transparent ser-
vice aggregation across a federation of public or private
cloud service providers is therefore a vital strategy for fu-
ture service provisioning that is commonly referred to as
a hybrid cloud model[17]. In such a multi-stakeholder sce-
nario, a detailed security assessment requires the support
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of each stakeholder, which can be challenging to acquire,
for a number of reasons.

These shortcomings indicate the need for new approaches
to security certification for cloud environments that pro-
vide a current (or continuous) security assessment and, at
the same time, protect cloud providers’ intellectual prop-
erty. In this article, we present a solution, including novel
concepts, an architecture and a prototype implementation,
which addresses this need. The solution offers the ability
for both end customers and providers to flexibly define
evaluation policies and assessment intervals. To support
the assessment of services that are deployed across multi-
ple clouds, wherein intellectual property issues arise, the
details of an infrastructure are abstracted into a depen-
dency tree model. A cloud provider’s sensitive infrastruc-
ture information is protected by providing an overall as-
surance level to the end customer. The assessment ar-
chitecture and prototype implementation are designed to
flexibly scale, in order to handle the volatile workloads
that are characteristic of cloud environments.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines
the most relevant state-of-the-art for security assessment,
certification schemes, security control approaches, and se-
curity matrices; and monitoring solutions for distributed
environments. Subsequently, in Section 3, we detail the
methodology of our assessment process and demonstrate it
via an analytical model. Section 4 introduces the concep-
tual solution of the security assurance assessment model
for open source cloud environments. Moreover, in Section
5, we present the implementation details and solution of
our assessment model for OpenStack Cloud. In Section 6
we evaluate and argue the benefits and drawbacks of the
proposed solution. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude this
work.

2. Related Work

In this section, research on security assessment con-
cepts that are related to our work are discussed. In par-
ticular, we focus on security certification schemes, security
metrics and monitoring solutions for the cloud.

2.1. Security Certification Schemes

One of the most prominent approaches to security cer-
tification is Common Criteria [15], which is aligned with
the ISO 15408 [18] and ITSEC [19] standards. The Com-
mon Criteria assessment approach offers a level of con-
fidence that a set of security requirements are met by
a product, which is formally referred to as the Target
of Evaluation (ToE). Two further standards extend ISO
15408: ISO/IEC TR 19791 [20] focuses on operational sys-
tems, whereas ISO 18045 [21] defines the minimum actions
to be performed by an evaluator, in order to conduct an
ISO/IEC 15408 evaluation.

Security compliance testing for multi-layered cloud en-
vironments, which includes both auditing and certifica-
tion, has been considered in recent years. The European

CUMULUS3 and CIRRUS4 research projects aimed to ad-
dress this issue. The CUMULUS project defined an ex-
tensive certification model for cloud environments [7, 22].
Some of the early certification approaches [8] aimed at
providing a high level of assurance. The authors demon-
strate their approach using a service-oriented architecture,
which detects changes of a service with regard to security,
and proposed a certification model for autonomic cloud
computing systems that is based on block-based security
certification [9]. In more recent work [11], the authors
demonstrate the application of their certification models
on OpenStack5. Krotsiani et al. [12, 13], proposed a sys-
tematic certification methodology, which is capable of cer-
tifying different types of cloud services, including IaaS,
PaaS and SaaS services. In their approach [12], they de-
tail how evidence that is used for assessment and verifica-
tion of security are acquired through monitoring. Further-
more, the authors demonstrated the efficiency of their cer-
tification methodology in follow-up work [13], where they
present the certification of non-repudiation in cloud stor-
age services. Furthermore, Katopodis et al. [14] argue for
a hybrid certification model, which is capable of support-
ing automation of certification processes in cloud environ-
ments, by combining testing methodologies and monitor-
ing concepts to enforce trustworthiness and security.

Such et al. [23] performed an extensive assessment of
assurance techniques by highlighting the required time,
personnel-count, expertise, effectiveness and costs to per-
form various assurance techniques. The survey results in-
dicate that the majority of investigated assurance tech-
niques can be completed within 10 days, with a range be-
tween 2-10 days.

By parallelizing the security verification process, Khan
and Hamlen [24] aim to optimize the processing costs of
their model. In [25], the authors develop a framework that
performs certification of a cloud topology, without reveal-
ing the underlying infrastructure – the approach is based
on cryptographic primitives that verify security properties.
Furthermore, Bleikertz and Gross provide an automated
analysis of volatile virtualized infrastructures to check mis-
configuration [26]. The authors of [27, 28, 29, 30] highlight
the importance of dynamic certification for multi-layered
cloud environments to verify security concerns across an
infrastructure, by offering concepts based upon monitor-
ing, security matrices and continuous assessment.

Whilst these solutions represent important work, they
limit the flexibility that users have to define their secu-
rity assessment policies, or are limited to preselected stan-
dards and best practice requirements. Importantly, many
of the aforementioned approaches require human interven-
tion when performing security assessments.

3CUMULUS (Certification infrastructure for multi-layer cloud
services) http://www.cumulus-project.eu/

4Certification, InteRnationalisation and standaRdization in
cloUd Security http://www.cirrus-project.eu/

5OpenStack – https://www.openstack.org/
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2.2. Security Metrics

An essential building block for assessing any ICT asset
are suitable metrics, which define the means and scope of
an assessment. Savola et al. [31] have performed an exten-
sive literature survey to create a security metric taxonomy.
Based upon this analysis, the authors constructed a secu-
rity metric for distributing messaging systems [32], sup-
ported with a risk-driven assessment [33]. Luna et al. [34]
proposed one of the first conceptual solutions for security
metrics in the cloud. However, the solution only offers a
high-level systematic overview. Heyman et al. [35] pro-
pose security-based patterns and demonstrate how to as-
sess the system as a whole service. This is done with an
aggregation algorithm that iterates through various levels.
Vaarandi et al. [36] built their security matrices using log
files and addressed the big data analytics problem this cre-
ates. Caron et al. [37] propose a security metric using a
system of bit vectors that show if some security require-
ment is needed at a particular node. To consider hierar-
chical dependencies, Kotenko et al. [38] built an Ontology-
based metric. The automatic security analysis of Sun et
al. [39] graphically visualizes security metrics to reduce the
complexity of assessment and offer a better overview of the
system.

2.3. Cloud Environment Monitoring

Monitoring is a major challenge for the cloud. An eval-
uation of both open source and commercial monitoring so-
lutions for cloud by Aceto et al. [40] and Fatema et al. [41]
indicates there are shortcomings with regard to scalabil-
ity, interoperability, multi-tenancy, verifiable measuring,
and service dependency.

The majority of monitoring solutions that have been
proposed [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] make use of agents,
and focus on acquiring information from individual points
of interest and storing it on centralized storage locations.
The authors of [47, 50, 48] propose a hierarchical solu-
tion for segregating workload. Naik et al. [45] propose a
framework for hybrid cloud integration, by supporting au-
tomation and integration of services across multiple dis-
tinct clouds. Furthermore, Rak et al. [49] introduce a
solution for monitoring interoperable cloud applications.
Massonet et al. [51] present a federated cloud monitor-
ing solution, which allows cloud stakeholders to track any
operation over their content across the cloud federation.
Gonzalez et al. [52] focus on addressing security monitor-
ing in multi-layered environments, by detecting deviations
of defined behavior in their policies. Casola et al. [46] de-
fine specific metrics and associate them with security Ser-
vice Level Objectives (SLOs), which are formally specified
in Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

3. Security Assurance Assessment Methodology

This section introduces our security assessment method-
ology for performing a security analysis of systems and ser-
vices in multi-layered and multi-tenant environments, as

can be found in the cloud. The initial presentation of our
methodology was introduced by Hudic et al. [53].

3.1. Decomposition and Abstraction of a Service or Sys-
tem

Despite the technological advancements of the cloud,
they can also be characterized as being a complex set of
systems and services. This complexity imposes the need to
derive comprehensive and lightweight solutions for security
analysis. To overcome this challenge, we propose a solu-
tion that first abstracts individual entities of an evaluated
system (or a service), along with their dependencies. To il-
lustrate the functionality of a complete multi-layered cloud
environment, we refer to the cloud architectural frame-
work that has been proposed by Schöller et al. [54]. The
framework, besides highlighting the complexity of cloud
environments, defines a structured and layered model of a
cloud environment.

Figure 1: Simplified version of the video surveillance service that
balances incoming workload, deployed in a multi-layered (i.e., infras-
tructure, tenant and service layer) environment and spanned across
two availability zones.

For illustrative purposes, we make use of a metropoli-
tan area video surveillance use case (i.e., traffic surveillance
that includes congestion predictions, crisis traffic manage-
ment, etc.) for the purpose of this work. Commonly there
are cameras spread across a wide area for which they col-
lect and transmit video footage to a central processing
location. Depending on the size of a particular city the
scale of available video material can vary, but it is com-
monly very large. Therefore we re quire an environment
with large processing and storing capabilities such as cloud
for hosting such services. In Figure 1 we show a web based
video surveillance service that balance the processing load,
in our particular case due to the simplicity we will use
only two underlaying virtual machines for balancing the
processing load. The load balancing is performed across
two distinct availability zones set as a fail-over strategy
so that in case of disruption we can assure high availabil-
ity. Furthermore, the virtual machines contain software
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that processes the incoming video surveillance and repli-
cates the content on block storage drives in two availability
zones.

First initial step, prior to the assessment, is to per-
form the holistic service abstraction by decomposing the
service on its autonomous entities (i.e., video surveillance
service, virtual machines, and physical storages). These
entities are then illustrated via hierarchical interdepen-
dencies which depict a general tree model [55], Figure 2.
Essentially, as shown in Figure 2, we illustrate a video
surveillance service which resides on top of two virtual
machines, that are referencing object storage across two
availability zones (physical storage servers).

Figure 2: Holistic Abstraction of the service introduced in Figure 1
on its autonomous components. We formally refer to the whole ab-
stracted service as Target of Evaluation (ToE), and to its individual
components as Components of Evaluation (CoE).

Since we aligned our holistic service abstraction model
with the notation of the Common Criteria [15], to support
the our security assurance assessment approach, below we
outline more detailed common criteria based components
of our approach:

Target of Evaluation (ToE) - is a system or a service
(in our particular case the video surveillance service) illus-
trated as a hierarchical and abstract composition of indi-
vidual interdependent entities, which we refer to as com-
ponents of evaluation (CoE), Figure 2. An individual ToE
can be composed from one or more components, Equation
1, or one or more group of components (GoE), Equation
2.

ToEA = {CoE1, CoE2, ...CoEN} (1)

ToEA = {GoEa, GoEb, ...GoEz} (2)

Component of Evaluation (CoE) - is a single autonomous
entity of a system or a service (e.g., physical servers, vir-
tual machines, service hosted on top, etc.) that is being
evaluated, Figure 2. An individual component CoEx can
be an element of more than one group of components (i.e.,
GoEA, GoEB , or GoEZ), Equation 3, and even multiple
services (i.e., ToE1, ToE2, or ToEN ), Equation 4.

CoE ⊂ GoEi,∈ {1, 2, ...N} (3)

CoE ⊂ ToEi,∈ {1, 2, ...N} (4)

Group of Evaluation of Evaluation (GoE) - is a com-
position of components or a subset of entities of a service
(e.g., group of physical servers or virtual machines that
operate under same security conditions), Equation 6, that
is of a particular interest to a user, Figure 4. A GoE can
be a subset of one or more ToE, Equation 5 (e.g., we can
consider as our GoE all physical servers running on the
infrastructure level that can host multiple ToE). Further-
more, a CoE can be a part of multiple GoE simultaneously,
i.e., database that stores information from several different
services, consequently there may be overlappings in terms
of multiple CoE between different GoE, Equation 7.

GoE ⊂ {ToE1, T oE2, ...T oEN} (5)

GoEa = {CoE1, CoE2, ...CoEN} (6)

GoEa ∩GoEb ∩GoEc ∩ ... ∩GoEz 6= ∅ (7)

Security Property (SP) - is a parametrized security re-
quirement used to validate qualitatively the security of a
particular ToE, i.e., blueprint for measuring a security re-
quirement like encryption in our service across multiple
abstraction layers. Each security property is defined to
validate security across each individual element of a ser-
vice consistently. Major challenge that we confront when
designing and individual SP is the ability to uniformly
measure the SP across various component types and lev-
els. Example of a SPs that we defined and developed under
the scope of SECCRIT project is illustrated in Table 1.

Security Property Vector (SPV) - is a composition of
SP in form of a bitwise vector, Equation 9. The bitwise
representation of properties in the SPV is used to support
the bitwise conjunction within our security assurance as-
sessment process to validate the presence of SPV’s prop-
erties across the whole service. Also for the SPV, it is
mandatory that it is used consistently without changing
the order and number of security properties during the
evaluation, Equation 10. One of the essential SP for our
use case, SP2 - Information (Data) Consistency, is used to
validate that there was not alteration of the original video
surveillance material.

Assurance Security Class (SC) - is a cluster of various
SPs that undertake the common scope or purpose, in our
case security class (e.g. confidentiality, integrity or avail-
ability), Table 1.

Evaluation Set(ES) - is an encountered set of distinct
security properties, Equation 8, used for validating secu-
rity conditions of a service( i.e. set of properties that we
want to validate across the infrastructure to protect our
video surveillance data). The ordering of the SPs, regard-
less of the security class clustering is the foundation for
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Table 1: Assurance security properties and corresponding classes
analyzed and developed under the scope of EU FP7 research project
SECCRIT.

Assurance Class Security Property

Confidentiality

SP1 - Concurrent session control
SP2 - Password Rotation
SP3 - Strong Password
SP4 - Encryption

Integrity

SP1 - System/Service Integrity
SP2 - Information (Data) Consistency
SP3 - Alteration Detection
SP4 - Error Correction

Availability
SP1 - Geo-location
SP2 - Service Availability
SP3 - Service Isolation

supporting different policies that we address later, e.g. Ta-
ble 3 and Table 4.

ES = {SP1, SP2, ...SPK} (8)

SPV = [{0/1}1, {0/1}2, ...{0/1}K ] (9)

∀CoE ∈ ToE |= |SPV | = |ES| = K (10)

Assurance Level (AL) - is a numeric value that rep-
resents qualitative security assurance level of a particular
entity assessed with respect to predefined security condi-
tions, i.e., security properties. Security conditions are in
our case defined in form of an evaluation set for particu-
lar component, group, level or target of evaluation. The
assurance level model is adhered by the Common Criteria
approach, and extended to support holistic security assur-
ance model, Equation 11.

AL = j, j ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (11)

3.2. Assessment, Aggregation and Computation of Secu-
rity Assurance Level

The concepts for holistic service abstraction and de-
composition defined in Section 3.1 are used as the founda-
tion of this section to build security aggregation policies,
defining security properties and finally the security assur-
ance aggregation algorithm.

3.2.1. Aggregation Policies

We define aggregation policies that distinguish various
security conditions through the security aggregation pro-
cess and making decisions that support the tree traversal
algorithm, explained afterwards, for delivering the overall
security assurance result.

Uniform Aggregation Policy - defines rules to perform
a uniform bitwise conjunction of a predefined and unique
SPV across each individual CoE in a ToE, Equation 12
and Equation 10. The aggregation can be successfully
performed only if during the process of iterating through

each element of the ToE, SPV is being consistently used
as defined by Equation 10. As the final step of the as-
sessment process the aggregated or resulting SPV is asso-
ciated with the corresponding assurance level defined by
assurance level policy (the assurance level associations, e.g.
Table 3 and Table 4).

A(ToE) ` ∀CoE ∈ ToE ⇒
SPV (CoE1) ∧ SPV (CoE2) ∧ ... ∧ SPV (CoEN )

(12)

Level Aggregation Policy - defines rules to perform the
process of aggregating security conditions per individual
components across an abstraction level, Equation 16 to
deliver the security assurance level, Equation 17. Further-
more, the components within an abstraction level do not
necessary need to reside under the jurisdiction of a single
parent. In that particular case, the assurance aggrega-
tion process is conducted by iterating through each indi-
vidual element of the abstraction level, Equation 10. An
abstraction level is a composition of components that are
not necessarily a subset of an only one evaluation service,
Equation 14. Within the set of components that corre-
sponds to an individual abstraction level, there cannot be
a single component that is a member of another subset
or abstraction level, Equation 13. This policy prevents
that we aggregate across multiple levels, i.e., for exam-
ple if in case of aggregating security conditions across a
physical level where only servers are taken in to consider-
ation a virtual machine is included by accident. A ToE
can be composed of multiple abstraction levels, Equation
18, ordered hierarchically where we determine the overall
security assurance level by taking into consideration each
individual level in the hierarchy.

L1 ∩ L2 ∩ ... ∩ LK = ∅ (13)

LK ⊂ ToEi,∈ 1, 2, ...N (14)

A(ToE) = {A(L1),A(L2), ...A(LK)} (15)

LK = {CoE1, CoE2, ...CoEX} (16)

A(LK) ` ∀CoE ∈ LK ⇒
SPV (CoE1) ∧ SPV (CoE2) ∧ ... ∧ SPV (CoEX)

(17)

ToE = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ ... ∪ LK (18)

Group Aggregation Policy - defines rules to perform
the process of aggregating for a predefined set of security
conditions across a subset of components that are of a
particular interest, Equation 21.

It is mandatory that a SPV is being consistently used
across each individual component within an interest group,
Equation 10, whereby an additional condition is also valid
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ToE = GoE. Unlike the level aggregation policy an indi-
vidual component of a GoE can be present in more than
one GoE, Equation 20. Within the scope of a single eval-
uation service we can define multiple groups of interest,
Equation 22, whereby each group is defined with a subset
of components that are under the juristiction of a single
evaluation service component set, Equation 23.

GoEK = {CoE1, CoE2, ...CoEX} (19)

GoE1 ∩GoE2 ∩ ... ∩GoEK 6= ∅ (20)

A(GoEK) ` ∀CoE ∈ GoEK ⇒
SPV (CoE1) ∧ SPV (CoE2) ∧ ... ∧ SPV (CoEX)

(21)

ToE = GoE1 ∪GoE2 ∪ ... ∪GoEK (22)

GoEX 6= ToE1 ∩ ToE2 ∩ ... ∩ ToEK (23)

3.2.2. Security Property Policies

To ensure the consistency of an aggregation process
across each evaluated component within a service concise
definition of each property in a SPV is mandated. Thus, a
reliable bitwise conjunction of a predefined security prop-
erty evaluation set across the target of evaluation can be
performed. Each evaluated SP is defined by a concise pol-
icy that distinguishes SP logical states (e.g. 0 in case when
a particular security property condition are not fulfilled or
1 when being fulfilled), which we refer to as Security Prop-
erty Policy (SPP).

Table 2: Security property policy for security property encryption

Logical
State

Infrastructure
level

Tenant level Service level

0

Some disks or
partitions are

not being
encrypted

Some disks or
partitions are

not being
encrypted

There is at
least one port
open, except
443, and used
as communi-

cation
channel

1

All disks and
and partitions
encrypted ⇒
Disk encryp-
tion 100%

All disks and
and partitions
encrypted ⇒
Disk encryp-
tion 100%

HTTP
protocol over
TLS/SSL, all
communica-
tion ports

closed except
443 used to

direct all
communica-

tion

Due to the space limitation we only illustrate one repre-
sentative example of our SP, the security property Encryp-
tion (SPencryption), shown in Table 1. We define encryp-
tion as a security property that supports confidentiality
by mandating minimum configuration of a cryptographic
mechanism applied on a particular evaluated entity. In Ta-
ble 2 we detail per each individual level and logical state
conditions of SPencryption. Each individual SP in security
assurance framework, like SPencryption, is defined in line
with state of the art standards and best practices:

� NIST SP 800-111 - Guide to Storage Encryption
Technologies for End User Devices [56]

� NIST SP 800-127 - Guide to Securing WiMAX Wire-
less Communications[57]

� NIST SP 800-12 - An Introduction to Computer Se-
curity: The NIST Handbook [58]

In addition, for each SP we outline which monitoring arti-
facts across layers is being verified to support a particular
SP like encryption:

� Infrastructure layer: physical disks are validate to
check if the disk has been completely encrypted ac-
cording to standards and best practices [56, 58], i.e.,
validate encryption properties ( e.g., key length >
128 bit and encryption type == AES) by validat-
ing information of all available or specified block de-
vices connected to a particular component (virtual
or physical server).

� Tenant layer: virtual disks are validate to check if
the disk has been completely encrypted according to
standards and best practices [56, 58], i.e., validate
encryption properties (e.g., key length > 128 bit and
encryption type == AES) by validating information
of all available or specified block devices connected to
a particular component (virtual or physical server).

� Service layer: communication channels are validated
to if the proper encryption mechanisms are being
used in line with standards and best practices [57,
58], i.e., validate that all port 80 is closed and all
communication is diverted to SSL port 443.

3.2.3. Aggregation Algorithm

We leverage in our security aggregation process, de-
scribed in Algorithm 1, Boolean algebra as the foundation
of our security aggregation method. We perform bitwise
conjunction of individual SP bit in SPV for each evalu-
ated CoE in a ToE by performing a post order tree traver-
sal procedure that iterates through a general tree. The
tree traversal aggregation algorithm is initiated by requir-
ing as input the following three parameters: root CoE of
an evaluated service, security property evaluation set and
aggregation policy. During the aggregation process it is
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important that for each component of an evaluated ser-
vice SPV is consistently used, Equation 10. Furthermore,
the tree traversal is carried out via the recursive procedure
that performs post order general tree traversal that as re-
turns as the result the overall assurance A(ToE). In ad-
dition, our aggregation algorithm differentiates two main
aggregation aspects:

� Horizontal Aggregation - bitwise conjunction of com-
ponents that reside under the jurisdiction of a singe
parent (i.e. virtual machines since they are both at
the same logical level, Figure 2, the aggregation of
VM1 (CoE2) and VM2 (CoE3)).

� Vertical Aggregation - aggregation which commonly
occurs in a form of child-parent relationships or the
bitwise conjunction of the result of horizontal ag-
gregation and corresponding parent (i.e. conjunc-
tion of the result of the aggregation of VM1 (CoE2)
and VM2 (CoE3) and the root service component
(CoE1), Figure 2).

Algorithm 1 Tree Traversal Assurance Aggregation

Require: CoEroot , ES, P
Ensure: ∀CoEi ∈ ToE |= |ES| = |SPV |, i ∈ 1, 2, ...N

traverse (CoEparent, P)
if CoEparent |= P then

initialize SPVh, SPVv

for each CoEchild in CoEparent, from left to
right do

if CoEchild has children then
traverse all children
SPVv = traverse(CoEchild, P)
vertical aggregation
∀SPVv ∧ SPVCoEchild[i], i ∈
1, ...N
horizontal aggregation
∀SPVh[i] ∧ SPVv[i], i ∈ 1, ...N

else
horizontal aggregation of the leaf
nodes
∀SPVh[i] ∧ SPVCoEchild[i], i ∈
1, ...N

end if
end for
return SPVh

end if

3.2.4. Assurance Level Association Policy

In order to define a qualitative value of security, as
a security metric, we we define supporting policies that
associate the results of aggregation to a corresponding as-
surance level. Thus, not only the resulting SPV from the
assurance aggregation can be associated with the level,
but also for each group, level or component we can pro-
vide associating assurance level. However, to associate the

assurance level to a resulting SPV we have to first order or
prioritize and define SPP for each SP. The priority of SPs
can be either defined by a customer or aligned with stan-
dards and best practices. The left hand side of the Table 1
illustrates an example of security property prioritization,
whereby the properties have been additionally clustered
and prioritized per individual class. Respectively, each
of the security classes (confidentiality, availability and in-
tegrity) can be additionally prioritized to support our as-
surance policies. Finally, after the evaluation set is priori-
tized, logical state policies of each SP are set (i.e. defining
security property policy), a final security metric for asso-
ciating the result security property vector with an assur-
ance level can be aligned, the Assurance Level Association
shown in the right hand side of the Table 1. We adhere
also the the Common Criteria approach that associates 7
distinct assurance levels in our model, as shown in Table
1.

Table 3: Assurance level association policy shows how individual
SPV are associated with the corresponding assurance level.

Security Property Vector (SPV)
Assurance

level
association

SPN SP3 SP2 SP1 AL
0 0 0 0 -

0 0 0 1 AL1

0 0 1 0 AL2

0 0 1 1 AL2

0 1 0 0 AL3

0 1 0 1 AL3

0 1 1 0 AL4

0 1 1 1 AL4

1 0 0 0 AL5

1 0 0 1 AL5

1 0 1 0 AL6

1 0 1 1 AL6

1 1 0 0 AL7

1 1 0 1 AL7

1 1 1 0 AL7

1 1 1 1 AL7

On the left hand side of the Table 3 there are all poten-
tial combinations for a particular set of 7 SP ( i.e. 2|SP |

potential combination) that are been selected only for illus-
trative purposes from Table 1. Due to the fact the number
of potential combinations is exponentially rising with the
increase of security properties, we illustrate the individ-
ual assurance levels by using ranges to reduce the scale of
a table, as demonstrated by the assurance association for
our evaluation model in Table 4.

3.2.5. Protection Profile

Unlike in case of Common Criteria, we enhance the pro-
tection profile to also support the perspective of a whole
service (e.g., video surveillance service), domain (e.g., health
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care data protection) or a group and not only on the com-
ponent basis. A protection profile in our framework is de-
fined by the security property policy, evaluation set and it
can be facilitated based upon a service, component, group,
type of component, or with regards to a particular domain.

3.3. Evaluation of the Assurance Aggregation Model

We will again refer to the video surveillance service use
case introduced in the beginning of this section, Figure 1,
to demonstrate our security assurance assessment method-
ology.

First, as shown in Section 3.1, we perform abstraction
of our video surveillance service, Figure 1, to build a hi-
erarchical abstraction tree model, Figure 2. To each indi-
vidual CoEK of our tree model, we assign a SPV (CoEK)
as the representation of the current security status for a
particular CoE, as shown by Figure 3. Then, we define
our evaluation set as follows, i.e. set of properties that
we are going to validate across our tree model(evaluated
service): ES = { SP7 = Encryption, SP6 = SystemService
Integrity, SP5 = Concurrent Session Control, SP4 = Pass-
word Rotation, SP3 = Strong Password, SP2 = Alteration
Detection, SP1 = Error Correction}. For the purpose of
the evaluation model we associated with the CoE1, CoE2

and CoE3 SPV that show deficiencies for alteration detec-
tion, strong password, password rotation and concurrent
session control.

Figure 3: Illustration of security aggregation process across the ab-
stracted service with individual steps in line with our aggregation
algorithm

The abstracted service tree is the blueprint of our pos-
torder tree traversal iteration algorithm (Algorithm 1).
In Figure 3, we illustrate main aggregation steps of our
algorithm performed during the aggregation process for
this particular use case. Step 1, our Algorithm 1 initi-
ates the aggregation process by performing an horizontal
aggregation of the SPV(CoE4) and SPV(CoE5), starting
from CoE4 as the most left child of our ToE. Afterwards,
the result of the horizontal aggregation is vertically ag-
gregated with the parent component of CoE4 and CoE5,
CoE2. Step 2, horizontally aggregates the SPV(CoE6) and
SPV(CoE7), starting from CoE6 as the most left child of

the parent component CoE3. Then it vertically aggregates
the result of the horizontal aggregation with their parent
component CoE3. Finally, Step 3 first performs the hori-
zontal aggregation of CoE2 and CoE3 and then the result
of the horizontal aggregation is vertically aggregated with
the root component CoE1. The final result gives us an
AL(ToE2) = 3 according to the Assurance level associa-
tion Table 4. Since in our tree traversal algorithm we al-
ways include an aggregation policy, the default aggregation
policy, if not explicitly stated, is the uniform aggregation
policy that includes all components of the service.

Table 4: Assurance level association in case of large amount of SP,
e.g. 7SP, translated into hexadecimal representation.

SPV ranges
Decimal Hexadecimal

AL1 1 - 15 1 - F
AL2 16 - 31 10 - 1F
AL3 32 - 63 20 - 3F
AL4 64 - 95 40 - 5F
AL5 96 - 111 60 - 6F
AL6 112 - 123 70 - 7B
AL7 124 - 127 7C - 7F

Moreover, if using GoE we are able to isolate a custom
subset of components for independent and simultaneous
assessment. The application of such isolation is derived
through specific policies (e.g. Uniform Aggregation Pol-
icy, Level Aggregation Policy or Group Aggregation Pol-
icy) that we include in our algorithm. We demonstrate
in our use case the usage of the group aggregation pol-
icy, shown in Figure 4, by isolating two subsets of compo-
nents, GoE1 = {CoE1, CoE2, CoE4, CoE5} and GoE2 =
{CoE1, CoE3, CoE6, CoE7}. The tree traversal assurance
aggregation algorithm in case of group policies initiates an
independent traversal process for each GoE. Hence, the
traversal algorithm only performs aggregation only on a
particular subset of components that correspond to a par-
ticular group. In case of GoE1 the resulting SPV'(GoE1)
= 1110101 and in case of GoE2 the resulting SPV'(GoE2)
= 1100001. We can see that due to the differentiation in
configuration of VMs (i.e., CoE2 and CoE3) the end re-
sulting SPVs differentiate themselves as well. Therefore
the we have for the first group of interest, AL(GoE1) = 6
and for the second group of interest AL(GoE2) = 3.

4. Security Assurance Assessment Model for Open-
source Cloud Environments

The security assessment commonly requires intensive
acquisition of security related information during the as-
sessment process, unfortunately this is restricted by most
of the service providers to avoid any infrastructure related
information exposure. Having that in mind, we design
the security assurance assessment methodology framework
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Figure 4: Identification and isolation of specific components that are
of particular interest with group evaluation policy, GoE1 and GoE2,
for which we calculate independent assurance level

that offers a transparent and nearly real-time security as-
sessment without exposing provider’s internal sensitive in-
formation and yet offering a security assessment of services
according to user’s requirements. Our model limits the
information that the external parties have access to and
offers only abstracted security related information, defined
by the trust boundary marked with red dashed line in in
Figure 5.

Due to the limitations and restrictions imposed by most
commercial cloud providers we focus, but not limit, our so-
lution to the open source cloud technology that gives us
the liberty to obtain detailed security related information
across the whole cloud infrastructure (i.e., each abstrac-
tion level - infrastructure, tenant or service).

Our solution is designed as coherent system composed
of autonomous modules that can perform lightweight secu-
rity assessment independent of the cloud platform, and can
be deployed inside of the cloud platform that we are per-
forming assessment and externally as a third party provi-
sioning. Therefore we distinguish the deployment bound-
ary marked with green dashed line in in Figure 5, be-
cause right hand side with regards to deployment bound-
ary can be deployed inside the cloud and at third party
service provider. The complexity and large scale of a
cloud environments imposes to process a vast amount of
information in case of any kind of an assessment. There-
fore, we design and implement independent functional sub-
systems to achieve high availability and scalability of our
concept. These modules are depicted in Figure 5 as indi-
vidual sub-systems that perform the following functional
sub-systems: information acquisition sub-system, messag-
ing sub-system, processing sub-system, storage and assur-
ance computation sub-system, and presentation sub-system.
Furthermore, we design the security assurance assessment
framework to operate in the following three operational
modes:

� continuous by performing the security assurance as-

sessment in discrete predefined periodic time inter-
vals, which we refer to as collecting cycles,

� on demand by performing the security assurance as-
sessment at certain points based upon users needs
(i.e. during audits),

� event based by performing the security assurance as-
sessment at the point when a change in the system
occurs (i.e. when certain collector detects that at
least one SP has changed its state).

The use case proposed at Section 3 in Figure 1 is now
used as the information acquisition sub-system, shown in
Figure 5 on the most left side. This is the first sub-system
of our assurance assessmend model Then and also the only
one that requires to be directly integrated in to the cloud
environment. The security related information of an indi-
vidual component are being acquired via small lightweight
services called collectors. The scope of information being
collected is defined security requirements defined prior to
the assessment process, which we refer to as evaluation set
of security properties introduced in 3 section. Each com-
ponent’s collector formats the acquired information and
emits it to the second sub-system of our assessment frame-
work, the messaging sub-system. Due to the fact that in
environments such as cloud our services a most likely to
be composed of vast amount of components that would
emit simultaneously collected information, and therefore
our system is challenged with large amounts of data that
needs to be systematically organized per service and corre-
sponding components. Therefore, we integrate in our de-
sign a distributed messaging system capable of structuring
large amount of incoming messages to avoid any potential
information lesses. In addition, regardless of the incom-
ing message workload the messaging system offers scal-
ability, fault tolerance, and guaranty for delivering mes-
sages. Next, messages delivered to our messaging system
have to be processed by the next sub-system of our assess-
ment framework, the processing sub-system. Due to the
large amount of messages we require a system capable of
processing those messages capable of parallelizing its pro-
cesses as a distributed processing system. The main role
of the processing system is two fold: auditing all incom-
ing messages in to a storage system and simultaneously
processing those messages. To perform these processes
simultaneously both auditing and transformation process
should be instantiated with the same particular message.
Reliability for processing messages is ensured by tracking
a process life-cycle and re-initiating it in case of failure.
The output of both auditing and transformation process
is stored to our next subsequent sub-system, storage sub-
system. After the raw information has been transformed
to a bitwise vector SPV, and the SPV is stored the stor-
age sub-system, the assurance level computation process
calculates the assurance level. Finally, after the security
assurance level is calculated it is being presented by the
last sub-system of our solution, presentation sub-system.
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Figure 5: Security assurance assessment framework architecture with independent sub-systems (information acquisition sub-system, messaging
sub-system, processing sub-system, storage and assurance computation sub-system, and presentation sub-system) used to perform message
collection, processing, assurance level calculation and presentation.

5. Prototype Implementation

This section highlights the motivation for implement-
ing our security assurance assessment framework.

5.1. Motivation

To address the problem of acquiring, transmission and
processing large scale security related information across a
cloud environment a solution capable of handling such high
intensive workloads is required. Having these objectives in
mind, we built a solution that is technology independent,
can be hosted either as third party or in internal solution,
and is capable of scaling its processing capabilities.

We start with evaluating the size and structure of the
messages that are going to be acquired and transmitted,
which must remain as small as possible and provide suffi-
cient level of details. Therefore, we performed an empirical
analysis of different message types by taking into consid-
eration Comma Separated Value (CSV), JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation (JSON) and Extensible Markup Language
(XML) formats. We generated structured messages for
each of the aforementioned formats by increasing the num-
ber of security properties per message for each format type
from 1 to 1000 SP per message. The outcome of our anal-
ysis, Figure 6, indicates the following average sizes of a
message per SP: CSV 50 bytes, JSON 64 bytes, and XML
99 bytes.

The prior concern of our design to have minimal im-
pact on the performance is fulfilled by the by the CSV
as the best solution in terms of message size. However,
since efficient processing of stream based data structures
and its serialization as objects is required, JSON and XML
are imposed as more eligible solutions. Further, analysis
indicated that the JSON message outperforms the XML
messages in terms of size and practicality for object serial-
ization, Figure 6. Therefore, we rely on JSON message for-
mat that we use as core technology in our implementation
for information acquisition scripts refer to as collectors.

Figure 6: Evaluation of size for different message types (JSON, CSV,
and XML) with respect to different count of security properties.

Collectors are pre-installed scripts at the service provider
that perform data extraction, formating and transmission
supported with configuration file that is used for remote
configuration. We can configure the collector by control-
ling messaging system host (i.e. destination of messaging
system clusters), operational mode of the collector (i.e.
continuous, on demand, or event driven), identifiers used
for later distribution and message processing (i.e. topic
and component identifier). In addition we estimated the
amount of the potential workload by putting into the cor-
relation the average size of JSON message, security prop-
erties and evaluated components. The results, shown in
Figure 7, indicate the exponential growth of the data that
reaches easily several Gigabytes of workload that we have
to take into the consideration when designing our system.

5.2. Implementation

We use the OpenStack open source cloud platform as
the foundation of our research testing due to its compos-
ite and modular nature. The OpenStack cloud platform
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Figure 7: Estimation of the amount data being produced intended for
processing in a single collecting cycle (∆T ) depending on number of
evaluated security properties and number of components evaluated.

allows us to flexibility to investigate and harvest informa-
tion across the complete cloud infrastructure without re-
strictions. In spite of the fact that the aim of this work is
focused towards cloud based environments, in principle it
is also applicable to a brother set of ICT environments (e.g.
grids, clusters, virtual environments). The information ac-
quisition process starts by extracting the raw data from a
CoE and constructing a JSON message that is then sent to
the messaging sub-system. The collector uses a supporting
configuration file that mandates which properties are be-
ing monitored, where to send the information to and how
often the acquisition is performed. For the messaging sys-
tem we configure and implement Apache Kafka distributed
messaging system [59, 60] to ensure reliable message han-
dling. We implement the Apache Kafka services due to the
ability to offer rapid scalability across multiple brokers and
clusters, and high availability that is ensured through data
redundancy. Apache Kafka clusters incoming messages se-
lectively based upon the message topic identifier, and di-
rects them to the corresponding message queues or par-
titions. Although that with the replication functionality
we increase information availability, the replication factor
unfortunately downgrades the performance and therefore
in our solution we only use minimal number of copies (e.g.,
2 factor replication).

Taking into consideration the extent of components in
cloud environments, we require a processing sub-system
capable of processing large scale data that can reliably ex-
pand and parallelize its processing capabilities and with-
stand the data processing rate above the input data rate.
Therefore, after being commissioned in the distributed
messaging sub-system, messages are provided based on
publish-subscribe model the processing sub-system. The
processing sub-system transforms the incoming JSON mes-
sages in bitwise vectors and simultaneously establishes an
audit trail. Due to the to the high compatibility with
Apache Kafka distributed messaging sub-system we inte-
grate the Apache Storm [61, 62] as the distributed process-
ing segment for our solution. The Apache Storm provides
scalability, fault-tolerance of running tasks, and it is easily

extensible to provide high performance processing. Fur-
thermore, Apache Storm is a distributed real-time com-
putation system for processing large volumes of high-rate
data extremely fast, e.g. over a million records per sec-
ond per individual node on a cluster of modest size. Raw,
processsed and analyzed data is being stored into database
storage system. As we can even combine the Apache Kafka
as the next message storage option the storage system is
not the prior concern of this work and therefore we take it
under consideration for future work. After the raw data is
transformed into security property bit-vectors, the assur-
ance level computation module computes assurance level
by iterating through general tree model with our algorithm
1. Finally the results are presented as continuous feedback
of security status for our evaluated service to users.

Our solution is focused to preserve the privacy by pro-
tecting internal intellectual property of a cloud service
provider by design. The external parties interested in val-
idating the security conditions of a services or a system
hosted in cloud, do not get direct access to sensitive in-
formation and yet they are ensured that security is be-
ing maintained according to their security requirements.
Primarily, to ensure the integrity and authenticity of in-
formation being acquired, tempering of collectors and in-
formation has to be preserved during the collection and
transportation. Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [63] and,
its extension, Hardware Security Module (HSM) are both
solutions that can provide a more secure code execution
environment by validating the consistency of code being
executed. The main difference lies in their appliance, TPM
is an integrated micro-controller where the cryptographic
keys and all computation takes place, whereby the HSM
is an external module like USB which contains the cryp-
tographic primitive used in cryptographic functions. The
cryptographic functions are used to validate the consis-
tency of executed code and information stored in a par-
ticular environments. Although, these concepts increase
the code execution security they do not provide ultimate
security for the user.

6. Prototype Evaluation

In this section we demonstrate the performance of our
system and argue our results with supporting analysis. We
support our findings with the estimation of input data
workload on the messaging sub-system by taking in to the
consideration number of evaluated components and SPs.
In addition, we simulate the input data workload, audit-
ing and processing capabilities on our system also with
regards to number of evaluated components and SPs for
three different configurations scenarios.

We performed our performance analysis Amazon in-
frastructure by deploying it on five EC2 instances (one
instance was used for message production and measuring
the performance, and four instances were used for deploy-
ing our framework; three for messaging sub-system and
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one for processing sub-system) with the following config-
uration: c3.8xlarge instance type 6, 32 vCPU processors,
244 RAM memory, 2 x 320 GB SSD storage.

6.1. Evaluation Scenarios

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution with
respect to a real world scenario by observing the perfor-
mance for different number of components and security
properties being evaluated, Table 5. We illustrate three
distinct evaluation scenarios, two cloud-based and one non
cloud-based scenario. The cloud based scenarios are fo-
cused on assessing components in cloud data center by
using Amazon as an example, whereby we distinguish re-
gions Frankfurt and Ireland as two independent data cen-
ters. As a third use case scenario, which is a non-cloud
environment, we use our research center IT infrastructure.
We define the border lines of our evaluation with respect to
number of evaluated components and security properties
by stating the following assumptions:

� message production during our evaluation is limited
to the computational capabilities of a single amazon
instance

� security assurance assessment framework is deployed
on a third party infrastructure and therefore number
of components that can be evaluated are limited by
the publicly available IP addresses of a particular use
case scenario

� number of evaluated security properties is defined
based up on number of security requirements defined
by security standards

According to Amazon’s CTO Werner Vogels, Amazon
tries to keep the size of their data centers under 100,000
servers7. Although it is a fairly naive approach, we take
into consideration publicly available information of Ama-
zon for IP address ranges8 to estimate the potential amount
of publicly accessible elements inside a cloud. Further-
more, we will say that an individual region is composed of
a minimum one data center. Taking the public IP address
ranges of an Amazon region and count of particular servers
into consideration, we can easily approximate a potential
number of components that could be monitored or assessed
with regards to security (e.g., Amazon region Frankfurt
750,000 and Amazon region Ireland 5,000,000 ). In case of
non-cloud use case the information the components count
is determined by consolidating with our IT department.
Furthermore, for defining realistic number of SP we use
the following standards, guidelines and best practices as

6Amazon instance types - https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/

instance-types/, visited 11.03.2016
7Amazon Cloud infrastructure http://datacenterfrontier.com/

inside-amazon-cloud-computing-infrastructure/
8Amazon Web Service - http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/

latest/gr/aws-ip-ranges.html

the reference: CUMULUS EU FP7 Research Project - 72
Certification Security Properties, ISO/IEC 27001 - Infor-
mation security management -114 security controls [64],
NIST 800-53 - 240 security requirements [65], Pay Card
Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS) - 242 secu-
rity control requirements [66] OWASP Application Secu-
rity Verification Standard - 205 Requirements [67]. Our
results show the correlation between the components per
individual scenario vs number of security properties per
components, as shown in Table 5. Furthermore, in our
evaluation we highlight the key factors for performance
with respect to configuration of our distributed messaging
and processing systems. Therefore, we differentiate our
results according to single and multi-cluster configuration
setup for Apache Kafka distributed messaging system; and
for Apache Storm distributed processing system audit and
assurance level computation capabilities.

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Input Message Rate Simulation

We start our evaluation by evaluating the incoming
workload that our system can withstand, by measuring
the number of incoming messages. Thus, our tests are
focusing on messaging sub-system form Figure 5. In order
to evaluate how our system outperforms with regards to
the workload we conducted the tests with the regards to
the following three configuration setups of our distributed
messaging sub-system:

1. single cluster - single broker setup, 1 Broker, 15 par-
titions

2. single cluster - multi broker setup, 5 Brokers, 80 par-
titions

3. multi cluster - multi broker setup, 15 Brokers, 300
partitions

A cluster is a physical, or in our case virtual, machine with
limited amount of computational and memory resources
where we run one or more Kafka brokers. We leverage the
Kafka design capabilities to scale across multiple clusters
and therefore extend the computational capabilities for
handling incoming workload. Furthermore, a broker is a
virtual abstraction that is in charge of provisioning, main-
taining, and managing message queues or partitions across
clusters. For each of the setups we used a separate instance
for deploying message producers that simulated large scale
message production. Additionally, due to our limitation of
running millions of components that send the messages si-
multaneously we leverage batching concept to increase the
number of messages that we produce. Thus, we batched
messages as blocks of 4,096 and 16,384 bytes, that we will
refer to as small or big batch, respectively. We have chosen
these two batch size based upon the JSON message size
to see how does the batch size influence the performance.
In case of 4,096 batch size can observe how does the per-
formance changes if we put multiple JSON messages in to
a single batch and what happens in case when we have to
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Table 5: An overview of the auditing and processing cycles time for various standards and best practices containign security control elements
applied in three different application scenarios within respect of two configuration setups.
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SCENARIO CONSUMPTION ACTION ∆t

Amazon Cloud - Region Frankfurt
750,000 Components

Single-broker - 15 Threads
Audit 4 6 13 13 10
Comp. 6 8 19 19 15

Multi-broker - 30 Threads
Audit 3 4 8 8 6
Comp. 4 4 12 12 9

FRAMEWORK ∆T 7 11 19 19 17

Amazon Cloud - Region Ireland
5,000,000 Components

Single-broker - 15 Threads
Audit 28 33 78 78 78
Comp. 31 39 124 124 90

Multi-broker - 30 Threads
Audit 16 20 46 46 37
Comp. 17 23 73 73 54

FRAMEWORK ∆T 30 38 109 109 82

Austrian Institute of Technology
1,000 Components

Single-broker - 15 Threads
Audit 1 1 1 1 1
Comp. 1 1 1 1 1

Multi-broker - 30 Threads
Audit 1 1 1 1 1
Comp. 1 1 1 1 1

FRAMEWORK ∆T 1 1 1 1 1

fragment the message over multiple batches. The 16,384
batch size was used to see how does the message count
reflect on performance when only a part of JSON is sent
in a message.

In Figure 8 and Figure 9 we outline the results of our
measurements with respect to inbound data and record
rate for the three above mentioned use cases. We aligned
the color coding of the figures to highlight the correlation
between the inbound data rate and number of records.
The green lines shows the results of the most fundamental
setup where on a single cluster 15 partitions were deployed
within a single broker, blue lines show the results of the
second setup where 5 brokers were configured on a sin-
gle cluster with 80 working partitions uniformly deployed.
Finally, the orange line represents the most advanced pro-
duction configuration where we configured 3 clusters, each
having again 5 brokers with total of 300 working partitions
across clusters. In case of the small batch block (i.e., 4,096
bytes), we can see that regardless of the configuration
setup message workload starts below 200 MB/sec, and de-
pending on the configuration (i.e., config #1: 122 MB/sec -
662,918 records, config #2: 161 MB/sec - 874,875 records,
config #3: 188 MB/sec - 1,016,145 records) differentiates
the workload and record count, as shown by Figure 8 and
Figure 9. All three configurations experience a slight drop
in performance at the point of 50 security properties due
to the batch block size (4,096 bytes) at the producer side
that reaches the point where the producer can batch only
single JSON message and therefore mitigates the perfor-
mance growth slightly.

In contrast to the workload of the small batch block,
the big batch block (i.e. 16,384 bytes) begins to process
the workload at 200 MB/sec, and depending on the config-
uration (i.e., config #1: 203 MB/sec - 1,097,815 records,
config #2: 240 MB/sec - 1,297,207 records, config #3:

Figure 8: Simulation of inbound (consumption) data rate for our
distributed messaging sub-system with various messages size that
represents various security property count per message.

250 MB/sec - 1,351,582 records) differentiates the work-
load and record count, as shown by Figure 8 and Figure 9.
At the beginning from 1 SP to 10 SP, performance of multi
broker configuration on single and multi-cluster setups are
very close due to the small sizes of messages being trans-
mitted. The multi-cluster configuration outperforms the
remaining configurations by far, both in terms of work-
load and record rate, by reaching impressive 801 MB/sec.
Furthermore, in case of 100 SP and 150 SP in Figure 8,
we can see that the small batch outperforms the big batch
due to its batch size.

Although, in both cases of small and big batch we reach
very high inbound data rates, Figure 8, the record rate
drops with the increase of SP per message due to the fact
that the size of a JSON massage is increasing, Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Simulation of inbound (consumption) record rate for our
distributed messaging sub-system with various messages size with
that represent different number of security property per message.

6.2.2. Processing Message Rate

The raw JSON messages after arrival to the messaging
sub-system is subsequently consumed by the processing
sub-system that simultaneously establishes an audit trail
and conducts message transformation processes. In case
of the audit trail messages are simply consumed and for-
warded to the storage system, whereby in case of transfor-
mation they are being transformed into SPV that is used
later to calculate assurance level. We depict the result of
our assessment in Figure 10 for both auditing and transfor-
mation processes, whereby each of the processes was scaled
with Apache Storm across 15, 30 and 80 threads. Since we
deployed our processing sub-system in single c3.8xlarge in-
stance the thread count is chosen based upon vCPU count
approximately half and equal number of the vCPU number
(i.e., 15 and 30 threads) to have some vCPU available for
the system processes, and lastly the number equal to the
number of partitions per broker, 80 threads. With respect
to consumption we are limited to the number of consump-
tion threads since per each partition it can be only one
thread assigned to consume messages.

In case of the auditing process, we assign 15 threads
to consume messages from the distributed messaging sub-
system for single broker configuration, marked with full
blue line in Figure 10. Next, we assigned 30 threads to con-
sume messages from the multi-broker configuration, marked
with full orange line in Figure 10. Furthermore, we in-
vestigated how the consumption performance of a single
cluster is affected if we assign more than twice as much
threads than available vCPUs (i.e., 32 vCPU). In Figure
10 the gray line highlights the performance for 80 con-
sumption threads configuration. Based upon the results
for 80 threads we concluded that if we increase the number
of threads above the CPU count we would get more per-
formance degradation since threads have to compete for
the limited amount of available CPU resources. Hence,
there was no need to test the third configuration setup
with multi-clustered environment.

The complexity of performing tests for a scaled dis-
tributed processing environment, mandated that we first
experimentally determined the overhead costs per SP by
taking in to consideration 4 level depth general tree mod-
els and extrapolated the overhead costs with respect to
audit process costs. The results shown in average 0.15% of
overhead per individual security property. We used these
SP overhead costs to extrapolate the assurance level cal-
culation costs per security property with respect to audit
process costs. The results of the estimations are marked
with dashed blue and orange lines in Figure 10. The cur-
rent limitations of our implementation shows that the con-
sumption is starting to drop in both configuration setups
after 50 SP since the costs to rise exponentially. This is an
implementation detail challenge that we intend to address
as a part of our future work.

Figure 10: Results of consumption rate simulation for our distributed
processing sub-system. We show the upper boundary of performance
for single and multi broker setup with respect to different count of
consumption threads.

6.3. Discussion

In this section, we discuss our findings based upon the
evaluation results and identify shortcomings of our solu-
tion. We distinguish our result by highlighting the perfor-
mance of the collecting cycle ∆t of an individual scenario
and general performance of our framework expressed as
assessment cycle (∆T), in Table 5. The Table 5 details
the processing results of our system to perform auditing
and computation of assurance level per for each use case
scenario. Furthermore, we have only focused ourselves on
the multi cluster configuration where we deployed single
and multiple brokers, as the most efficient configuration
for evaluating our results. Based upon the input workload,
Figure 8, and processing results shown in Figure 10 we
analyze the consumption rate (i.e., consumption processes
scaled across 15 consumption threads or 30 consumption
threads) affect the assessment cycle (∆T) depending on
the security property count in single and multi broker con-
figurations shown by Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13, and
Figure 14. In order to visualize better the collecting time
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we intentionally left out the collecting cycle below 500,000
components for which ∆t <4 sec.

In Figure 11 and Figure 12 we outline the performance
results for single broker configuration setup with 15 con-
sumption threads for auditing and transformation, respec-
tively. The transformation overhead raises with the in-
crease of SP per component take up to 37% more time (∆tc
= 124 seconds) with respect to auditing (∆ta = 78 sec-
onds) if we take into consideration the case with 5,000,000
components, to processes incoming workload, shown in
Figure 12. In the second two figures, Figure 13 and Fig-
ure 14, we show the performance analysis results for multi
broker configuration setup with 30 consumption threads.
Regardless of the configuration setup the transformation
overhead shows the same increase in percentage (up to 37%
more, ∆tc = 73 seconds, time with respect to auditing, ∆ta
= 46 seconds, process in case of 5,000,000 components).
In case of multi-broker, Figure 14, we show that there is
a significant increase in performance with respect to time
required to perform both auditing and computation.

Next we compare the results for auditing and comput-
ing assurance level with respect to different configuration
setup. When we take into consideration performance of
auditing process, Figure 11 and Figure 13, where we have
different number of consumption threads, 15 and 30 con-
sumption threads (15 threads ∆ta = 78 seconds, and for 30
threads ∆ta = 46 seconds) respectively, our results show
that by the increase of threads we get up to 42% increase
in performance. In case when we compare the assurance
computation overhead costs we get nearly the same per-
formance boost in percentage, up to 41% (15 threads ∆tc
= 124 seconds, and for 30 threads ∆tc = 73 seconds), but
it unfortunately takes more time to process the messages.

We use the performance results depicted in Figure 13,
and Figure 14, to evaluate the performance of real world
use case scenarios shown in Table 5. As shown in Ta-
ble 5 we distinguish our results per different cluster types
(single or multi cluster), actions being taken (only audi-
tion the incoming messages or performing complete cal-
culation and transformation) for different security related
standards and best practices. We outline our evaluation
by taking in to consideration our performance results for
processing and messaging sub-systems and show the over-
all performance of our framework (∆T). In case of Ama-
zon cloud Frankfurt region scenario where we evaluate the
performance across 750,000 components with 15 parallel
threads, we show that our framework can perform audit-
ing of 72 SP in a 4 seconds and 6 seconds in case of full
assurance calculation. Furthermore, if we increase the SP
count up to 240 it takes us 13 seconds to perform audit-
ing and 19 seconds for assurance calculation. When we
distributed the workload of across multiple clusters and
increased the number of threads to 30, we noticed that
the performance at the lover rate of SP did not change
much whereby in case of higher count of SP, e.g. 240,
we notice a significant improvement in performance. In
case of the second cloud scenario, Amazon region Ireland,

the analogy of performance has the same results, however
with increased time interval required for processing due
to the larger number of components. Our thirds scenario,
the evaluation of an non-cloud environment Austrian in-
stitute of Technology infrastructure did not offer as much
granularity in terms of results. Due to the relatively small
number of components in our third scenario our frame-
work manages to perform both auditing and computation
of assurance level under 1 second.

Finally, we conclude our evaluation based up on the
performance of our messaging system, Figure 8, and pro-
cessing sub-system performance, Figure 10, we identify the
throughput bottleneck of our framework caused by the cur-
rent configuration of messaging sub-system and limitation
in message production that under-performs in term of the
inbound messages that can be fed in to our framework.
Thus, our security assessment framework is currently lim-
ited to the messaging sub-system performance. However,
we assume that in a real world scenario where the mes-
sages would be sent simultaneously from each component
that would increase the incoming workload, and in that
case we would be limited by the processing system per-
formance. We therefore show for each of the evaluation
scenarios in Table 5 under framework highlight the over-
all performance. In first evaluation scenario we see that
our processing time ∆t can slow down up to 50%, the
second scenario due to the larger number of components
which limits the processing shows up to 10% of perfor-
mance. The non-cloud use case scenario due to the rela-
tively small number of components doesn’t show any sig-
nificant changes in performance degradation.

Figure 11: Message audit performance results in case of 15 con-
sumption threads on a single broker setup. The results show the
correlation between time required to audit information with respect
number of components for different security property count.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

The acquisition of security related information across
complex ICT environments is unfortunately ponderous,
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Figure 12: Assurance level computation performance results in case
of 15 consumption threads on a single-broker setup. The results
show the correlation between time required to audit information with
respect number of components for different security property count.

Figure 13: Message audit performance results in case of 30 con-
sumption threads on a multi-broker setup. The results show the
correlation between time required to audit information with respect
number of components for different security property count.

time consuming process limited with human intervention,
and therefore highly unpractical for large scale and volatile
ICT environments. Furthermore, real time security as-
sessment of hybrid cloud infrastructures that posses vast
amount distinct components and include interdependen-
cies is opposed by the countless restrictions that prevent
sensitive information exposure. Motivated with these chal-
lenges we build our methodology for assessing security by
including the relationship between individual layers and
components owned by distinct, even competitive, stake-
holders under the umbrella of single assessment domain.
Therefore making it capable to assess highly complex and
volatile systems such as hybrid clouds in nearly real time.

This work present a novel methodology for autonomic
security assessment of complex multi-layered ICT infras-

Figure 14: Assurance level computation performance results in case
of 30 consumption threads on a multi-broker setup. The results
show the correlation between time required to audit information with
respect number of components for different security property count.

tructures like cloud that can be owned by distinct stake-
holders. We developed a concept for holistic service ab-
straction that is used as a blueprint during the security
assessment for identifying interdependencies between com-
ponents of a service or a system. Our solution can perform
security analysis, even by a third party provider, and at
the same time preserving the privacy of the system which
service is being assessed. Furthermore, our solution pro-
vides a custom driven security assessment tailored accord-
ing to the users needs and aligned with state of the art
standards, best practices and guidelines. We also provide
a detail experimental evaluation of our system where we
stress individual sub-systems of our solution to identify
potential bottlenecks.

As a part of our future work we would like to per-
form additional optimization of our implementation and
design to gain more performance. We also intend to test
our system with various storage system modules like dis-
tributed file storage systems (Hadoop HDFS) and non-
relational databases (e.g. MongoDB, Apache Cassandra).
Furthermore, we intend to investigate how can our cur-
rent solution can be put in commercial use to offer a Se-
curity as a Service module to the customers. Most impor-
tantly, we will focus our research on defining more efficient
means, processes and concepts for gathering security re-
lated information that support our Security Assurance As-
sessment Framework. Recent studies indicate that digital
forensic [68, 69] has taken significant momentum especially
when it comes to Cloud environemnts [70, 71, 72, 73, 74].
Hence, due to its very nature to efficiently acquire digital
evidence, we consider digital forensics will play an essential
role in our future work.
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